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1
G E N E R A L I N T R O D U C T I O N

As the brain ages naturally, it progressively loses structure due to the death of neurons and
connections between them, a process called neurodegeneration. This causes the morphology
of the brain to change. Very distinct changes are the increasing ventricular size and decreasing
white and gray matter volumes. The effect of normal aging on brain morphology is illustrated
in Figures 1.1a and 1.1b, which shows magnetic resonance (MR) images of a 46-year-old and
a 92-year-old person, respectively.

When neurodegeneration occurs in an abnormal manner, we speak of neurodegenerative
diseases, such as Parkinson’s disease and Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Figure 1.1c shows the im-
age of an 85-year-old AD patient. Please note the morphological similarities to the 92-year-old
brain in 1.1b. As neurodegeneration due to disease may be difficult to distinguish from that of
normal aging, interpretation of brain images in the context of diagnosis of neurodegenerative
diseases is challenging, especially in the early stages of the disease. This thesis presents com-
prehensive models of the aging brain and novel computer-aided diagnosis methods, based on
advanced, quantitative analysis of brain MR images, facilitating the differentiation between
normal and abnormal neurodegeneration.

The work described in this thesis makes extensive use of advanced image processing, ma-
chine learning, and pattern recognition techniques. In each chapter, pointers to the relevant
literature are given and, where necessary, basic concepts of the used methodology are ex-
plained. In the section below, background information of some of the important techniques
is discussed, in order to set the stage for a more precise definition of my research aims. The
chapter ends with an outline of the thesis.

1.1 B A C K G R O U N D

Neuro-image analysis is a broad field where many techniques and concepts play an important
role. Specifically, in this thesis, image segmentation, image registration, diagnostic classifica-
tion, and normative modeling are used to extract quantitative biomarkers, establish spatial
correspondence between images, and develop models in order to support the development
for clinical decision making. These key techniques and concepts are briefly discussed in the
following sections.

1.1.1 Image segmentation

Segmenting the brain into its different tissue types and regions of interest is necessary when
one wants to study their diagnostic relevance, heritability or structural connectivity. The man-
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(a) A 46-year-old brain. (b) A 92-year-old brain. (c) An 85-year-old brain of an
AD patient.

Figure 1.1: MR brain images showing how neurodegeneration affects brain morphology. One clear hall-
mark is the increasing ventricular size and the decreasing volumes of white and gray matter.

ual segmentation of a brain image is a time-consuming task, which has to be performed by
an expert and is therefore too expensive and impractical for a routine clinical setting [1]. To
automatically obtain brain region volumes from MRI brain data, numerous fully automated
brain segmentation methods have been proposed in literature. Each method relies on differ-
ent techniques to segment either the full brain or a specific region as accurately as possible,
where manual segmentation serves as the golden standard. We can distinguish methods that
are based on prior probability maps [2], statistical shape and appearance models [3–5], multi-
atlas registration and labeling [6–12], deep-learning approaches [13–15], but also several other
approaches [16–19]. Figure 1.2 shows a T1-weighted MR brain image with a colored overlay
of several automatically segmented brain regions.

1.1.2 Image registration

Image registration is a technique that finds transformations to obtain spatial correspondence
between images, such that image coordinates correspond to the same anatomical location in

Figure 1.2: An MR brain image of a non-demented subject, with a colored overlay of the sub-cortical brain
regions, as well as the hippocampus and amygdala. Slices in the axial direction are shown in the top row,
slices in the sagittal direction are shown in the middle row, and slices in the coronal direction are shown
in the bottom row. This illustration is based on a figure in Chapter 3.
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of the concepts of rigid, non-rigid, pairwise and groupwise registration. On the left
three non-rigid transformations are simultaneously estimated, to transform the images into the template
space. On the right, three rigid transformations are estimated via separate pairwise registrations, and
are used as initialization of the non-rigid groupwise registration. This illustration is based on a figure in
Chapter 4.

each of the images. In intra-subject registration, images of the same subject are registered. This
is necessary to align images acquired with different imaging modalities, to compensate mo-
tion in dynamic imaging data, or to evaluate change in a longitudinal setting. In inter-subject
image registration, images of different subjects are registered, which is for example used in
atlas-based segmentation and template construction.

Two transformation types are distinguished: rigid transformations, which have limited de-
grees of freedom, e.g. translation, rotation, and possibly also scaling, and non-rigid or de-
formable transformations, with many degrees of freedom. Often, a rigid transformation is
used as an initialization when estimating the non-rigid transformation. In the case of two
images, a pairwise registration technique is often used. Here, one image is used as reference
and the other image is spatially aligned with this reference. When more than two images are
involved, a groupwise registration can be considered. Here, all images are simultaneously
registered to an intrinsic average space, often called the template space. These transformation
types and registration techniques are illustrated in Figure 1.3. For comprehensive surveys of
the literature on image registration, the reader is referred to [20, 21].

1.1.3 Diagnostic classification

In neuro-image analysis, diagnostic classification of subjects using machine-learning ap-
proaches is an area of active research [23, 24]. Usually, the aim of diagnostic classification is
to classify subjects into one or more classes: healthy or diseased, with sometimes multiple
disease stages. This diagnostic classification is supported by models that are constructed
using data from subjects for which the class is known. A diagnostic classification model uses
features, which are biomarker values that distinguish between healthy and diseased subjects,
and possibly the disease state of the subject. Such features are for example blood pressure,
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of univariate classification. The graph shows the feature value distributions of the
subjects labeled as healthy (blue) and the subjects labeled as diseased (red). The green dotted line is the
optimal decision boundary, i.e. the boundary where the model’s classification performance is maximal.
The black line is the feature value of a new subject, which would be classified as diseased according to this
model. The larger the separation between the two distributions, the higher the feature’s diagnostic rele-
vance becomes. This principle is used in the Disease State Index (DSI) classifier [22], which is evaluated
in Chapter 2.

cognitive test scores, but also imaging based features. Medical image analysis is the field
where image processing techniques are used to extract features from imaging data, such as
tissue or regional volumes, but also more advanced features such as white matter integrity,
or brain deformation. When a diagnostic classification model uses a single feature it is called
univariate. When multiple features are used, it is called multivariate. Figure 1.4 shows the
concept of univariate classification.

Figure 1.5: Example of a normative hippocampal volume distribution, visualized in iso-z-score lines from
-3 to 3 SD. The light gray dots show the normative volumes and the red dot shows the volume of one
patient with Alzheimer’s disease. This illustration is based on a figure in Chapter 3.
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1.1.4 Normative modeling

In order for a clinician to interpret qualitative information extracted from medical images, the
clinician must know the range of these values for representative healthy reference persons.
This range is determined using normative data, which can e.g. be acquired from population
imaging studies and to which a patient’s measurement can be compared [1]. The distribution
of the normative data, the patient’s measurement and its distance to the normative distribu-
tion can then be used to aid clinical decision making. With normative modeling, subjects with
abnormal biomarker values are identified given a feature value distribution of a reference pop-
ulation. This approach could therefore be considered as an example of “one-class” diagnostic
classification [25].

Normative data may incorporate covariates such as age or gender, when the distribution is
expected to vary significantly as a function of these variables. To illustrate how normative vol-
umetric MR data can be used in clinical practice, Figure 1.5 shows the normative distribution
of hippocampus volumes as iso-z-score lines. The red dot shows the hippocampus volume of
an AD patient that clearly lies outside the normative distribution.

1.2 R E S E A R C H A I M S

This thesis aims to develop and evaluate novel methods based on advanced, quantitative
analysis of brain MR images, facilitating the differentiation between normal and abnormal
neurodegeneration to support clinical decision making. Specifically, the following research
objectives have been pursued:

1. To evaluate the accuracy of predicting global cognitive decline in the general population
using a multivariate classification framework based on a wide variety of input features,
including MRI, age, gender, cardiovascular risk factors, gait, cognitive, and genetic fea-
tures.

2. To evaluate the impact of differences in automated brain region segmentation methods
on single-subject analysis in a normative modeling framework.

3. To develop and evaluate a novel approach for extracting and modeling the brain mor-
phology changes due to normal aging, leading to a spatio-temporal reference model of
the aging brain.

Besides these three main research objectives, novel image registration methods have been
developed that were crucial for completing the third objective, but also have many other ap-
plications in the field of medical image analysis:

4. A novel method for intra-subject non-rigid groupwise registration of multiple images
with contrast differences.

5. A highly efficient algorithm for B-spline interpolation and transformation, which leads
to substantial acceleration of non-rigid image registration methods.
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1.3 O U T L I N E

This thesis is divided into two parts. In the first part, comprising Chapters 2, 3 and 4, methods
for clinical decision support using features derived from MR brain images are developed
and evaluated. The second part presents methods that were developed to enable the work
presented in Chapter 4, but have many applications in the field of medical image analysis.

In Chapter 2 we validate the possibility to predict global cognitive decline in the general
population using a previously proposed, multivariate classification framework, the Disease
State Index (DSI) [22]. This prediction is relevant, because identifying persons at risk for
global cognitive decline may aid in early detection of risk at dementia to support preventive
strategies. We assess the prediction performance of the DSI with various sets of features.
These features include MRI features, and non-imaging features such as age, sex, cognitive test
results, cardiovascular risk factors, genetics, gait, and education.

In Chapter 3 we assess differences between automated brain region segmentation methods
in a normative modeling framework. Many automated methods have been proposed to
extract region-based MRI features, several comparison studies have been done to evaluate
their performance and to determine the difference between the methods. However, the
impact of using different segmentation methods on the analyses of individual patients within
a normative modeling framework was unknown. We therefore compare five automated brain
segmentation methods, by measuring correlation and absolute agreement on non-demented
subjects of six regional volumes. We also compare the absolute agreement on the position of
AD patients relative to the normative distributions.

In Chapter 4 we propose a method to build a reference model of the entire brain as
a function of age, i.e. a spatio-temporal reference model, to which an individual brain
morphology can be compared. This is achieved by computing voxel-wise features which are
used to derive a description of the brain morphology. Brain deformation as a function of
age is computed using groupwise image registration. Because this model was built on many
images, a computationally efficient groupwise image registration method is applied. This
was enabled by the novel techniques developed in Chapters 5 and 6.

In Chapter 5 a groupwise image registration method is developed for the purpose of
spatially aligning images acquired in a quantitative MRI acquisition. The anatomical
correspondence between those images is crucial, because quantitative tissue parameters
are subsequently determined by voxel-wise fitting the acquisition model on the images.
Misalignment may lead to wrong estimation of these tissue parameters. Due to the large
contrast differences between the acquired images, the registration is a challenging task.
The method presented in this chapter aligns these images simultaneously regardless of the
contrast differences. This method is also used to register the MRI brain images of the model
presented in Chapter 4.

In Chapter 6, algorithms that are widely used in image registration, B-spline interpolation
and transformation, are reformulated and efficiently implemented using an advanced C++
programming language feature called template metaprogramming. This feature simulta-
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neously allows generic program code and runtime efficiency. The methods presented in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 have been made publicly available in the image registration software
package elastix.

Finally, Chapter 7 discusses the presented work and provides recommendations for future
research.
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2
P R E D I C T I N G G L O B A L C O G N I T I V E D E C L I N E I N T H E G E N E R A L
P O P U L AT I O N U S I N G T H E D I S E A S E S TAT E I N D E X

Abstract. Identifying persons at risk for cognitive decline may aid in early detection of persons
at risk of dementia and to select those that would benefit most from therapeutic or preven-
tive measures for dementia. In this study we aimed to validate whether cognitive decline in
the general population can be predicted with multi-variate data using a previously proposed
supervised classification method: Disease State Index (DSI). We included 2,542 participants,
non-demented and without mild cognitive impairment at baseline, from the population-based
Rotterdam Study (mean age 60.9 ± 9.1 years). Participants with significant global cognitive de-
cline were defined as the 5% of participants with the largest cognitive decline per year. We
trained DSI to predict occurrence of significant global cognitive decline using a large variety
of baseline features. Prediction performance was assessed as area under the receiver operat-
ing characteristic curve (AUC), using 500 repetitions of 2-fold cross-validation experiments. A
mean AUC (95% confidence interval) for DSI prediction was 0.78 (0.77 - 0.79) using only age as
input feature. When using all available features, a mean AUC of 0.77 (0.75 - 0.78) was obtained.
Without age, and with age-corrected features and feature selection on MRI features, a mean
AUC of 0.70 (0.63 - 0.76) was obtained, showing the potential of other features besides age.
The best performance in the prediction of global cognitive decline in the general population
by DSI was obtained using only age as input feature. Other features showed potential, but
did not improve prediction. Future studies should evaluate whether the performance could
be improved by new features, e.g., longitudinal features, and other prediction methods.

This chapter contains the content of Predicting global cognitive decline in the general population using the
Disease State Index, L.G.M. Cremers & W. Huizinga et al., submitted.
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2.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

It is well established that neuropathological brain changes related to dementia accumulate
over decades, and that the disease has a long preclinical phase. This may facilitate early dis-
ease detection and prediction [26]. A large amount of body of literature on potential features
and risk factors for dementia exists. However, clinicians often struggle to integrate all the
data obtained from a single patient for diagnostic or prognostic purposes. Therefore, there is
a need for information technologies and computer-based methods that support clinical deci-
sion making [27].

Disease State Index (DSI) is a supervised machine learning method intended to aid clinical
decision making [28]. This method compares a variety of patient variables with those vari-
ables from previously diagnosed cases, and computes an index that measures the similarity
of the patient to the diagnostic group studied. The DSI method has previously been tested in
specific patient populations and has shown to perform reasonably well in the early prediction
of progression from mild cognitive impairment (MCI) to Alzheimer’s disease and has been
successful in the classification of different dementia subtypes [28–31]. In a recent study DSI
has been validated in a population-based setting to predict late-life dementia [32]. Identifi-
cation of persons at risk for global cognitive decline may aid in early detection of persons at
risk of dementia and may help to develop therapeutic or preventive measures to postpone or
even prevent further cognitive decline and dementia [33]. This is especially important since
previous research has shown that preventive interventions for dementia were more effective
in persons at risk than in unselected populations [34, 35]. We therefore used DSI to predict
global cognitive decline in the general population to select the persons at risk.

The main aim of this study was to investigate whether multi-variate data can predict global
cognitive decline in the general population. If a high risk group can be selected from the gen-
eral population, a population screening program for this group might facilitate early detection
of dementia. We evaluated the prediction performance using several sets of clinical features
and features derived brain images acquired with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), to assess
whether the prediction is dependent on the combination of the input features. DSI was chosen
as a classification method because this method is able to handle datasets with missing data,
which is often the case in population study datasets. Also, this method has been successfully
applied in previous studies and performed comparable to other state-of-the-art classifiers [29,
32, 36].

2.2 M E T H O D S

2.2.1 Study population

We included participants from three independent cohorts within the Rotterdam Study (RS), a
prospective population-based cohort study in a suburb of Rotterdam that investigates the de-
terminants and occurrence of diseases in the middle-aged and elderly population [37]. Brain
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MRI-scanning was implemented in the study protocol since 2005 [38]. The Rotterdam Study
has been approved by the medical ethics committee according to the Population Study Act
Rotterdam Study, executed by the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sports of the Netherlands.
Written informed consent was obtained from all participants [39].

We used data from RS cohorts I, II and III, of which each consists of multiple subcohorts.
In this study a subcohort of RS cohort I, II and III were used, to which we refer as sI, sII and
sIII, respectively. Baseline features of sI were collected during 2009-2011 and sII were collected
during 2004-2006. The participants of the both cohorts were 55 years or older. For RS cohort III
participants were 45 years or older at time of inclusion. Baseline features of sIII were collected
during 2006-2008.

Participants with prevalent dementia, mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and MRI defined
cortical infarcts at baseline were excluded for all analyses. In total, 4328 participants with
baseline information on cognition, MRI and other features were included. Baseline MRI
was acquired on average 0.3±0.45 years after collecting the non-imaging features. Further-
more, diffusion-MRI was acquired. However, for a subset of 680 participants in RS cohort II
diffusion-MRI data was obtained on average 3.5±0.2 years later than the other baseline MRI
features. Longitudinal data on global decline was available for 2542 out of 4328 participants.
The follow-up cognitive assessment was on average 5.7±0.6 years after the baseline visit.

2.2.2 Disease State Index

Prediction was performed with DSI [28]. This classifier derives an index indicating the disease
state of the participant under investigation based on the available features of that participant.
DSI has two major advantages: 1) it can cope with missing data and 2) it gives an interpretable
result because DSI also provides a decision tree that can be quite well explained.

DSI classifier is composed of the components: fitness and relevance [28]. Let N be the total
number of negatives, P the total number of positives, FN(x) the number of false negatives,
and FP(x) the number of false positives, when x is used as classification cut-off. Then the
fitness function is estimated for each feature i as:

fi(x) =
FNRi(x)

FNRi(x) + FPRi(x)
=

FNi(x)
FNi(x) + P

N FPi(x)
(2.1)

where FNR(x) = FN(x)/P is the false negative rate and FPR(x) = FP(x)/N is the false
positive rate in the training data when the feature value x is used as the classification cut-
off. The fitness automatically accounts for the imbalance in class size making implicitly both
classes equal in size, as the fraction P/N in the denominator scales the negative class (related
to FP(x)) to correspond the size of the positive class. The fitness function is a classifier where
the values < 0.5 imply negative class and > 0.5 positive class. The relevance of each feature
is estimated by:

R = max{sensitivity + specificity− 1, 0}, (2.2)
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which measures how good the feature is in differentiating the two classes. The lower the
overlap between the distributions of positives and negatives, the higher R. Finally, DSI is
computed from the equation:

DSI = ∑i Ri fi

∑i Ri
(2.3)

DSI is a value between zero and one; somebody is classified as positive if DSI > 0.5 and
as negative if DSI < 0.5. DSI is an ensemble classifier, meaning that it combines multiple
independent classifiers (fitness functions) defined for each feature separately. Because of that,
DSI can tolerate missing data. Features can be grouped in a hierarchical manner. The final DSI
is a combination of the levels in the hierarchy. The fitness, relevance and their combination
as a composite DSI are repeated recursively by grouping the data until a single DSI value
is obtained [36]. Therefore, the final DSI, which is used for the classification, depends on
the hierarchy structure, as a different structure leads to a different averaging of the feature
combinations. The top-level part of the hierarchy defined for this study is shown in Figure
2.1.

2.2.3 Baseline features

Figure 2.1 shows the used categories of features in hierarchical manner. Please note that not all
individual features are shown in this figure. The sections below describe all the used features
(indicated in bold font) in detail.

2.2.3.1 MRI features

Multi-sequence MR imaging was performed on a 1.5 Tesla MRI scanner (GE Signa Excite). The
imaging protocol and sequence details were described extensively elsewhere [38]. Morpholog-
ical imaging was performed with T1-weighted, proton density-weighted and fluid-attenuated
inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequences. These sequences were used for an automated tissue
segmentation approach to segment scans into grey matter, white matter, cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) and background tissue [40]. Intracranial volume (ICV) (excluding the cerebellum and
surrounding CSF cerebellar) was estimated by summing total grey and white matter and
CSF. Brain tissue segmentation was complemented with a white matter lesion segmentation
based on the tissue segmentation and the FLAIR image with extraction of white matter lesion
voxels by intensity thresholding [41]. We obtained (sub)cortical structure volumes, cortical
thickness, and curvature of the cortex and hippocampal volume using the publicly available
FreeSurfer 5.1 software [2, 42, 43]. For cerebral blood flow measurements, we performed a 2D
phase-contrast imaging as previously described [44]. In short, blood flow velocity (mm/sec)
was calculated based on regions of interest (ROI) drawn on the phase-contrast images in the
carotid arteries and basilar artery at a level just under the skull base. The value of mean
signal intensity in each ROI reflected the flow velocity with the cross-sectional area of the ves-
sel. Flow was calculated by multiplying the average velocity with the cross-sectional area of
the vessel [44]. A 3D T2*-weighted gradient-recalled echo was used to image cerebral micro-
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Figure 2.1: Feature categories shown in a hierarchy as used by DSI. Please note that not all individual
features are included in this graph.

bleeds. Microbleeds were defined as focal areas of very low signal intensity, smaller than
10 mm in size and were rated by one of five trained raters who were blinded to other MRI
sequences and to clinical data [45, 46]. Lacunar infarcts were defined as focal parenchymal
lesions ≥ 3 mm and < 15 mm in size with the same signal characteristics as cerebrospinal
fluid on all sequences and with a hyperintense rim on the FLAIR image (supratentorially).
Probabilistic tractography was used to segment 15 different white matter tracts in diffusion-
weighted MR brain images, and we obtained mean FA, mean MD, axial and radial diffusivity
inside each white matter tract [47].
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2.2.3.2 Cardiovascular risk factors

Cardiovascular risk factors were based on information derived from home interviews and
physical examinations during the center visit. Blood pressure was measured twice at the
right brachial artery in sitting position using a random-zero sphygmomanometer. We used
the mean of two measurements in the analyses. Information on the use of antihypertensive
medication was obtained by using questionnaires and by checking the medication cabinets
of the participants. Hypertension was defined as a systolic blood pressure ≥ 140 mmHg or a
diastolic blood pressure ≥ 90 mmHg or the use of anti-hypertensive medication at baseline.
Serum total cholesterol and high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol were measured in
fasting serum, taking lipid-lowering medication into account. Smoking was assessed by in-
terview and coded as never, former and current. Body-mass index (BMI) is defined as weight
kilograms divided by height in meters squared. Diabetes mellitus status was defined as a
fasting serum glucose level (≥ 7.0 mmol/l) or, if unavailable, non-fasting serum glucose level
(≥11.1 mmol/l) or the use of anti-diabetic medication [39]. Alcohol consumption was ac-
quired in a questionnaire. Prevalent stroke was ascertained as previously described [48]. Ed-
ucational level was assessed during a home interview and was categorized into 7 categories,
ranging from primary education only to university level [39].

2.2.3.3 APOE-ε4 allele carriership

APOE-ε4 allele carriership was assessed on coded genomic DNA samples [49]. APOE-
genotype was in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. APOE-ε4 allele carriership was coded
positive in case of one or two APOE-ε4 alleles.

2.2.3.4 Gait features

Gait was assessed by three walking tasks over a walkway: “normal walk”, “turn” and “tan-
dem walk” (heel to toe) [50]. Using a principal component analysis we obtained the following
gait factors which we used by DSI: Rhythm, Variability, Phases, Pace, Base of Support, Tan-
dem, and Turning [51].

2.2.3.5 Baseline cognitive function

We included the following objective memory and non-memory cognitive tests: 15-Word
Learning Test immediate and delayed recall [52], Stroop tests (reading, color-naming and
interference) [53, 54], The Letter-Digit Substitution Task [55], Word Fluency Test [56], and
the Purdue Pegboard test [57].

Subjective cognitive complaints were evaluated by interview. This interview included
three questions on memory (difficulty remembering, forgetting what one had planned to
do, and difficulty finding words), and three questions on everyday functioning (difficulty
managing finances, problems using a telephone, and difficulty getting dressed) [58].
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2.2.3.6 Outcome: definition of cognitive decline

A g-factor was constructed by a principal component analysis on the delayed recall score of the
15-Word Learning Test, Stroop interference Test, Letter-Digit Substitution Task, Word Fluency
Test, and the Purdue Pegboard test [58]. Cognitive decline was defined by the g-factor from
the follow-up visit minus the g-factor from the baseline visit resulting in a delta g-factor. Since
the follow-up time was not the same for each participant, the delta g-factor was divided by the
follow-up time to obtain global cognitive decline per year. Significant global cognitive decline
(yes/no) was defined as belonging to the 5% of participants with the highest cognitive decline
(delta g-factor) per year. In the used dataset, consisting of 2,542 participants, this resulted in
127 participants with a positive class label.

2.3 E VA L U AT I O N E X P E R I M E N T S

2.3.1 Prediction performance evaluation

The performance of DSI in predicting occurrence of global cognitive decline was evaluated
using cross-validation. The area under the receiver-operator curve (AUC) was determined
using 500 repetitions of 2-fold cross-validation (CV) experiments. This means that with each
repetition 50% of the study dataset was used for training and the other 50% was used for
testing, and vice versa, keeping the class ratio in the training and test set equal. We report
the mean AUC, and the uncertainty of the mean expressed by its 95% confidence interval,
derived from the 1000 resulting AUC values. The confidence interval was determined with
the corrected resampled t-test for CV estimators of the generalization error [59]. AUCs were
considered significantly different if the 95% confidence interval of their difference did not
contain zero.

Since global cognitive decline per year is age dependent, we expect that age is an important
feature for the prediction. We therefore include age as feature in the model. However, since
other features might depend on age, correcting these features might improve the prediction
performance [60]. We therefore also assessed the prediction performance using age-corrected
features. We corrected the non-binary features for age using a linear regression model [61].
We evaluated four cases:

i age was included and no age-correction was performed on the non-binary features

ii age was excluded and no age-correction was performed on the non-binary features

iii age was included and non-binary features, except age, were corrected for age

iv age was excluded and non-binary features, except age, were corrected for age

To assess whether the performance of DSI was dependent on the combination of input fea-
tures, we evaluated various feature combinations. In each cross-validation experiment the
feature set was expanded with a feature or category of features. We analyzed four of such
cumulative feature sets, differing in the order in which the feature set was expanded. Addi-
tionally, we analyzed MRI features separately and a set including all features but age.
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2.3.2 Relevance analysis

To gain insight into the relevance weight that DSI assigns to each feature, we calculated the
feature relevance distribution over the 500 repetitions of 2-fold CV, for the top-level feature cat-
egories of the hierarchy: age, sex, cognitive tests, cardiovascular risk factors, gait, education,
genetics, and MRI features.

2.3.3 Feature selection on MRI features

In this study, hundreds of MRI features were extracted from images. It is likely that many of
those features are not very efficient in detecting cognitive decline. Typically feature selection
is applied to exclude poor features which may induce noise to the classifier. In DSI, weighting
with relevance suppresses the effect of such features. If the number of features is high, their
cumulative effect may, however, be remarkable. Previous results have shown that when in-
cluding many features with a low relevance, the performance of DSI may decrease [32]. We
therefore included an experiment evaluating the effect of feature selection on MRI features us-
ing their relevance. Due to averaging, feature noise reduces in higher levels of the feature hier-
archy. The relevance of top-level feature categories may therefore be higher than lower-level,
individual features. Therefore, due to the selection on the individual features, the top-level
features may drop out, despite their high relevance. To prevent entire top-level feature cate-
gories to drop out of the model, we chose to only apply feature selection on the MRI features,
which made up 80% of all input features, before selection. The relevance of the MRI features
was determined on the entire dataset, before training. MRI features were selected by thres-
holding the relevance. Subsequently, an AUC distribution was determined in 10 repetitions of
2-fold CV. The following relevance thresholds were chosen: t ∈ {0.0, 0.01, . . . , 0.09, 0.1}. For
each threshold we assessed three feature sets in which the relevance-based feature selection
on the MRI features was applied: 1) all features, 2) all features but age, and 3) MRI features
only.

2.3.4 Sub-group analyses

As subjects close to the decision boundary (DSI ∼0.5) are more likely to be misclassified, we
evaluated classification performance when only accepting/providing the classification for test
subjects with low (<0.2) or high (>0.8) DSI. In this way, the subjects with 0.2 < DSI < 0.8 are
disregarded, which, in a clinical case, would mean that there is no diagnosis possible for these
cases. We computed the AUC of this sub-group for DSI using all available features, both with
age-correction and without age-correction.

Furthermore, we performed a sensitivity analysis in which the diffusion-MRI of 680 par-
ticipants in RS cohort II were ignored, because this data was obtained on average 3.47± 0.15
years later than the other baseline MRI features.
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Table 2.1: Baseline features of the study population and their relevances. The relevances were computed
on the entire dataset. Continuous variables are presented as mean (standard deviation) and categorical
variables as n (percentages).
Abbreviations: N; number of participants, HDL; high-density lipoprotein, s; seconds, FA; fractional
anisotropy, MD; mean diffusivity ×10−3 mm2/s. CSF; cerebrospinal fluid.
Symbols: Rnac; relevance when feature was not corrected for age, Rac; relevance when feature was age-
corrected.

Feature Rnac Rac
Positive
(N=127)

Control
(N=2415)

Age, years 0.38 - 71.2 (10.1) 60.3 (8.7)
Sex, female 0.01 - 73 (54.5%) 1340 (55.6%)
Objective cognitive test results 0.28 0.16 - -

Word Learning Test immediate recall 0.09 0.02 7.7 (2.2) 8.1 (2.0)
Word Learning Test delayed recall 0.05 0.04 7.9 (2.9) 8.2 (2.8)
Reading subtask of Stroop test, s 0.20 0.03 17.2 (2.7) 16.3 (2.9)
Color naming subtask of Stroop test, s 0.18 0.06 23.6 (3.6) 22.3 (4.0)
Interference subtask of Stroop test, s 0.32 0.10 53.8 (20.3) 44.0 (13.0)
Letter-Digit Substitution Task, number of correct digits 0.15 0.00 29.7 (6.7) 32.2 (6.2)
Word Fluency Test, number of animals 0.04 0.08 23.2 (5.7) 23.8 (5.7)
Purdue Pegboard test, number of pins placed 0.15 0.07 10.3 (2.1) 10.9 (1.7)
Mini-mental-state examination 0.14 0.11 27.8 (1.7) 28.4 (1.5)

Education1 0.07 0.07 3 (1-3) 3 (2-5)
Cardiovascular risk factors 0.34 0.27 - -

Alcohol1, glasses per week 0.06 0.04 3.5 (0.3-5.5) 5.5 (1.0-5.5)
Systolic blood pressure, mmHg 0.24 0.04 146.2 (20.3) 135.9 (19.6)
Diastolic blood pressure, mmHg 0.00 0.02 82.8 (9.4) 82.4 (10.6)
Blood pressure lowering medication 0.26 - 51 (38.3%) 284 (11.9%)
Body Mass Index, kg/m2 0.07 0.07 28.2 (4.4) 27.4 (4.1)
Serum cholesterol, mmol/L 0.11 0.12 5.4 (0.9) 5.6 (1.1)
HDL-cholesterol, mmol/L 0.04 0.09 1.4 (0.4) 1.5 (0.4)
Lipid lowering medication 0.13 - 46 (34.6%) 510 (21.3%)
Smoking 0.08 0.08 - -

Never - - 49 (36.6%) 746 (31.2%)
Former - - 54 (40.3%) 1154 (48.2%)
Current - - 31 (23.1%) 492 (20.6%)

Diabetes mellitus, presence 0.09 - 24 (18.2%) 220 (9.2%)
APOE-ε4 allele carriership 0.02 - 39 (30.2%) 639 (28.3%)
MRI features 0.41 0.25 - -

Intra-cranial volume, mL 0.03 0.00 1137 (119) 1144 (113)
Brain tissue volume 0.38 0.08 - -

White matter volume, mL 0.13 0.01 390 (60) 419 (57)
Gray matter volume, mL 0.10 0.01 522 (54) 537 (52)
CSF volume, mL 0.29 0.07 223 (53) 186 (46)

Brain region volume 0.35 0.12 - -
Hippocampus volume, mL 0.23 0.09 6.4 (0.8) 6.8 (0.7)

White matter lesion volume1, mL 0.31 0.08 4.5 (2.5-9.4) 2.4 (1.4-4.3)
Cerebral microbleeds, presence 0.09 - 33 (24.6%) 370 (15.6%)
Lacunar infarcts, presence 0.04 - 10 (7.5%) 72 (3.0%)
Global FA 0.17 0.07 0.3 (0.02) 0.3 (0.01)
Global MD,10−3 mm2/s 0.33 0.07 0.8 (0.03) 0.7 (0.03)
Global cortical thickness, mm 0.08 0.01 2.4 (0.2) 2.5 (0.1)

Gait 0.19 0.17 - -

1Education, alcohol and white matter lesion volume are presented as median (inter-quartile range).

2.4 R E S U LT S

Table 2.1 presents the characteristics of the study population. The mean age of the participants
was 60.9 ± 9.1 years and 55.6% were females.
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2.4.1 Prediction performance

Figure 2.2a shows the mean AUC (95% confidence interval) for several combinations of fea-
tures in predicting global cognitive decline, without correcting the non-binary features for age.
Each color represents an expanding set of used input features, where the most left set is only
MRI features and the most right set is all features except age. When using only MRI features,
the AUC was 0.75 (0.70 - 0.80). When using only age as baseline feature, the AUC was 0.78
(0.74 - 0.83). Using additional features on top of age resulted in an equal or slightly lower
AUC (differences not statistically significant). When using all available features with DSI, the
AUC was 0.77 (0.72 - 0.82). The mean AUC of DSI without age as baseline predictor was 0.75
(0.70 - 0.80).

Figure 2.2b shows the mean AUC (95% confidence interval) for the same combinations of
features as in Figure 2.2a, but here the non-binary features were corrected for age. The AUC
for MRI features only was significantly lower with age-correction compared to without age
correction, with an AUC of 0.55 (0.50 - 0.61). For the other feature sets, the AUC of the models
where age correction was applied was not statistically significantly different, compared to not
using age correction. When the effect of age was totally removed from the model, i.e. model
iv, the AUC was 0.65 (0.58 - 0.73).

2.4.2 Relevance analysis

Figure 2.3 shows the relevance weight per feature category when the non-categorical fea-
tures were corrected for age prior to computing DSI and without age-correction. Without
age-correction, the features with the best discriminating abilities according to their relevance
weights were MRI features (0.42 (0.33 - 0.51)), age (0.39 (0.27 - 0.51)), cognitive tests (0.35 (0.24
- 0.45)) and cardiovascular risk factors (0.34 (0.26 - 0.43)). When correcting the non-binary fea-
tures, except age, for age, the most discriminating features were age (0.39 (0.27 - 0.51)), MRI
features (0.37 (0.24 - 0.51)), and cognitive tests (0.32 (0.17 - 0.47)).

2.4.3 Feature selection on MRI features

Feature selection for MRI features had no effect on the AUC in any of the three feature sets,
when the non-binary features were not corrected for age (see Figure 2.4a). The AUC did
increase after MRI feature selection when the non-binary features, except age, had been cor-
rected for age, with the optimal t being 0.07 (see Figure 2.4b). For t = 0.07, the AUC increased
from 0.55 (0.50 - 0.61) to 0.62 (0.58 - 0.67) when only MRI features were included in the model.
When using all features, the AUC increased from 0.75 (0.70 - 0.79) to 0.77 (0.73 - 0.82), and
when using all features but age, the AUC increased from 0.65 (0.58 - 0.73) to 0.70 (0.63 - 0.76).
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(a) No age correction was applied. Please note the y-axis (mean AUC) ranges from 0.65 - 0.85.

(b) Age correction was applied to the non-binary features. Please note the y-axis (mean AUC) ranges
from 0.45 - 0.85.

Figure 2.2: Mean AUC for several combinations of features. Features are accumulated in four different
orders, indicated by color and symbol. The bars indicate the confidence interval. Short-hand notations are
used for several features: cognitive tests (ct), cardiovascular risk factors (cvr), MRI features (mri), genetics
(APOE-ε4 carrier-ship) (gen), and educational level (edu).
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Figure 2.3: Mean relevance weight R and 95% confidence interval for the top-level features categories. The
blue line shows the case where the non-binary features were non corrected for age and the golden line
shows the case where the non-binary features were age-corrected.

2.4.4 Sub-group analyses

When only taking into account the extreme cases, i.e. cases for which 0.2 < DSI < 0.8 (∼40%
of the total dataset, i.e. ∼1000 subjects), the mean AUC increased to 0.82 (0.76 - 0.88) using age
as input feature only. Again in this group, additional features did not significantly improve
the performance of DSI (results not shown).

Ignoring the diffusion-MRI features of 680 participants of whom this data was acquired on
average 3.47 ± 0.15 years later than the assessment of the other baseline MRI features did not
change AUC significantly compared to the performance in the total population (results not
shown).

2.5 D I S C U S S I O N

The objective of this study was to assess whether global cognitive decline can be predicted
using multi-variate data with the previously proposed DSI. We found the best prediction
performance, evaluated with AUC, using only age as input feature. Adding more features to
DSI did not improve its performance in predicting global cognitive decline as defined in this
study.

Overall performance of DSI in the prediction of global cognitive decline (mean AUC 0.78)
was comparable to previously reported performances of DSI for prediction of dementia [32]
in the population-based CAIDE study, consisting of 2000 participants who were randomly
selected from four separate, population-based samples, originally studied in midlife (1972,
1977, 1982, or 1987) [62], and to other population-based prediction models of dementia [63].
In this study we included a large number of heterogeneous features. Age was the most
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(a) No age correction was applied. Please note the y-axis (mean AUC) ranges from 0.65 - 0.85.

(b) Age correction was applied to the non-binary features. Please note the y-axis (mean AUC) ranges
from 0.45 - 0.85.

Figure 2.4: Mean AUC for several combinations of features where the MRI features were selected based
on their relevance. Features with R < t were excluded.

important feature for predicting global cognitive decline using DSI, yielding the highest
AUC. This was further supported by the observation that the performance of DSI reduced
when using all features except age. Our finding that age is the single strongest predictor for
cognitive decline is in line with published prediction models for dementia, that invariably
assign the highest weight to age [64]. We found that the relevance R, which indicates how
well a feature can discriminate between persons who will develop cognitive decline and
those who will not, was highest for MRI features (0.42) followed by age (0.39). DSI, however,
performed worse when using only MRI features, compared to using only age. We speculate
that the high relevance of the MRI features may be explained by age-specific effects that
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are captured in these MRI features, which is supported by our finding that MRI feature
relevance (0.37) and DSI performance dropped when adjusting MRI features for age. When
the non-binary features were age-corrected and age was not included in the model, the mean
AUC was 0.65, still significantly better than chance (0.5), indicating that relevant information
for predicting global cognitive decline could be present in the other features. In this study,
however, they did not improve the predicting performance when added to age.

To our surprise we found that APOE-ε4 allele carrier-ship had a low relevance weight and
did not improve the performance of DSI, even though it is the best known genetic risk factor
for AD. This is in contrast to a previous study focusing on the progression from MCI to AD,
which found APOE-genotype to have high predictive value [65]. It may be that our study
population was too young to show effect of APOE on prediction (mean age 60.9), since the
risk progression effect of APOE-ε4 allele carriership has been described to peak between ages
70 and 75 years [66].

The relevance-based feature selection on the MRI features showed an increase in the AUC,
but only when the non-binary features were corrected for age. A possible explanation is
that without age correction, the AUC is strongly driven by the age-factor that is present in
the MRI features. In this case, less and different features were excluded compared to the
age-corrected models, causing the selection to have no effect on the prediction performance.
However, after removal of these age-specific effects by age correction, performance can be
increased by removal of irrelevant features. When age was totally excluded from the model
iv (age was excluded and age correction was applied to the non-binary features), an AUC of
0.70 was obtained, showing the potential of the other features. One limitation of this analysis
is that the relevance computation and threshold selection was done on the entire dataset,
i.e. the training data was included in these computations. Therefore, AUC increase due to
application of the relevance threshold might be overestimated, but can be seen as an upper
limit. The overall conclusions do not change.

To our knowledge, this is the first population-based study testing the supervised machine
learning DSI tool for prediction of global cognitive decline. Strengths of our study include
the population-based design, large sample size and availability of an extensive set of features.
However, limitations of our dataset need to be considered. We constructed a g-factor as a
measure of global cognition and participants without complete cognitive data were excluded.
This might have caused some selection bias towards relatively healthy subjects. Also,
mortality and drop-out was not taken into account. Persons who are lost to follow-up usually
have a poorer health status and are therefore more likely to develop cognitive decline or die
before onset of cognitive decline. The exclusion of these assumingly more severe cases might
have lowered the performance of DSI.

The result that age is the main predictor for cognitive decline indicates that the age
distribution of the subjects with cognitive decline differs from the entire set of subjects. Hence
age could be used to select people at risk of cognitive decline. However, when screening
for significant cognitive decline, an age-dependent threshold on cognitive decline might be
needed, e.g. using the 5% percentile of the cognitive decline as function of age, to detect
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young people at risk of developing dementia. The usage of such an age-dependent threshold
will be part of future research.

Finally, it should be noted that cognitive decline is not equivalent to neurodegenera-
tion/dementia and may result from other causes as well, due to conditions affecting the
participant’s cognition at the time of the cognitive assessment, normal human variability and
normal aging. Nevertheless, being able to predict cognitive decline would be a step forward
in selecting people for therapy or prevention.

2.6 C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K

Based on our results we can conclude that age is the most important predictor for cognitive
decline in the general population using DSI. Other features showed having potential, but did
not improve prediction performance. A next step could be to use longitudinal features in DSI,
as these might improve its prediction performance. To validate whether our findings are not
due to limitations of DSI, also other methods need to be evaluated in this prediction challenge.
Finally, to be able to detect younger people at risk of significant global cognitive decline in
future studies, thresholds for cognitive decline should be carefully chosen depending on the
population, for example be age-adjusted.
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3
D I F F E R E N C E S B E T W E E N M R B R A I N R E G I O N S E G M E N TAT I O N
M E T H O D S : I M PA C T O N S I N G L E - S U B J E C T A N A LY S I S

Abstract. For the segmentation of magnetic resonance (MR) brain images into anatomical re-
gions, numerous fully automated methods have been proposed and compared to reference
segmentation obtained manually by clinical experts. However, there might be systematic
differences between the resulting segmentations dependent on the employed segmentation
method. This potentially results in differences in sensitivity to disease and can further compli-
cate the comparison of individual patients to normative data. In this study, we aim to answer
two research questions: 1) to what extent are methods interchangeable, as long as the same
method is being used for computing normative volume distributions and patient-specific vol-
umes? and 2) can different methods be used for computing normative volume distributions
and assessing patient-specific volumes? To answer these questions, we compared the volumes
of six brain regions calculated by five state-of-the-art brain region segmentation methods. We
applied the methods on 988 non-demented (ND) subjects and computed the correlation (PCC-
v) and absolute agreement (ICC-v) on the volumes. For most regions the PCC-v was good
(> 0.75) indicating that volume differences between methods in ND subjects are mainly due
to systematic differences. The ICC-v was generally lower, especially for the smaller regions,
indicating that it is essential that the same method is used to generate normative and patient
data. To evaluate the impact on single subject analysis we also applied the methods to 42
patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD). In the case where the normative distributions and
the patient-specific volumes were calculated by the same method, the patient’s distance to the
normative distribution was assessed with the z-score. We determined the diagnostic value of
this z-score, which showed to be consistent across the methods. We also determined the abso-
lute agreement on the AD patient z-scores (ICC-z). We found that the ICC-z was high for the
regions thalamus and putamen. Our results are encouraging as they indicate that methods are
to some extent interchangeable for selected regions. For the regions hippocampus, amygdala,
caudate nucleus and accumbens, and globus pallidus, not all method combinations showed
a high ICC-z. Whether two methods are indeed interchangeable should be confirmed for the
specific application and dataset of interest.

This chapter contains the content of Differences between MR brain region segmentation methods: impact on
single-subject analysis, W. Huizinga et al., submitted.
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3.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

Quantitative imaging biomarkers are biological features that can be measured in medical im-
ages. They are of interest for diagnosis when changes in these features are due to disease. In
the case of traumatic brain injury or neurodegenerative disease typical valuable quantitative
imaging biomarkers are brain region volumes [8, 67, 68]. A well-known example is the vol-
ume of the hippocampus. A relatively low volume may indicate the presence of Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) [26, 69, 70]. To determine if a patient deviates significantly, one can compare
it to so-called normative data [1, 71, 72]. Normative data is acquired in a reference popula-
tion and it is used as a baseline distribution for a measurement, against which an individual
measurement can be compared. Normative data may incorporate covariates such as age or
gender, when the distribution is expected to vary significantly as a function of these vari-
ables. Well-known examples are head-circumference-for-age, height-for-age, weight-for-age,
and weight-for-height norms, provided by the WHO [73] for detecting abnormal growth in
children. The dependency on age is also the case for volumetric magnetic resonance (MR)
brain images. Brewer et al. proposed using quantile curves as a function of age as normative
data for volumetric MR measurements [1].

Volumetric MR measurements are acquired by segmenting the brain into its different tissue
types and regions of interest. The manual segmentation of a brain image is a time-consuming
task, which has to be performed by an expert and is therefore too expensive and impractical
for a clinical setting [1]. To automatically obtain brain region volumes from MRI brain data,
numerous fully automated brain segmentation methods have been proposed in the literature.
Each method relies on different techniques to segment either the full brain or a specific region.
We can subdivide the methods that are based on prior probability maps [2], statistical shape
and appearance models [3–5], multi-atlas registration and labeling [6–12], deep-learning ap-
proaches [13–15], and other [16–19]. Each method aims to segment the brain as accurately as
possible where manual segmentation serves as the gold standard.

Various comparison studies have been performed with regard to automated brain seg-
mentation methods. Grimm et al. assessed the differences in amygdalar and hippocampal
volume resulting from Freesurfer [2], VBM8 (VBM1) and manual segmentation. They con-
cluded that volumes computed with VBM8 and Freesurfer V5.0 are comparable, and system-
atic and proportional differences were mainly due to different definitions of anatomic bound-
aries. They concluded that large differences can still exist even with high correlation coef-
ficients [74]. Morey et al. also compared amygdalar and hippocampal volumes, but using
methods FSL/FIRST2, Freesurfer [2] and manual segmentation. They concluded that for the
hippocampus Freesurfer was more similar to manual segmentation in terms of volume differ-
ence, overlap and correlation. For the amygdala, FIRST represented the shape more accurately
than Freesurfer [75]. Babaola et al. compared four different state-of-the-art algorithms for
automatic segmentation of sub-cortical structures in MR brain images and evaluated spatial

1 http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm/
2 https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki
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overlap, distance and volumetric measures. They concluded that all four methods perform on
par with recently published methods [76]. One of their evaluated methods, described in [77],
performed significantly better than the other three methods according to their evaluation. Per-
laki et al. compared the segmentation accuracy of the caudate nucleus and putamen between
FSL/FIRST and Freesurfer by studying the Dice coefficient, absolute and relative volume dif-
ference. They also measured consistency and absolute agreement. They concluded that for
caudate segmentation, FIRST and Freesurfer performed similarly, but for putaminal segmen-
tation FIRST was superior to Freesurfer [78].

The impact, however, of using different methods on the analyses of individual patients
within a normative modeling framework is still unknown. This is relevant when volumetric
MR data is used to generate normative distributions for both research and clinical use. In
this study, we therefore aim to answer two research questions: 1) to what extent are methods
interchangeable, as long as the same method is being used for deriving normative volume
distributions and patient-specific volumes? and 2) can different methods be used for deriving
normative volume distributions and patient-specific volumes? To answer these questions, we
evaluated five state-of-the-art segmentation methods [2, 5–8].

Different MR acquisition protocols may lead to different image contrasts, and since most
automated methods are - partly or entirely - driven by the contrast in the image, this may
influence the segmentation results. To rule out possible differences of the segmentation due
to the acquisition protocol, the methods were applied to the same images, all acquired with
the same acquisition protocol [79].

3.2 M AT E R I A L A N D M E T H O D S

3.2.1 Data

To derive the normative distributions as a function of age, we applied the brain region
segmentation methods to 988 T1w MR brain images from non-demented (ND) (425 male,
age=68.1±13.0 years) participants of the population-based Rotterdam Scan Study, a prospec-
tive longitudinal study among community dwelling subjects aged 45 years and over [79]. We
adopted this dataset from [80]. All brain images were acquired on a single 1.5T MRI system
(GE Healthcare, US). The T1w imaging protocol was a 3-dimensional fast radiofrequency
spoiled gradient recalled acquisition with an inversion recovery pre-pulse sequence [79]. The
images were reconstructed to a voxel size of 0.5× 0.5× 0.8 mm3 and the number of voxels in
each dimension was 512×512×192.

In addition, we used the brain images of 42 (25 male, age=81.9±4.9 years) patients with
AD at the time of the MRI scan from the same imaging study.
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Table 3.1: Brain regions segmented by each method.

Method # regions description

EMC 83 Sub-cortical regions, cortical regions, ventricles, corpus callosum, substantia nigra,
lobes, brain stem, cerebellum

FS 261 Sub-cortical regions, cortical regions, ventricles, lobes, optic chiasm, ventral
diencephalon, lesions, vessels, corpus callosum, choroid plexus, brain stem, cerebellum

GIF 144 Sub-cortical regions, cortical regions, ventricles, optic chiasm, ventral diencephalon,
lesions, vessels, lobes, brain stem, cerebellum

MALP-EM 138 Sub-cortical regions, cortical regions, ventricles, lobes, brain stem, cerebellum

MBS 56 Sub-cortical regions, ventricles, corpus callosum, fornix, septum pellucidum, lobes,
brain stem, pons, cerebellum

3.2.2 Brain segmentation methods

We applied five previously proposed brain segmentation methods to the imaging data. The
following five segmentation methods, explained in detail below, were evaluated:

1. Multi-atlas registration combined with tissue segmentation for cortical regions, devel-
oped at Erasmus MC (EMC), the Netherlands.

2. Freesurfer (FS), developed at the Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging
at Massachusetts General Hospital, United States of America.

3. Geodesic information flows (GIF), developed at University College London, United
Kingdom.

4. Multi-Atlas Label Propagation with Expectation-Maximisation based refinement
(MALP-EM), developed at Imperial College London, United Kingdom.

5. Model-based brain segmentation (MBS), developed at Philips Research Hamburg, Ger-
many.

The regions segmented by each method are shown in Table 3.1. Below, a short description of
each method is given.

3.2.2.1 EMC

This method combines multi-atlas registration and voxel-wise tissue segmentation for cortical
regions, and hippocampus and amygdala. Probabilistic tissue segmentations are obtained on
the image to be segmented using the unified tissue segmentation method [81] of SPM8 (Statisti-
cal Parametric Mapping, London, UK). Thirty labeled T1-weighted MR brain images are used
as atlas images [82, 83]. The atlas images are registered to the subjects’ image using a rigid,
affine, and non-rigid transformation model consecutively, and a mutual information-based
similarity measure. The subjects’ images are corrected for inhomogeneities to improve regis-
trations using the N3 algorithm [84]. Labels are fused using a majority voting algorithm [85].
For the cortical regions, as well as hippocampus and amygdala, the label-map is combined
with the tissue map such that the brain region volumes are determined on gray matter voxels
only. For sub-cortical regions, the volumes are determined with a multi-atlas segmentation
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only, as the probabilistic tissue segmentation for these regions is inaccurate. A more detailed
description of this method can be found in [6].

3.2.2.2 FS

Freesurfer is widely used neuroimaging software developed by the Laboratory for Compu-
tational Neuroimaging at the Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging at Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital. It has many applications, but in this work we use the brain
region segmentation method described in [2]. The method defines the problem of segmenta-
tion using a Bayesian approach in which the probability is estimated of a segmentation given
the observed image. First, the image is transformed into the atlas space with an affine trans-
formation. Manually labeled atlas images provide the prior spatial information of the brain
regions. The final segmentation is estimated by combining this spatial information with the
intensity distribution of each brain region in the individual image. For more detailed informa-
tion about this method we refer the reader to [2]. In our experiments we used FS version 5.1.
The user is able to use his own atlas, however, we used the atlas provided by FS. This method
is publicly available3.

3.2.2.3 GIF

This method is atlas-based and uses the geodesic path of a spatially-variant graph to prop-
agate the atlas labels. The atlas image database contains 130 T1-weighted MR brain im-
ages of cognitively normal participants from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initia-
tive (ADNI) study and 35 T1-weighted MR brain images from 30 young controls of the OASIS
database [86]. The labeled images are made publicly available by Neuromorphometrics4 un-
der academic subscription, as part of the MICCAI 2012 Grand Challenge on label fusion. First,
each atlas image is registered to the individual image using a non-rigid transformation. A
morphological distance of this image to each atlas image is estimated using the displacement
field resulting from the image registration and the intensity similarity. The segmentation is
estimated by fusing the labels of the morphologically closest atlas images. For more details
about this method we refer the reader to [7]. This method is publicly available5.

3.2.2.4 MALP-EM

Like EMC, this method also combines multi-atlas registration and voxel-wise tissue segmen-
tation. The atlas database of this method consists of 35 manually annotated T1-weighted MR
brain images of 30 subjects of the OASIS database, which are also part of the atlas images of
the GIF method (see Section 3.2.2.3). The atlas images of these 30 subjects are transformed to
the space of the image that is to be segmented. These transformations are obtained via a non-
rigid image registration approach [87]. The subjects’ brains are extracted using the method

3 http://freesurfer.net/
4 http://neuromorphometrics.com/
5 http://cmictig.cs.ucl.ac.uk/niftyweb/program.php?p=GIF
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Figure 3.1: A T1w MR brain image from one of the subjects in ND, with a colored overlay of the brain
regions analyzed in this work, segmented with MBS, one of the evaluated methods. Slices in the axial
direction are shown in the top row, slices in the sagittal direction are shown in the middle row, and slices
in the coronal direction are shown in the bottom row. The legend on the right side shows the regions and
their corresponding colors in the overlay.

in [88]. The resulting 30 label images are fused and a probabilistic map of each brain region
is obtained. The labels are refined through expectation-maximization (EM) [89], a brain tissue
segmentation technique based on the image intensities. More details can be found in [8]. In
our experiments we used MALP-EM version 1.2. This method is publicly available6.

3.2.2.5 MBS

The MBS method is based on the model-based brain segmentation presented in [5]. The model
is shape-constrained and represented by a triangulated mesh of fixed topology. Shape varia-
tions are modeled by principal component analysis of manually annotated meshes of a set of
training images, resulting in a point distribution model (PDM) with a mean mesh and shape
modes [90]. To segment a new image, the mean mesh is placed within the image by a Gen-
eralized Hough Transform compensating global translation and translation. Subsequently,
the mean mesh is adapted by a global affine transformation, and then region-specific affine
transformations, by adding weighted shape modes. The global and local affine transform pa-
rameters and the mode weights are estimated using a boundary detection based, e.g., on the

6 https://github.com/ledigchr/MALPEM
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Table 3.2: Number of outliers or rejected segmentations. As the outliers of the methods may overlap, the
last column of the tables indicates the number of subjects included in the statistical analysis.

(a) Number of outliers in the ND subjects per method for each brain region. The outliers were defined
as having an absolute z-score > 5.0, derived with the population mean and standard deviation. The
ten subjects that failed in the postprocessing were not included.

EMC FS GIF MALP-
EM MBS N

Hippocampus 0 0 0 0 0 978
Amygdala 0 1 1 0 0 976
Caudate nucleus and
accumbens 2 1 0 2 0 975

Thalamus 0 1 0 0 0 977
Putamen 0 2 0 1 0 976
Globus pallidus 0 0 0 0 0 978

(b) Number of rejected segmentations in the AD subjects per method for each brain region, determined
by visual inspection.

EMC FS GIF MALP-
EM MBS N

Hippocampus 0 0 0 0 0 40
Amygdala 0 0 0 0 0 40
Caudate nucleus and
accumbens 1 1 1 1 1 39

Thalamus 0 0 0 0 0 40
Putamen 0 0 0 0 1 39
Globus pallidus 0 0 0 0 1 39

local intensity gradient and a penalization component regularizing the mesh shape, including
the PDM. Finally, in a deformable deformation step, triangles can adapt individually, leading
to a close match of the model surface with the image boundaries.

3.2.3 Regions of interest

The set of brain regions in which each image is segmented differs per method. In this study
we focus on the following S = 6 regions: hippocampus, amygdala, caudate nucleus and ac-
cumbens, putamen, thalamus, and globus pallidus. Figure 3.1 shows an example image of an
ND subject with the analyzed brain regions in colored overlay. In the analysis, the volumes of
the regions in the left hemisphere and the right hemisphere were summed.

For all methods except MBS, the volume of the caudate nucleus was added to the accum-
bens volume, because MBS already segments these as a single region.

Table 3.3: Mean (standard deviation) of brain region volumes in mm3 for the ND subjects.

Hippocampus Amygdala
Caudate

nucleus and
accumbens

Thalamus Putamen Globus
pallidus

EMC 3652 (494) 2289 (320) 8428 (1265) 11926 (1637) 8049 (1139) 1897 (281)
FS 7533 (1166) 2664 (402) 7995 (1154) 12328 (1614) 9008 (1338) 2834 (480)
GIF 8766 (906) 2284 (269) 7882 (1059) 12581 (1333) 9014 (1090) 1735 (207)
MALP-EM 5723 (862) 1887 (299) 7640 (1568) 13678 (1654) 7427 (1218) 2472 (349)
MBS 6052 (782) 1775 (243) 7280 (895) 12422 (1451) 7746 (977) 2561 (304)
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3.2.4 Outlier detection

Segmentation errors may occur due to bad image quality, pathology or other method related
problems. These errors could lead to outliers in the volume data and may influence the statis-
tics excessively. We therefore remove them from the volume data prior to the statistical analy-
ses.

The segmentations of the ND subjects were not visually inspected, as this would be too time
consuming. Method failures, i.e. when the software pipeline did not result in a segmentation
of the image, were excluded. On the remaining images, outliers were defined as having an
absolute z-score higher than 5.0, derived with the population mean and standard deviation.
Note that a z-score > 5.0 does not necessarily imply a failed segmentation.

The segmentations of the AD patients were visually inspected and obviously failed regions
were excluded.

3.2.5 Statistical analyses

In the analyses two scenarios are considered: 1) both the normative volume distribution and
the patient-specific volumes are calculated by the same method, and 2) the normative vol-
ume distribution and the patient-specific volumes are calculated by different methods. The
requirements for the application of scenario 1) are:

1. a high correlation on the absolute volumes;

2. a high absolute agreement on the patient’s distances relative to the normative distribu-
tion, i.e. a high absolute agreement on the patients’ z-scores.

The requirements for application of scenario 2) are:

1. a high absolute agreement on the absolute volumes;

2. a high absolute agreement on the patients’ z-scores.

For scenario 2) requirement i naturally results in requirement ii. The requirements for scenario
2) are more strict than those for scenario 1). The next sections describe how the normative
distribution was established, how the correlation and absolute agreement are measured, and,
in the case of scenario 1), how the diagnostic value of the z-scores was assessed.

3.2.5.1 Normative distribution fitting

We fit an age-dependent normative distribution with the previously proposed LMS
method [91]. This method assumes that the data is standard normally distributed after
applying the Yeo-Johnson transformation [92]. The method estimates the λ−parameter of
this transformation (L), the median (M) and coefficient of variation (S) for the appropriate
volume at each age. With these three parameters z-scores can be computed at each age. The
smoothness of the resulting iso-z-score curves is influenced by the degrees of freedom δ, a
user-defined parameter. In our experiments, we set the smoothness parameter δ to a value of
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2. We used the R-package VGAM for fitting these iso-z-score curves [93].
The value of the brain region volume may also be influenced by other covariates than age,

e.g. gender and height. We correct for these covariates in the fitting procedure. Figure 3.2
shows an example of a fitted distribution, represented by six iso-z-score curves.

3.2.5.2 Correlation and absolute agreement

To verify if scenario 1) is applicable, we first measure the correlation of the volumes calculated
by the methods, with the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC). We refer to these correlations
as PCC-v. This coefficient is invariant for an offset and scaling of the data.

To verify if scenario 2) is applicable, we compute the absolute agreement on the volumes,
which was measured with the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). The type of ICC to be
chosen depends on the problem at hand. McGraw et al. give an overview of the possible
ICCs [94]. For the presented experiments, ICC(A,1) [94] is the appropriate absolute agree-
ment measure. We refer to the absolute agreement on the volumes as ICC-v. The absolute
agreement is maximal (1.0) when the measurements are exactly the same. When one or more
measures deviate, the absolute agreement is no longer 1.0 and drops according to how large
the deviation is. A systematic error, causing an offset in the measurements with a magnitude
of e.g. the population standard deviation, would lower the absolute agreement to ∼0.67. Or a
scaling of the data by a factor of 1.2 would lower the absolute agreement to ∼0.7. The higher
the ICC-v the more reasonable it is to interchange methods.

We report all possible pairwise method combinations of PCC-v and ICC-v for M = 5
methods for each of the S brain regions. Since the correlation and absolute agreement are
determined with symmetric measures, we present PCC-v and ICC-v of the methods in a sin-
gle 5× 5 table, for each of the analyzed brain regions.

3.2.5.3 Absolute z-score agreement

To further assess the applicability of scenario 1), we also computed the absolute agreement
on the AD patient z-scores with ICC(A,1). We indicated these values with ICC-z. We present
ICC-z on AD subjects with PCC-v for ND subjects (see Section 3.2.5.2) in the same table, to
facilitate their comparison.

3.2.6 AUC

To estimate how well the AD patient z-scores discriminate between normative volumes and
patient-specific volumes in scenario 1), we determine the area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUC) of the z-score. The z-score was computed as described in Section
3.2.5.1. The AUC is the probability that a randomly chosen ND subject will have a higher
z-score than a randomly chosen AD patient. The higher the AUC, the better the discrimina-
tion between AD patients and ND subjects. Since not every region is a known discriminative
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Figure 3.2: Example of a normative hippocampal volume distribution fitted on 978 ND subjects, visualized
in iso-z-score lines from -3 to 3. The light gray scatters show the hippocampal volumes of the ND subjects
and the red scatters show the volumes of the 40 AD patients. The volumes were generated with method
MBS. The distribution was corrected for sex and height and is shown here for males of height 170cm.

biomarker for AD, it is not necessarily expected that the AUC is high for each region. Hip-
pocampus and amygdala are known to be discriminative biomarkers for AD, so for these
regions a high AUC is expected. For the computation of the AUC only ND subjects within the
age range of the AD patients, [71, 91] years, were included. A 95% confidence interval was
computed by bootstrapping the z-scores 1000 times.

3.3 R E S U LT S

We used the following rating scale for PCC-v, ICC-v and ICC-z, adopted from the rules of
thumb in [95]:

• poor: < 0.5
• fair: 0.5− 0.7
• good: 0.7− 0.9
• excellent: > 0.9

3.3.1 Outlier detection

Method FS failed for nine ND subjects, either by not finishing the segmentation pipeline or by
giving a zero volume output for some of the analyzed brain regions. The method EMC failed
for one ND subject, which was due to the failure of the brain extraction tool [96], which is
used at the beginning of the pipeline. The remainder of the methods provided a segmentation
of all images. The number of outliers per region and method on the remaining 978 subjects is
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reported in Table 3.2a.
Two T1w images of AD patients were excluded due to large scanning or motion artefacts.

The number of failed segmentations per region and method in the remaining 40 images are
shown in Table 3.2b. In one image there was a large lesion in the frontal lobe, affecting the seg-
mentation of the caudate nucleus and accumbens of all methods. In one other image, method
MBS failed to segment the putamen and globus pallidus correctly.

3.3.2 Volume distributions

Table 3.3 shows the mean and standard deviation of the volumes of the ND subjects for each
method and region. The hippocampus volume of methods EMC and GIF deviate substantially
from the other methods. Method EMC method deviates due to a different definition of the hip-
pocampus in the atlases that are used by the methods. The Hammers’ atlas [82, 83], used by
method EMC, defines the posterior border of the hippocampus such that the hippocampus
tail is not included in the definition, whereas the other methods include the hippocampus
tail. Method GIF deviates because it generally delineates the hippocampus in a larger vol-
ume. These same methods have a smaller average globus pallidus volume, compared to the
other methods. Visual inspection on a representative subset showed that these methods delin-
eated a smaller globus pallidus. Methods MALP-EM and MBS calculated a smaller amygdala,
compared to the other methods.

3.3.3 Correlation and absolute agreement

Table 3.4 presents PCC-v and ICC-v for each pairwise combination of the five methods. For
most regions PCC-v was good (≥ 0.75) and was excellent for region thalamus (0.91− 0.97)
and good to excellent for putamen (0.88− 0.96).

For the three smallest structures, hippocampus, amygdala and globus palliuds, the ICC-v
was generally poor, with some exceptions. Combination MALP-EM – MBS scored relatively
high on ICC-v compared to the other method combinations. Visual inspection on a repre-
sentative subset showed that the delineated hippocampus, amygdala and globus pallidus for
MALPEM and MBS was similar in shape, explaining the good ICC-v. For amygdala, combi-
nation GIF – EMC also showed a good ICC-v. The three larger structures, caudate nucleus
and accumbens, thalamus and putamen, showed generally a higher ICC-v. Visual inspection
showed that their shape was on average more similar, possibly due to the less irregular shape
of these regions compared to the smaller regions. Some method combinations showed poor
ICC-v values for these larger regions, e.g. MBS – EMC and MBS – MALP-EM for the caudate
nucleus and accumbens, and GIF – MALP-EM for the putamen. MALP-EM – MBS also had
a fair PCC-v for region caudate nucleus and accumbens, however, the other combinations
showed a good PCC-v, indicating that the low ICC-v can mainly be explained by a volume
offset and/or scaling.
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Table 3.4: PCC-v (upper-right triangle) and ICC-v (lower-left triangle) of ND volumes.

(a) Hippocampus

ICC-v

PCC-v EMC FS GIF MALP-EM MBS

EMC 1.00 0.77 0.85 0.82 0.85
FS 0.05 1.00 0.77 0.80 0.76
GIF 0.03 0.44 1.00 0.83 0.87
MALP-EM 0.13 0.30 0.12 1.00 0.79
MBS 0.10 0.33 0.14 0.73 1.00

(b) Amygdala

ICC-v

PCC-v EMC FS GIF MALP-EM MBS

EMC 1.00 0.80 0.77 0.79 0.80
FS 0.51 1.00 0.82 0.73 0.80
GIF 0.76 0.47 1.00 0.74 0.81
MALP-EM 0.43 0.20 0.37 1.00 0.75
MBS 0.29 0.15 0.27 0.68 1.00

(c) Caudate nucleus and accumbens

ICC-v

PCC-v EMC FS GIF MALP-EM MBS

EMC 1.00 0.93 0.89 0.92 0.72
FS 0.87 1.00 0.93 0.86 0.80
GIF 0.79 0.92 1.00 0.82 0.85
MALP-EM 0.78 0.80 0.75 1.00 0.55
MBS 0.44 0.62 0.71 0.46 1.00

(d) Thalamus

ICC-v

PCC-v EMC FS GIF MALP-EM MBS

EMC 1.00 0.92 0.93 0.96 0.91
FS 0.89 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.93
GIF 0.83 0.90 1.00 0.95 0.97
MALP-EM 0.61 0.71 0.73 1.00 0.95
MBS 0.86 0.92 0.96 0.71 1.00

(e) Putamen

ICC-v

PCC-v EMC FS GIF MALP-EM MBS

EMC 1.00 0.91 0.94 0.93 0.93
FS 0.69 1.00 0.91 0.88 0.90
GIF 0.69 0.89 1.00 0.88 0.96
MALP-EM 0.81 0.50 0.45 1.00 0.87
MBS 0.88 0.54 0.55 0.82 1.00

(f) Globus pallidus

ICC-v

PCC-v EMC FS GIF MALP-EM MBS

EMC 1.00 0.59 0.76 0.74 0.80
FS 0.13 1.00 0.71 0.66 0.75
GIF 0.61 0.10 1.00 0.77 0.83
MALP-EM 0.27 0.46 0.16 1.00 0.75
MBS 0.22 0.56 0.13 0.72 1.00
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Table 3.5: PCC-v of the ND volumes (upper-right triangle) and ICC-z of AD volume z-scores (lower-left
triangle).

(a) Hippocampus

ICC-z

PCC-v EMC FS GIF MALP-EM MBS

EMC 1.00 0.77 0.85 0.82 0.85
FS 0.61 1.00 0.77 0.80 0.76
GIF 0.69 0.56 1.00 0.83 0.87
MALP-EM 0.72 0.61 0.69 1.00 0.79
MBS 0.79 0.57 0.78 0.81 1.00

(b) Amygdala

ICC-z

PCC-v EMC FS GIF MALP-EM MBS

EMC 1.00 0.80 0.77 0.79 0.80
FS 0.80 1.00 0.82 0.73 0.80
GIF 0.85 0.70 1.00 0.74 0.81
MALP-EM 0.78 0.65 0.80 1.00 0.75
MBS 0.82 0.67 0.88 0.71 1.00

(c) Caudate nucleus and accumbens

ICC-z

PCC-v EMC FS GIF MALP-EM MBS

EMC 1.00 0.93 0.89 0.92 0.72
FS 0.85 1.00 0.93 0.86 0.80
GIF 0.87 0.90 1.00 0.82 0.85
MALP-EM 0.96 0.83 0.85 1.00 0.55
MBS 0.58 0.78 0.69 0.51 1.00

(d) Thalamus

ICC-z

PCC-v EMC FS GIF MALP-EM MBS

EMC 1.00 0.92 0.93 0.96 0.91
FS 0.85 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.93
GIF 0.88 0.75 1.00 0.95 0.97
MALP-EM 0.93 0.91 0.88 1.00 0.95
MBS 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.94 1.00

(e) Putamen

ICC-z

PCC-v EMC FS GIF MALP-EM MBS

EMC 1.00 0.91 0.94 0.93 0.93
FS 0.86 1.00 0.91 0.88 0.90
GIF 0.93 0.95 1.00 0.88 0.96
MALP-EM 0.90 0.85 0.88 1.00 0.87
MBS 0.89 0.89 0.96 0.83 1.00

(f) Globus pallidus

ICC-z

PCC-v EMC FS GIF MALP-EM MBS

EMC 1.00 0.59 0.76 0.74 0.80
FS 0.58 1.00 0.71 0.66 0.75
GIF 0.60 0.79 1.00 0.77 0.83
MALP-EM 0.69 0.50 0.62 1.00 0.75
MBS 0.72 0.69 0.71 0.60 1.00
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Table 3.6: The AUC (95% confidence interval) for all regions, where the volumes of the normative distri-
bution and the AD patients were generated by the same method (scenario 1).

EMC FS GIF MALP-EM MBS

Hippocampus 0.78 (0.68,0.87) 0.83 (0.75,0.89) 0.73 (0.64,0.82) 0.80 (0.72,0.88) 0.80 (0.71,0.88)

Amygdala 0.77 (0.67,0.85) 0.81 (0.73,0.88) 0.76 (0.67,0.85) 0.82 (0.74,0.89) 0.73 (0.63,0.83)

Caudate nucleus
and accumbens 0.52 (0.42,0.62) 0.56 (0.46,0.66) 0.47 (0.37,0.57) 0.49 (0.40,0.60) 0.63 (0.54,0.73)

Thalamus 0.68 (0.58,0.77) 0.63 (0.54,0.71) 0.76 (0.66,0.84) 0.69 (0.60,0.78) 0.66 (0.56,0.75)

Putamen 0.62 (0.52,0.72) 0.61 (0.51,0.71) 0.62 (0.52,0.72) 0.63 (0.53,0.73) 0.61 (0.51,0.71)

Globus pallidus 0.50 (0.41,0.60) 0.63 (0.52,0.74) 0.71 (0.61,0.81) 0.47 (0.38,0.56) 0.58 (0.49,0.68)

3.3.4 Absolute z-score agreement

Table 3.5 shows ICC-z in the lower left triangle. In the upper-right triangle, PCC-v of the ND
subjects is showed again, for easy comparison. ICC-z was good to excellent for regions tha-
lamus (0.75− 0.94) and putamen (0.83− 0.96), fair to good for regions hippocampus (0.56−
0.81), amygdala (0.65− 0.88) and globus pallidus (0.50− 0.72), and fair to excellent for caudate
nucleus and accumbens (0.51− 0.96).

The two method combinations with the lowest PCC-v of the caudate nucleus and accum-
bens, MBS – EMC and MBS – MALP-EM, also have the lowest ICC-z. This is also the case
for the globus pallidus, where combinations EMC – FS and MALP-EM – FS have the lowest
PCC-v and the lowest ICC-v.

3.3.5 AUC

Table 3.6 shows the AUC for each method and brain region. The highest AUC was achieved
for hippocampus (on average 0.79) and amygdala (on average 0.78), demonstrating their in-
volvement in AD. For the thalamus and putamen, AUC > 0.5 for all methods, indicating
that these regions are also affected by AD. For method GIF the AUC of regions thalamus and
globus pallidus were high compared to the other methods. Methods FS, MBS and GIF had
comparable thalamus volumes for the ND subjects, but the AD thalamus volumes segmented
by GIF were on average 120 mm3 lower than those segmented by MBS and 50 mm3 lower than
those segmented by FS. Methods EMC and GIF had comparable globus pallidus volumes for
the ND subjects, but for AD subjects the volumes segmented by GIF were on average 320 mm3

lower than those segmented by GIF.

3.3.6 Computational efficiency

All methods were executed on a Linux Sun Grid Engine (SGE) computing cluster with eight
computing nodes, each having multiple cores. All methods except FS provide an option for
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using multiple cores. This is especially efficient for methods that use multi-atlas registration,
where the registrations of the subjects in the atlas database can run in parallel. In practice,
method GIF had the longest computation time, despite the usage of multiple cores. This
was mainly due to the non-rigid image registrations of the 165 images in the atlas database.
Method MBS was most efficient, needing only a few minutes to segment all 56 regions in a
brain image on a single core. Except for MALP-EM, needing 33 GB of RAM per brain image,
the memory usage of the methods was modest (≤ 8GB) for the hardware in modern comput-
ers.

3.4 D I S C U S S I O N

We evaluated the correlation and absolute agreement on regional volumes computed with
different automated brain segmentation methods, and the impact of the volume differences
between these methods on single-subject analysis in a normative modeling framework. We
evaluated two scenarios: 1) The normative volume distributions and the patient-specific vol-
umes were calculated by the same method, and 2) the normative volume distributions was
calculated by a different method than the patient-specific volumes. To this end, we applied
five state-of-the-art automated brain segmentation methods on the T1w MR brain images of
988 ND subjects and 42 AD patients acquired with the same MR acquisition protocol.

The PCC-v showed that the volumes of all regions correlated well, indicating that volume
differences between methods in ND subjects are mainly due to systematic differences, such
as the usage of different atlases and region definitions. The ICC-v, however, was generally
low, especially for the smaller regions, hippocampus, amygdala and globus pallidus. The low
ICC-v indicates that the methods cannot be interchanged in a normative modeling framework
and scenario 2) is not applicable.

The ICC-z, with which the agreement on the AD patient position relative to the normative
distribution was measured in case of scenario 1), was good to excellent for the thalamus and
putamen, who also showed a good to excellent PCC-v. The other four regions showed lower
ICC-z, indicating that different methods would result in different AD patient positions rela-
tive to the normative distribution, even when the normative distribution was computed by
the same method as the patient data. A low PCC-v seemed to also result in a low ICC-z. A
high PCC-v, however, does not necessarily result in a high ICC-z. This can be explained by
the fact that the methods may be affected differently by the brain morphology change due to
AD.

The AUC, with which the z-score discrimination between patient and normative volumes
was measured in case of scenario 1), was relatively high for regions hippocampus and amyg-
dala for all methods, demonstrating the involvement of these regions in AD. For method GIF,
the thalamus volume showed to be a better discriminator for AD than the hippocampus vol-
ume, which is unexpected, as this region is not known for its involvement in AD and the
other methods did not show such a high AUC for the thalamus. A possible explanation is that
method GIF is more affected than the other methods by the brain morphology change due to
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AD, such as larger ventricles.
Several limitations of this study should be considered. First, the segmented results rely

strongly on the atlas that was used by the method. As was shown with the hippocampus,
differences in volume may be largely explained by the atlas and how the region was defined.
In this study, however, we considered the atlas a part of the method and we did not study spe-
cific atlas-related volume differences. Second, the number of AD patients was limited, which
limits the generalization of the conclusions drawn from these results. In future studies, a
higher number of AD patients should be used to generalize the study results. Third, we used
images that were acquired on a single 1.5 Tesla scanner with the same acquisition protocol.
This allowed us to study the effect of differences in segmentation methods, while not consid-
ering the confounding effect of differences in acquisition protocols. Future research should
investigate how differences in acquisition protocols influence the comparison of individual
patients to normative data, and to study the generalizability of our results in more heteroge-
neous data sets. Finally, this study was limited to five automated brain segmentation methods,
but many more have been proposed previously and are currently being developed. Especially
techniques that use deep learning showed promising results [13, 14]. These methods may
achieve higher accuracy and precision and therefore the AUC of the AD patient z-scores may
increase. Future studies should therefore also include deep-learning based approaches.

3.5 C O N C L U S I O N

In this study, we aimed to answer two research questions: 1) to what extent are methods in-
terchangeable, as long as the same method is being used for computing normative volume
distributions and patient-specific volumes? and 2) can different methods be used for gener-
ating normative volume distributions and patient-specific volumes? Based on the absolute
agreement results on the volume data of 988 non-demented subjects, we conclude that it is es-
sential that the same method is used to generate normative volume distributions and patient-
specific volumes. For most regions the correlation was good (> 0.75) indicating that volume
differences between methods in ND subjects are mainly due to systematic differences. When
the same method is being used for generating normative and patient data, we found that the
agreement on the AD patient’s position relative to the normative distribution (ICC-z) was
high for the regions thalamus and putamen. Our results are encouraging as they indicate
that methods are to some extent interchangeable for selected regions. For the regions hip-
pocampus, amygdala, caudate nucleus and accumbens, and globus pallidus, not all method
combinations showed a high ICC-z. Whether two methods are indeed interchangeable should
be confirmed for the specific application and dataset of interest.
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4
A S PAT I O - T E M P O R A L R E F E R E N C E M O D E L O F T H E A G I N G B R A I N

Abstract. Both normal aging and neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) cause morphological changes of the brain. It is generally difficult to distinguish these
two causes of morphological change by visual inspection of magnetic resonance (MR) images.
To facilitate making this distinction and thus aid the diagnosis of neurodegenerative disorders,
we propose a method for developing a spatio-temporal model of morphological differences
in the brain due to normal aging. The method utilizes groupwise image registration to char-
acterize morphological variation across brain scans of people with different ages. To extract
the deformations that are due to normal aging we use partial least squares regression, which
yields modes of deformations highly correlated with age, and corresponding scores for each
input subject. Subsequently, we determine a distribution of morphologies as a function of age
by fitting smooth percentile curves to these scores. This distribution is used as a reference to
which a person’s morphology score can be compared. We validate our method on two differ-
ent datasets, using images from both cognitively normal subjects and patients with Alzheimer
disease (AD). Results show that the proposed framework extracts the expected atrophy pat-
terns. Moreover, the morphology scores of cognitively normal subjects are on average lower
than the scores of AD subjects, indicating that morphology differences between AD subjects
and healthy subjects can be partly explained by accelerated aging. With our methods we
are able to assess accelerated brain aging on both population and individual level. A spatio-
temporal aging brain model derived from 988 T1-weighted MR brain scans from a large pop-
ulation imaging study (age range 45.9 - 91.7y, mean age 68.3y) is made publicly available at
www.agingbrain.nl.

This chapter contains the content of A spatio-temporal reference model of the aging brain, W. Huizinga et al.,
NeuroImage 169, pp 11–22 (2018).
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4.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging plays an important role in diagnosing neurodegenerative
diseases due to its depiction of the brain morphology in vivo [97]. Interpretation of MR images
in the context of dementia diagnosis can be challenging, as early brain abnormalities may be
difficult to distinguish from those related to normal aging, especially in the early stages of the
disease. Quantitative methods that can distinguish brain morphology due to healthy aging
from morphology due to accelerated aging or pathology can therefore aid and possibly im-
prove the diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases [1].

Quantitative information on brain morphology is usually obtained by measuring e.g. tis-
sue volumes and regional volumes [1]. However, these measures do not provide fully detailed
information about shape differences, since volume is a quantity of an enclosed surface, and
shape is a description or outline and therefore potentially much more informative [98]. Re-
sults on hippocampal shape studies suggest that shape may have additional predictive value
over volume when used in the prediction of Alzheimer’s disease [99, 100]. Therefore, there is
an emerging interest in methods for quantifying shape differences and variations in shape in
the human brain.

In literature, several methods for estimating models quantifying these shape differences
and changes have been proposed. Davis et al. [98] proposed a kernel regression on image
dissimilarities to estimate a brain image representative for each age. Both Serag et al. and
Dittrich et al. use a similar or more advanced kernel regression to build a spatio-temporal atlas
for neonatal and fetal brain development respectively. The latter two methods are especially
suited for fetal and neonatal brain development, where the brain rapidly grows with increas-
ing age [101, 102]. Fishbaugh et al. developed a geodesic shape regression method which
uses a sparse representation of diffeomorphisms, describing complex nonlinear changes over
time with a small number of model parameters defined by the user [103]. The mentioned
methods estimate change in mean morphology of the population with age, but do not model
the statistical distribution; the mean, but not the variance of the morphology at a certain age, is
modelled. This concern was addressed by Ziegler et al., who presented numerous approaches
that relate aging to differences in brain morphometry. They considered generative models (in
which brain morphology is predicted from age) and recognition models (in which age is pre-
dicted from brain morphology) in cross-sectional data, and models that estimate individual
decline and explain inter-individual variability in aging in longitudinal data [104].

Rather than predicting age or brain morphology, or classifying healthy and diseased sub-
jects based on brain morphology, we propose a method that generates a reference distribution
of healthy brain morphologies as a function of age to which an individual brain can be com-
pared. Like Marquand et al., Ziegler et al. and Brewer we use a normative modeling approach,
in which we aim to quantify the variation within a population and assess deviations from
that population [1, 105, 106]. Marquand et al. applied normative modeling to assess devi-
ations of brain structure or function as a function of clinical covariates (e.g. cognitive test
scores) [105]. Brewer assesses deviations of volumetric MR imaging measures as a function
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the proposed concept. Using training data Itrain
n a model of brain morphology

as a function of age is constructed. This model is represented by a set of percentile curves and a mode of
deformation. Subsequently, an individual Ii is compared to the model that is used as reference.

of age [1]. Ziegler et al. provide normative voxelwise maps of local gray matter abnormal-
ities and global tissue volume z-scores [106]. In our approach we aim to assess deviations
of typical aging patterns of the brain morphology, measured with voxelwise deformations.
To generate a distribution of brain morphologies we aim to find brain deformation patterns
that are highly correlated with age. To achieve this we choose a data-driven approach using
structural MR brain scans of elderly people in a wide age range (46y - 92y). We determine
the morphology distribution by applying a regression model to the morphological variation
within these brains. The morphological variation is characterized by deformation fields that
map each brain image to a common space, which is a standard approach in computational
anatomy [107]. We compute these deformation fields with a groupwise image registration
technique. Since we are only interested in the deformations due to aging, we employ a regres-
sion technique called partial least squares regression (PLSR). PLSR is especially suitable when
there are more predictors than samples and when the predictors are highly collinear or lin-
early dependent [108, 109]. It was first evaluated for neuroimaging by Krishnan et al. to relate
brain function to behavior [110]. Ziegler et al. used multivariate PLS correlation to explore
the relationship between cognitive ability patterns and differences in local brain anatomy in
the maturing brain [111]. Singh et al. used PLSR to quantify anatomical shape variation in
the brain. They used kernel PLSR to find the relationship between the manifold of diffeo-
morphisms from atlas to subject domain and global cognitive and functional assessment test
scores [112]. Whereas Singh et al. were interested in the PLSR regression coefficient, we aim to
find deformation patterns that are most correlated with age, i.e. the PLSR loadings. With each
of these loadings comes a corresponding score, and we use these scores to quantify the distri-
bution of brain morphologies due to aging. The density of a distribution can be indicated with
percentile values: measures specifying the value below which a given percentage of observa-
tions in a group of observations fall. The morphology distribution, however, is a function of
age, and therefore we fit percentile curves to quantify how this distribution varies with age. To
assess if an individual suffers from accelerated brain aging, its score can be compared to these
percentile curves.

To validate our method, we use 988 structural MR brain scans from the population-based
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Rotterdam Scan Study (RSS), a prospective study among community dwelling subjects aged
45 years and over [37]. The method’s robustness against scanning protocol and its diagnos-
tic value is evaluated using the 988 scans from the RSS and a selection of 509 scans from the
Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) dataset which is adopted from the study
of Cuignet et al. [24]. The morphology score distribution and the corresponding 4D atlases are
made publicly available through a web-based application at www.agingbrain.nl.

4.1.1 Extension of preliminary results

Preliminary results of this method were presented at SPIE Medical Imaging, San Diego
2016 [113]. In the current work, we considerably expand the previous study. First, in
this version we use the displacement field inside the brain instead of the transformation
parameters, in order to exclude deformation outside the brain. The control points of the
B-spline transformation model that exist outside the brain region influence the deformation
field both outside and inside the brain. We do not want deformations in the background to
be part of the modelling, which is why we chose the displacement field inside the brain. This
voxel-based approach also makes the method more generalizable to other nonparametric
registration methods and other voxelwise tissue property maps. Second, we correct for the
subject’s head position in the scanner by removing rigid body motion inside the brain mask
from the deformation field. Third, we introduce a method to determine the number of PLSR
components. Fourth, we analyze the residuals that contain deformations due to factors other
than aging, e.g. unexpected pathologies. Fifth, we take into account other covariates such as
sex and height. Sixth, we added an evaluation of our method on the ADNI dataset.

4.2 M E T H O D S

We propose a method for modeling brain morphology and its distribution over the population
as a function of age. The model is constructed using N training images Itrain

n , n ∈ {1 . . . N},
from a population-based cross-sectional data collection. This population-based model is then
used as a reference to which an individual brain image Ii can be compared. The concept of
the proposed method is shown in Figure 4.1. The sections below explain all the steps of the
proposed framework in detail: 4.2.1) preprocessing, 4.2.2) non-rigid groupwise image registra-
tion, 4.2.3) elimination of translation and rotation, 4.2.4) partial least squares regression, 4.2.5)
percentile curve fitting, 4.2.6) spatio-temporal atlas construction, and 4.2.7) individual subject
assessment.
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Figure 4.2: Scheme showing the different transformations and domains of the registration framework of
the proposed method. The top part shows three different training images in in red, green and blue in their
domains Ωn, and how the template domain is constructed from the training data. The bottom half shows
how an individual Ii in Ωi is registered to the template domain. After each transformation is indicated if
it was obtained using a pairwise or a groupwise registration.

4.2.1 Preprocessing

The preprocessing steps are 1) non-uniformity correction of the images using the N3 algo-
rithm [84] and 2) brain extraction using a multi-atlas method described in Bron et al. [6], with
a set of 30 atlases [82, 83].

4.2.2 Non-rigid groupwise image registration

The morphological variation is characterized by deformation fields that map each brain image
to a common domain, the template domain Ωtemplate. Let x be an image coordinate in R3. The
function Itrain

n (x) gives the intensity of image n at x, i.e. Itrain
n (x) : Ωn ⊂ R3 → R. Let N be the

total number of images in the training set. The aim of the groupwise registration is to find a set
of coordinate transformations Tn(x) : Ωtemplate → Ωn, n ∈ {1 . . . N}, such that the warped

images Itrain
n

(
Tn
(

x; µn
))

are aligned with each other in the template domain. The image
registration is performed with a parametric approach. The degrees of freedom of the transfor-
mation is limited by introducing a parameterization to the transformation: Tn

(
x; µn

)
, where

µn is a vector containing the transformation parameters of subject n. In our method, these
transformations are determined in two steps. First, we obtain a coarse alignment of all images
in the training set via transformations T A

n (x; µA
n ). Then we use a non-rigid transformation

model, TB
n (x; µB

n ), for a more precise alignment of the images. Figure 4.2 shows an overview
of all transformations. This section explains the transformations and domains shown in the
top-half of this figure. As shown in the top-right part of Figure 4.2, transformations T A

n (x; µA
n )
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map x from MNI domain ΩMNI [114] to the subject-specific domains Ωn. Second, as shown in
the top-left part of Figure 4.2, we obtain TB

n : Ωtemplate → ΩMNI, where TB
n is parameterized

by µB
n . The total transformation from Ωtemplate to Ωn is a composition of T A

n and TB
n .

The T A
n are parameterized by an affine transformation model. The parameters µA

n are found
by performing a pairwise registration of the brain mask of each subject to the reference brain
mask in the MNI domain.

The TB
n are parameterized by cubic B-splines [115]. We chose cubic B-splines, because

their compact support property makes the computation efficient, which is relevant in our
large-scale groupwise image registration problems. The spacing of the control points of the
B-splines is a setting with which the degrees of freedom of the transformation can be con-
trolled. The parameters of the B-spline transformation model, µB

n , are B-spline control point
coefficients. To obtain µB

n , we use groupwise image registration. During such a registration,
Ωtemplate is implicitly defined by constraining the sum of all deformations from the template
to each subject to be zero, an approach proposed by Bhatia et al. [116] and Balcie et al. [117].
To achieve this, µB

n must be optimized simultaneously for all n ∈ {1 . . . N}. Advantages of
groupwise registration are that the information of all images is taken into account during the
registration and, as opposed to pairwise registration, the result is not biased towards any cho-
sen reference image.

For the non-rigid groupwise image registration we use the method of Huizinga et al. [118].
This method was designed for intra-subject registration of images originating from a quanti-
tative MRI experiment. It is therefore robust against arbitrary intensity scaling between the
aligned images. In this work we investigate if the method is applicable to inter-subject reg-
istration as well. The method assumes that, when images are registered, the intensities can
be mapped to a low-dimensional subspace. The dimension of this low-dimensional subspace
depends on the model describing the intensity variation in the aligned images. When this
subspace is assumed to be one-dimensional, the intensity may vary due to a global scale or
shift, which is the case for our application. In this case, the method could be considered as
an extension of normalized cross-correlation from pairwise (N = 2) to groupwise (N > 2)
settings.

In our experiments, the image registration was performed with Elastix [119]. We used a
multi-resolution strategy with four resolutions in which the control point spacing of the B-
spline transformation model is halved with each resolution step, until a final spacing of 10
mm. The final spacing was determined heuristically.

4.2.2.1 Individual registration to the template domain

To be able to compare the brain image of an individual, Ii, to the reference model, we need
a deformation field that maps Ii to Ωtemplate. Similarly as during the template construction
from training images, this is done in two steps. This section explains the transformations and
domains shown in the bottom-half of Figure 4.2. First, we register Ii to ΩMNI yielding an
affine transformation T A

i . Second, we seek a non-rigid transformation TB
i that maps Ii from

ΩMNI to Ωtemplate.
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A possible approach to finding TB
i would be a pairwise registration of Ii with one of the

registered training images in Ωtemplate chosen as a reference. However, this could introduce
a bias towards this chosen reference. Another possiblity would be to perform a pairwise reg-
istration of Ii to the mean of the registered training images, I(x) = 1

N ∑n Itrain
n

(
Tn (x)

)
) for

x ∈ Ωtemplate, however, the disadvantage of such an approach is that I is blurry at the cortex
edges which hampers accurate registration at those locations. Therefore, we use a different
approach that is visualized in Figure 4.2 and exlained below.

We propose to formulate the non-rigid registration of Ii to the template domain as an ad-
ditional non-rigid groupwise registration, involving N + 1 images, namely the N previously
registered training images Itrain

n and the individual image Ii. As shown in the bottom-left part
of Figure 4.2, this procedure leads to N transformations T̃

B
n (x; µ̃B

n ) : Ω̃ → Ωtemplate and one

transformation T̃
B
i (x; µ̃B

i ) : Ω̃→ ΩMNI, where Ω̃ is the common domain of Itrain
n and Ii. Since

the training images Itrain
n had already been aligned before the registration, it is safe to assume

that their transform parameters µ̃B
n associated with Ω̃ are approximately equal. A single, un-

biased transformation, from Ω̃ to Ωtemplate T̃
B
t : Ω̃ → Ωtemplate, is obtained by averaging µ̃B

n

over all n, obtaining a single transform parameter vector µ̃B
t :

µ̃B
t =

1
N ∑

n
µ̃B

n (4.1)

To bring Ii to Ωtemplate we finally compute TB
i : Ωtemplate → ΩMNI as:

TB
i = T̃

B
i

((
T̃

B
t

)−1 (
x; µ̃B

t

)
; µ̃B

i

)
(4.2)

where T−1 (x; µ
)

is the inverse of T
(

x; µ
)
, obtained using the procedure described in [120].

In total one pairwise registration, the affine registration to MNI space, and one groupwise
registration, the non-rigid registration to Ωtemplate, are required to analyze a new image Ii.

4.2.3 Elimination of translation and rotation

As global brain shrinkage could be (partially) captured by the affine transformation T A, we
consider the composition of the affine and non-rigid transformations, T A

(
TB (x)

)
. To focus

on brain morphology only, we propose to extract the rigid body motion, like the arbitrary
orientation of the subject’s head in the scanner, from this composition. In this way, scale
and skew transformations are preserved, and any rigid body motion present in TB is also
eliminated.

For any rigid transformation TR
n parameterized by µR

n , the residual deformation is defined
by:

d∗n
(

x; µR
n

)
= TR

n

(
T A

n

(
TB

n

(
x; µB

n

)
; µA

n

)
; µR

n

)
− x. (4.3)
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The rigid transformation parameters of each subject are estimated by:

µ̂R
n = arg min

µR
n

1
|Ωmask| ∑

x∈Ωmask

∥∥∥d∗n
(

x; µR
n

)∥∥∥2
, (4.4)

where Ωmask is the domain containing voxels inside the brain mask in Ωtemplate to ensure that
we only evaluate the deformation inside the brain. In the statistical analysis that follows we
will be using d∗n(x)=̂d∗n

(
x; µ̂R

n

)
for x ∈ Ωmask. The same approach is applied to the individual

deformation field di.

4.2.4 Partial least squares regression

We aim to correlate the deformations obtained by image registration with age. Let N be the
number of subjects in the training set and let |Ωmask| = M, then X is the N × 3M matrix of
which each row contains d∗n(x) for all x ∈ Ωmask. Let Y be the N × 1 vector containing the
corresponding ages of each subject, then PLSR finds the directions in the deformation space
that explain the maximum covariance with age. Let X0 =

(
X − X

)
and let Y0 =

(
Y − Y

)
,

where X and Y are the column-wise data means replicated to all N rows. In PLSR X0 is
decomposed into:

X0 = SPT + E. (4.5)

Let L be the number of components used in the PLSR, then S are the N× L scores and P are the
3M× L orthonormal loadings. Matrix E is the N× 3M residual matrix. The decomposition of
X0 is made by maximizing the covariance between Y0 and a weighted sum of X0. The weight
vector W j for each component 1 ≤ j ≤ L is estimated by solving the following optimization
problem:

max
W j

[(
X0W j

)T
Y0

]
(4.6)

subject to
(

X0W j
)T

X0W j = 1. The weight vector is found by a singular value decomposition

on R = XT
0 Y0 [109, 121]. The PLSR scores for component j are defined as Sj = X0W j, and

the loadings of component j are defined as Pj = XT
0 Sj. Covariance R is deflated with each

iteration of the algorithm to obtain W j, Sj and Pj for j ≥ 2.
The number of components used in PLSR is a tradeoff between overfitting (too many com-

ponents) or losing valuable information (not enough components). To determine the optimal
number of components we propose to use the randomization test of Wiklund et al. [122]. In

this test a null-distribution of
(

Sj
)T

Y0 is determined by randomly permuting Y . When the

probability of finding the observed
(

Sj
)T

Y0 is smaller than α, the component is significant.
Since PLSR is prone to overfitting, we chose a conservative significance level of α = 0.01. Re-
sults of the randomization test showed that only the first PLSR component was significant (see
Sec. 4.4.1). We therefore only used the scores of the first PLSR component, S1, to describe the
brain morphology distribution as a function of age, and from here on, we omit the superscript
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1.
To compare an individual subject to the reference population, the morphology score of this

individual subject, Si, is required. To this end, the individual deformation field d∗i is projected
on W to obtain Si:

Si =
(

d∗i − X
)

W . (4.7)

where X is a vector of size 3M with the column-wise means of X.
Since an individual’s brain morphology may not only change due to aging but also due to

pathology we also propose to compare the individual’s residual to that of the model. Each
row of the residual matrix E contains the non-age-related deformations for a subject in Itrain

n .
The residual norm of Itrain

n is defined as:

‖E‖n =

√√√√ 3M

∑
m=1

E2
nm (4.8)

where Enm is element (n, m) of matrix E. The residual of an individual is defined as:

Ei = d∗i − SiP
T (4.9)

Inspection of Ei is important since an individual could have a different morphology due to
other factors than aging. If this is the case, it would not be visible by the individual’s mor-
phology score. We therefore propose to compare the individual residual norm ‖E‖i to the
distribution of ‖E‖n in Itrain

n . If ‖E‖i is significantly different from the distribution of ‖E‖n

further inspection of d∗i is necessary.
To perform the PLSR, we implemented the SIMPLS algorithm [109] in Python.

4.2.5 Percentile curve fitting

The score of subject n in Itrain
n is referred to as Sn. To visualize the distribution of scores Sn

as function of age we fit percentile curves. These curves show both the distribution of the
morphology scores and how they vary with age. We refer to the pth% percentile curve at age
a as s(a, p).

For fitting of percentile curves to the morphology score data, we use the LMS method [123].
The LMS method assumes that the data is standard normally distributed after applying the
Yeo-Johnson transformation, which is an extension of the Box-Cox transformation proposed
by Cole and Green [123]. This method estimates the λ−parameter of the Yeo-Johnson transfor-
mation [124] (L), the median (M) and coefficient of variation (S) for the appropriate morphol-
ogy score at each age. With the parameters L, M, and S, percentiles can be computed at each
age to obtain a smooth curve. The smoothness of the fitted curves is influenced by the degrees
of freedom δ, a user-defined parameter. In our experiments, we set the smoothness parameter
δ to a value of 2 and we deployed the R-package VGAM [125] for the percentile curve fitting.

The value of the morphology score may also be influenced by other covariates than age,
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e.g. sex or height, since those covariates may influence the head size and may therefore affect
brain scaling in the deformation fields that are used in the PLSR. It is therefore desirable to
correct the reference distribution for these covariates. We model the correction for these two
covariates as a linear shift in the morphology score distribution.

The precision of the estimated percentile curves depends on the number of data points
in the appropriate age range. If the data is non-uniformly distributed over age, it could be
that the curve estimation is not precise in the part where there are very few data points. To
assess the precision of the fitted curves, we use a bootstrapping procedure, by random sam-
pling subjects with replacement and re-estimating the percentile curves. A distribution of
possible curves is collected, from which confidence intervals at any significance level can be
estimated [126].

4.2.6 Spatiotemporal atlas construction

The deformation having the highest covariance with age is contained in the loading vector P.
To be able to interpret the morphology score it is necessary to know what this deformation
looks like, and therefore we aim to visualize P as a spatio-temporal atlas. An estimate of the
age-related morphology of subject n is obtained by multiplying score Sn with P. Instead of
multiplying with just one specific score Sn, we multiply P with s(a, p) for a chosen range of
a and a specific p. We choose to show the aging trajectory of I. We convert the deformation
field in s(a, p)P to B-spline transformations and invert these to obtain Ta,p

atlas(x). The spatio-
temporal atlas for percentile p and a chosen range of a is then constructed by warping I for
each a:

Ia,p
(x) = I

(
Ta,p

atlas
(

x; µ
))

, (4.10)

4.2.7 Individual subject assessment

Given the distribution of morphology scores and residual magnitudes of the reference data,
outliers from these distributions can be assessed in terms of percentiles, which is analogous to
the use of growth charts to map child development in terms of height and weight as a function
of age [73]. Let pi be the percentile at which the individual morphology score Si at age ai can be
found in the reference morphology score distribution, after correction for available covariates.
Let p‖E‖i

be the percentile at which the individual residual magnitude can be found in the
reference residual magnitude distribution, then the status of the brain morphology of patient
i could, for example, be assessed according to the following set of rules:

1. No accelerated brain aging: 0.05 < pi < 0.95 and 0.05 < p‖E‖i
< 0.95

2. At risk of accelerated brain aging: pi > 0.95 and 0.05 < p‖E‖i
< 0.95

3. At risk of unknown pathology: p‖E‖i
> 0.95
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In addition, the individual scan Ii should be compared to the spatio-temporal atlas Iai ,pi , for a
qualitative assessment of the morphology due to aging. In the third case, further investigation
of Ii, Ei, and the individual deformation d∗i is necessary.

4.3 E X P E R I M E N T S

In our experiments we used two image databases:

1. The Rotterdam Scan Study (RSS), containing brain scans of non-demented, asymp-
tomatic subjects,

2. The Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database, containing both
asymptomatic and symptomatic subjects.

First, the model was applied and validated on the RSS database. Next, the difference in scores
between asymptomatic and symptomatic subjects was evaluated in the ADNI dataset. Finally,
the robustness of the scores across databases was evaluated.

4.3.1 Data

4.3.1.1 Rotterdam Scan Study

We used 988 T1w scans (433 male, age=68.3±13.0 (mean±SD)) from the population-based
RSS, a prospective longitudinal study among community dwelling subjects aged 45 years
and over [37]. Participants with dementia at the time of MRI were excluded [127]. All brain
scans were acquired on a single 1.5T MRI system (GE Healthcare, US). The T1w imaging
protocol was a 3-dimensional fast radiofrequency spoiled gradient recalled acquisition with
an inversion recovery pre-pulse sequence [37]. The voxel size was 0.5×0.5×0.8 mm3. Besides
age and sex, height information of the participants was available as well. For six participants,
the height variable was missing, for which we substituted the average height (= 170 cm). We
will refer to this dataset as RSS988.

4.3.1.2 ADNI

Data used in the preparation of this article were obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neu-
roimaging Initiative (ADNI) database. The ADNI was launched in 2003 as a public-private
partnership, led by Principal Investigator Michael W. Weiner, MD. The primary goal of
ADNI has been to test whether serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission
tomography (PET), other biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment
can be combined to measure the progression of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). For up-to-date information, see www.adni-info.org.

The ADNI cohort used in this article is adopted from the study of [24], consisting of an AD
patient group, an MCInc group (mildly cognitive impaired but not converted to AD within
18 months), an MCIc (mildly cognitive impaired and converted to AD within 18 months), and
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a cognitive normal group (CN). The inclusion criteria for participants were defined in the
ADNI-GO protocol1. The AD group consisted of 137 patients (67 male, age=76.0±7.3 years)
(AD137), the MCInc group of 134 participants (84 male, age=74.4±7.2 years) (MCInc134), the
MCIc group of 76 participants (43 male, age=74.7±7.4 years) (MCIc76), and the CN group
of 162 participants (76 male, age=76.2±5.4 years) (CN162). Acquisition had been performed
according to the ADNI acquisition protocol [26]. The brain scans were acquired on 1.5T MRI
systems (GE Healthcare, Philips Medical Systems, Siemens Medical Solutions) and the T1w
imaging protocol was a 3-dimensional magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient
echo sequence. The voxel size was approximately 1 mm3, with a maximum of 1.5 mm in any
direction. Besides age and sex, height information of the partipants was available as well. For
one participant, the height variable was missing, for which we substituted the average height
of the subjects in RSS988 (= 170 cm). We will refer to the entire dataset as ADNI509.

4.3.2 Morphology distribution RSS988

We trained the model on RSS988 to visualize the main age-related deformations in a healthy
reference population. Sex and height were used as covariates.

After the preprocessing step, the brain images were cropped to the bounding box of the
mask and resampled to 1.5×1.5×1.5 mm3 spacing. The 988 obtained deformation fields d∗,
which are used as input of the PLSR, were downsampled to a 3×3×3 mm3 spacing and their
size was 52×66×55 voxels. Since the number of parameters with which the deformation field
was generated was much smaller than the number of voxels in the downsampled field, the
downsampling will not influence the result.

The number of PLSR components was determined by applying the randomization test to
RSS988, using 1000 randomizations of Y . In addition, we inspected the score distributions,
the explained variance in age, and deformation modes (PLSR loadings) of the first ten compo-
nents.

4.3.3 Morphology distribution ADNI509

We trained the model ADNI509 and fitted percentile curves on the scores from each class
separately to see if the morphology distribution is different for the various classes in the ADNI
database. Sex and height were used as covariates.

After the preprocessing step, the brain images were cropped to the bounding box of the
mask and resampled to 1.5×1.5×1.5 mm3 spacing, to reduce computation time and memory
consumption of the groupwise registration. The obtained 509 deformation fields, which are
used as input for the PLSR, were downsampled to a 3×3×3 mm3 spacing and their size was
59×66×55 voxels.

1 http://adni.loni.usc.edu/wp-content/themes/freshnews-dev-v2/documents/clinical/ADNI_Go_

Protocol.pdf
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4.3.4 Model validation

We validated the model using data from the RSS database, in which we trained the model
on a subset of 888 images, RSS888, and tested on the remaining 100 images, RSS100. We
also validated the model on data from different databases, in which we trained the model on
RSS988and tested on the AD137 and CN162.

4.3.4.1 Leave-100-out validation (1)

The groupwise image registration on RSS988 resulted in 988 brain deformation fields. In this
experiment we evaluate the generalizability of the PLSR outside the training data. Therefore
we randomly selected 888 deformation fields as input of the PLSR. The resulting PLSR weights
are used to compute individual scores on the remaining 100 deformation fields using Equation
(4.7).

4.3.4.2 Leave-100-out validation (2)

In this experiment we trained the entire model only on RSS888: Itrain
n = RSS888. The remaining

100 subjects were treated as entirely new individuals, Ii = RSS100. RSS100 was registered to
Ωtemplate, which was constructed from RSS888, and 100 Si were computed. We evaluated if
the scores from the leave-100-out experiment (1) could be reproduced.

4.3.4.3 Individual subject comparison

In this experiment the training dataset was Itrain
n = RSS988, and the individual subjects were

ICN
i = CN162 and IAD

i = AD137, respectively. We compared the individual scores SCN
i and the

SAD
i to the morphology score distribution of RSS988, while taking into account the covariates

sex and height. The goals of this experiment were:

• To evaluate if the individual comparison can be performed when individual subjects
are scanned on different scanners with different scanning protocols.

• To evaluate if healthy subjects from different populations have the same brain morphol-
ogy distribution.

• To evaluate if the AD subjects have different morphology scores than the healthy sub-
jects from a different population.

4.4 R E S U LT S

4.4.1 Morphology distribution RSS988

Results from the randomization test indicated that only the first component was significantly
different from the null-distribution (p = 2.6 · 10−10). The second component was not signif-
icant (p = 1.4 · 10−2). Figure 4.4 shows the explained variance in age of the first ten PLSR
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(a) Morphology score distribution for RSS1000
(male, 170 cm).

(b) Morphology score distribution for RSS1000
(female, 150 cm).

(c) −0.063 (d) −0.032 (e) 0 (f) 0.032 (g) 0.063

Figure 4.3: Morphology scores Sn for all n and s(a, p) for p ∈ {5, 25, 50, 75, 95} for (b) male subjects of
height 170 cm of RSS988, and (b) female subjects of height 150 cm of RSS988. The 95% confidence intervals
were determined with 1000 bootstraps. (c)-(g) The main mode of deformation where S equals -2σ, −σ, 0,
σ, and 2σ, with σ the standard deviation of Sn for n ∈ {1 . . . 988}.

components. This figure shows that the first component explains most variance in age (∼60%)
and that the following components do not add much information, which is in agreement with
the results of the randomization test. The score distributions of components two to ten showed
very little to no relation with age and the deformation modes did not contain clear patterns
that can be expected in aging. We therefore only used the scores of the first PLSR component
to describe the brain morphology distribution as a function of age.

Figure 4.3(a) shows Sn of the first PLSR component and the fitted percentile curves s(a, p)
for p ∈ {5, 25, 50, 75, 95}, for male subjects of height 170 cm, the average height of all subjects
in RSS988. Figure 4.3(b) shows Sn of the first PLSR component and the fitted percentile curves
for female subjects of height 150 cm, to show the effect of the covariates on the morphology
score distribution. The distributions have a clear relation with age. As expected, the scores
of short, female subjects are higher than the scores of male subjects of average height. Figure
4.3(c)-(g) shows the main mode of deformation in P applied to I for RSS988. This mode shows
that the higher Sn, the larger the ventricles, (cortical) atrophy, and brain shrinkage.
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Figure 4.4: Cumulative explained variance [%] of the first ten PLSR components.

4.4.2 Morphology distribution ADNI509

Figure 4.5 shows Sn and s(a, p) for p ∈ {5, 25, 50, 75, 95}, adjusted for covariates sex and
height, of the model trained on ADNI509. The scores of CN162 are the lowest, and MCIc76
and AD137 have the highest scores. Interestingly, a morphology difference between MCInc134
and MCIc76 is visible. The confidence bounds of the median curves of AD137 and CN162 do
not overlap, indicating that the median curve of the two groups are significantly different.
The confidence bounds of the median curves of MCInc134 and MCIc76 group overlap slightly,
possibly due to the lower number of subjects in MCIc76.

4.4.2.1 Distributions of ‖E‖ in ADNI509

The distributions of ‖E‖ are shown in Figure 4.5(f). The Welch’s two-sample t-test was per-
formed to test if the distributions of ‖E‖ are significantly different. Tests were performed
between all possible group pairs. All p-values were higher than the significance level of 0.05,
and therefore no significant difference between the distributions was observed.

4.4.3 Model validation

4.4.3.1 Leave-100-out validation (1)

Figure 4.6a shows the morphology scores for RSS888 grey and RSS100 test subjects in red. The
morphology scores of the test subjects fall within the morphology score distribution of the
training subjects.
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(a) Morphology score distribution of CN162
(male, 170 cm).

(b) Morphology score distribution of MCInc134
(male, 170 cm).

(c) Morphology score distribution of MCIc76
(male, 170 cm).

(d) Morphology score distribution of AD137
(male, 170 cm).

Figure 4.5: In figures 4.5a - 4.5d we see the morphology score distribution of each subgroup in ADNI509.
The 95% confidence intervals are estimated using 1000 bootstraps. At the age extremities not many data
points are available resulting in wide confidence intervals.
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(a) Morphology scores for 900 training subjects
in gray and 100 test subjects in red, obtained in
leave-100-out validation (1).

(b) Morphology scores of the 100 test subjects
from leave-100-out validation (1) vs the scores
from leave-100-out validation (2).

Figure 4.6: Morphology scores from leave-100-out validation experiments.

4.4.3.2 Leave-100-out validation (2)

Figure 4.6b shows a scatterplot of the morphology scores of the leave-100-out (1) experiment
versus the leave-100-out (2) experiment. The morphology scores show a high correlation (Pear-
son’s r = 0.996), but a small bias is present. The distribution of ‖E‖ of RSS888 is not signifi-
cantly different from the distribution of ‖E‖ of RSS988 according to the Welch’s two-sample
t-test, as shown in Figure 4.7.

4.4.3.3 Individual subject comparison

Figure 4.8 shows the SCN
i and SAD

i projected onto the model of RSS988 (male, 170 cm). Figure
4.8(a) shows that 94% of the CN162 lie below the 95% percentile lines of the RSS distribution.

Figure 4.7: Distributions of ‖E‖ of training set RSS888 (blue) and test set RSS100 (green).
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(a) SCN
i are shown in green. (b) SAD

i are shown in red.

Figure 4.8: Morphology score distribution (male, 170 cm) of RSS1000 in five percentile curves and SCN
i (a)

and SAD
i (b). The SCN

i and SAD
i are corrected and projected onto the reference distribution.

(a) Normalized histogram of ‖E‖ for RSS1000
and CN162.

(b) Normalized histogram of ‖E‖ for RSS1000
and AD137.

Figure 4.9: Distributions of ‖E‖where the RSS images are Itrain
n for n ∈ {1, . . . , 1000} and the ADNI images

were ICN
i for i ∈ {1, . . . , 162} and IAD

i for i ∈ {1, . . . , 137}.

From Figure 4.8(b) we see that 34% of AD137 lie above the 95% percentile, and 76% above the
75% percentile, indicating that their morphology shows more atrophy than that of cognitive
normals at the same age.

Figure 4.9 shows the distributions of ‖E‖ of RSS988 subjects and CN162 (a) and AD137
(b). The distributions have overlap, but are significantly different according to the Welch’s
two-sample t-test.

4.5 D I S C U S S I O N

We proposed a method for developing a spatio-temporal model of morphological differences
in the brain due to normal aging, to which an individual’s brain morphology can be compared.
We applied the framework to a set of 988 images of non-demented aging subjects from a large
population imaging study and on a set of 509 subjects from the case-control study ADNI. The
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main mode of deformation due to aging, P, shows the expected deformation patterns due to
aging: larger ventricles, (cortical) atrophy, and brain shrinkage. We performed various experi-
ments to validate the proposed method. The results of these experiments are encouraging and
show clinical potential.

The leave-100-out experiment (1) showed that the PLSR generalizes for subjects that were
not part of the training set. The leave-100-out experiment (2) showed that we can reproduce
the morphology scores from leave-100-out experiment (1). This indicates that the deforma-
tions resulting from the individual subject registration to the template are similar to the de-
formations following from the groupwise registration, and that the method can be used to
compute individual morphology scores. We did observe a slight bias when comparing the
scores of leave-100-out experiment (1) and leave-100-out experiment (2). This is due to the
fact that the starting point of the registration in leave-100-out experiment (1) is different from
the starting point of the registration in leave-100-out experiment (2), leading to slightly differ-
ent deformation fields.

The percentile curves computed on the ADNI database showed a difference between the
morphology score distributions of the CN and AD subgroups (median difference significant,
i.e. no overlapping confidence bands, for the age range 60-72y), and, interestingly, also be-
tween MCInc and MCIc (median difference not significant, i.e. confidence bands overlap).
Although it was not specifically trained to separate the groups, the model showed that the
AD and MCIc patients have, on average, higher morphology scores than the CN and MCInc
groups. The distributions of the norm of the PLSR residual, ‖E‖, between the four groups
was not significantly different, indicating that the non-age related deformations were of simi-
lar magnitude.

To evaluate the reproducibility across datasets we computed scores of both AD and cog-
nitive normal individuals from the ADNI database using the RSS subjects as reference data.
The cognitive normal subjects from ADNI fell nicely within the morphology score distribu-
tion of the cognitive normal subjects from RSS. The AD subjects had on average higher mor-
phology scores than the cognitively normal subjects. These results suggest that the proposed
method is able to compute individual morphology scores of subjects from one population
when trained on subjects from another population. We did observe that ‖E‖ is different for
the two databases of scans, which we did not see when registering subjects from the same pop-
ulation. Possible causes for this are the presence of non-age-related morphology differences
between the two populations, e.g. differences in scanner type or protocol, inclusion criteria,
demographics, environmental factors, etc.

4.5.1 Suggestions for future work

Several improvements can be made to the proposed model to increase sensitivity and perfor-
mance. Also, the proposed method can be used in a variety of applications.

The uncertainty in the percentile curves was quantified by bootstrapping, obtaining con-
fidence intervals for each curve. The uncertainty on individual morphology scores due to
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registration errors was not taken into account in the presented method. However, this could
be estimated by perturbation of the individual deformation field, according to estimations of
registration uncertainty. In this way, a distribution of possible morphology scores for this indi-
vidual could be obtained. Obtaining reliable estimates of registration uncertainty is, however,
still an active topic of research [128–130].

Overall, the experiments showed that the proposed method is valid when comparing indi-
vidual brain morphologies to a (cognitively) healthy reference population. Diagnostic value of
the morphology score alone, however, is limited due to the high variability between individu-
als. In this study, we applied our method to T1-weighted MRI brain scans, but in principle, it
could be applied to scans of other sequences or modalities. Future work may investigate age
and other demographics related changes in other voxelwise maps, such as diffusion or perfu-
sion imaging derived maps. This can be accomplished by replacing the deformation field d∗

with such a voxelwise map in the template domain. This could possibly improve discrimina-
tive ability between people at risk of accelerated brain aging and people without risk.

Besides application of this method to voxelwise maps, it can also be applied to selected
points on the surface of a segmented anatomical structure of interest, for example the hip-
pocampus. In that case, a spatio-temporal model and its variation in the population of that
specific structure can be studied in more detail and individual anatomical structures can be
compared to a reference shape distribution.

It is clinically relevant to follow how a person’s brain morphology changes with age. The
proposed method can be used to compute morphology scores of individual scans at baseline
and at follow-up. Plotting the baseline and follow-up scores in the percentile curves allows
comparing the aging trajectory of an individual to the (cross-sectional) reference population.
Following individual morphology scores over time allows estimation of the physiological vari-
ation in subject specific aging trajectories. On an individual level, inspection of these aging
trajectories could be relevant in clinical trials to, for example, investigate if changes in e.g.
medication or lifestyle have any effect. A clinical evaluation of the proposed deformation-
based framework would be necessary to prove its value in the clinic.

4.5.2 Limitations

A limitation of using cross-sectional data, which was also mentioned by [104], is that effects
of different birth cohorts are not excluded.

Because PLSR tries to maximize the covariance between the morphology scores and age,
and the number of predictor variables is high (= 3M � N), it is very likely that it will find a
linear relationship. Therefore, when modeling a population, and the relation with age is not
expected to be linear, this may be a limitation of PLSR.

To compute the score of an individual brain image an additional groupwise registration
of all images in the training set plus the individual brain image(s) has to be performed. This
additional groupwise registration is time-consuming and therefore this is a practical limitation
of our proposed framework. In the current implementation, the registration takes about two
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days and has to be performed on a machine capable of reserving 100GB of RAM to complete
the task. In the future we will search for possibilities to register an individual brain image to
the template domain without having to perform an additional groupwise registration with the
already registered training data. In the presented work, however, the groupwise registration
is preferred over a pairwise registration for obtaining an unbiased result. This is supported
by preliminary experiments which are not shown due to lack of space.

4.6 C O N C L U S I O N

We developed a spatio-temporal model of morphological differences in the brain due to nor-
mal aging. The method provides a representative distribution of brain morphologies as a
function of age instead of a single population mean morphology. Our method reduces high
dimensional morphology to a single score. This score can be interpreted using the spatio-
temporal atlas showing which deformation due to aging belongs to that score.

The framework was tested using data from two different datasets. Experiments showed
that the proposed method extracts the expected deformation patterns due to aging and they
showed that on a group level there is a morphology difference between cognitively normal
and AD subjects, which manifests as accelerated aging, indicating the potential at least for
clinical group studies. The spatio-temporal model can be used to compare an individual’s
brain morphology to a cognitively healthy reference population. Smooth percentile curves
showing the brain morphology changes as a function of age as well as spatio-temporal atlases
derived from the cognitively healthy reference population (RSS988) are publicly available via
an interactive web application at www.agingbrain.nl. We believe that this framework has the
potential to be used clinically as an indicator of accelerated brain aging.
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5
P C A - B A S E D G R O U P W I S E I M A G E R E G I S T R AT I O N F O R
Q U A N T I TAT I V E M R I

Abstract. Quantitative magnetic resonance imaging (qMRI) is a technique for estimating quan-
titative tissue properties, such as the T1 and T2 relaxation times, apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC), and various perfusion measures. This estimation is achieved by acquiring multiple
images with different acquisition parameters (or at multiple time points after injection of a
contrast agent) and by fitting a qMRI signal model to the image intensities. Image registration
is often necessary to compensate for misalignments due to subject motion and/or geomet-
ric distortions caused by the acquisition. However, large differences in image appearance
make accurate image registration challenging. In this work, we propose a groupwise image
registration method for compensating misalignment in qMRI. The groupwise formulation of
the method eliminates the requirement of choosing a reference image, thus avoiding a reg-
istration bias. The method minimizes a cost function that is based on principal component
analysis (PCA), exploiting the fact that intensity changes in qMRI can be described by a low-
dimensional signal model, but not requiring knowledge on the specific acquisition model. The
method was evaluated on 4D CT data of the lungs, and both real and synthetic images of five
different qMRI applications: T1 mapping in a porcine heart, combined T1 and T2 mapping in
carotid arteries, ADC mapping in the abdomen, diffusion tensor mapping in the brain, and dy-
namic contrast-enhanced mapping in the abdomen. Each application is based on a different
acquisition model. The method is compared to a mutual information-based pairwise regis-
tration method and four other state-of-the-art groupwise registration methods. Registration
accuracy is evaluated in terms of the precision of the estimated qMRI parameters, overlap of
segmented structures, distance between corresponding landmarks, and smoothness of the de-
formation. In all qMRI applications the proposed method performed better than or equally
well as competing methods, while avoiding the need to choose a reference image. It is also
shown that the results of the conventional pairwise approach does depend on the choice of
this reference image. We therefore conclude that our groupwise registration method with a
similarity measure based on PCA is the preferred technique for compensating misalignments
in qMRI.

This chapter contains the content of PCA-based groupwise image registration for quantitative MRI,
W. Huizinga et al., Medical Image Analysis 29, pp 65 - 78 (2016).
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Figure 5.1: A scheme showing the concept of qMRI. On the top there are three contrast-varying images of
a heart. The red dots indicate one specific pixel location x in each of the images and their intensities are
plotted in the graph below the images. A model m(θ) is fitted to the pixel intensities, where θ contains the
tissue properties of interest. The model is fitted for each pixel in the image so that a map of the element(s)
in θ can be created. Such a map, showing T1, is shown on the right of the graph.

5.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

Quantitative magnetic resonance imaging (qMRI) is a technique that enables the estimation
of tissue properties from a series of images acquired with different imaging parameters or
acquired at multiple time points after injection of a contrast agent. Because these tissue prop-
erties can be indicators of the biological state of the tissue and their change during disease,
their precise and accurate estimation is important. Examples of such tissue properties are the
relaxation parameters T1 and T2, the mean diffusivity (MD), the apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC) and Ktrans, a measure of capillary permeability. They are estimated by fitting a low-
dimensional signal model (qMRI model) to the acquired MR images, see e.g. [131]. Typically
five to over a hundred images are acquired, depending on the tissue properties of interest.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the concept of qMRI.

The fitting procedure assumes an anatomical correspondence between the images in the
acquired series. However, due to patient motion and/or geometric distortions caused by the
acquisition this correspondence can be lost, which may lead to erroneous parameter estima-
tion, especially at tissue boundaries. Corrections during acquisition, such as gating or breath-
holding, do not always give the desired effect and can significantly increase the acquisition
time. Another solution is to align the images prior to fitting the qMRI model. This alignment
can be achieved with image registration techniques. However, image registration for qMRI
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imposes two main challenges: firstly, the contrast is different for each of the images in the ac-
quired series, complicating registration based on the image intensities. Secondly, often more
than two images need to be registered in the context of qMRI. In this second case one can
choose a pairwise registration approach in which all images are registered to a chosen refer-
ence image. To deal with contrast changes that occur in a series of qMRI images the pairwise
approach is commonly used with a metric based on mutual information (MI), because this
metric is robust against intensity changes in the images [6, 132, 133]. However, a major dis-
advantage of this approach is that the choice of reference image will influence the result of
the registration, which we will demonstrate in this paper. To circumvent the need to choose a
reference image one can use a so-called groupwise registration approach. In such an approach
all images are simultaneously registered to a mean space. Moreover, with this approach the
information of all images is taken into account during the registration. This improves consis-
tency over a pairwise registration approach, as shown in [120] for groupwise registration of
dynamic CT images.

We distinguish two categories of registration methods for qMRI data, discussed in the fol-
lowing two paragraphs: a) model-based methods that use the qMRI model to register the
images, [134–138] and b) data-driven methods, which do not rely on the qMRI model [139,
140]. The model-based registration method proposed in [134] for the registration of T1 data,
uses the fitted parameters of the qMRI model to generate reference images for all images in
the dataset. The registration is done in a pairwise fashion using a cross-correlation similarity
metric. A similar approach was used by Buonaccorsi et al. for dynamic contrast-enhanced
(DCE) images [135]. Andersson et al. and Hallack et al. directly minimize the residual error of
the qMRI model fit [136, 137]. For the registration of DCE images Bhushan et al. propose to
maximize the joint posterior probability between the intensities estimated by the model and
the true data [138]. All these approaches eliminate the requirement to choose a reference im-
age and are robust to the appearance differences in the image. However, these model-based
methods assume that the images adhere exactly to the qMRI model, which is not always true
in all structures that are present in the images due to noise and acquisition artefacts or when
the model is too simple to represent the image intensities. For example, the DT model may
not fully describe the signal in all voxels of the brain due to the presence of multiple fiber
orientations, as shown in [141] and [142].

Data-driven methods for qMRI registration have been proposed [139, 140]. For the regis-
tration of DCE data, Hamy et al. proposed robust data decomposition. With the assumption
that the low rank components are free from local contrast changes or artefacts, they use a
sparse and low-rank decomposition and register the low-rank components to the mean of all
low-rank components in the current resolution [139]. Melbourne et al. proposed a progressive
principal component registration for DCE data. This method registers the series of images
to an artificial series, which is generated from the first principal components of the original
images. The registration is repeated and at each iteration a new series is generated and more
principal components are added in the reconstruction [140].

Groupwise registration methods, not specifically developed for the registration of qMRI
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data, have been proposed in [143], [144], [120], [145], and [116]. Liu et al. use a sparse/low-
rank decomposition [143], similar to the method proposed in [139], to register brain images
between subjects, with the assumption that the low-rank components are free from lesions and
pathologies. Miller et al. proposed a method based on voxel-wise entropy [144]. While this
method is robust against intensity variation, qMRI acquisitions often have few measurements,
making it difficult to estimate a well-defined probability density function, which is needed
for entropy calculation. Metz et al. proposed a groupwise dissimilarity metric based on voxel-
wise variance, implicitly assuming small intensity differences between the images [120]. Due
to the large intensity variations in qMRI it is not expected that this method is suitable for qMRI
applications, however we investigate if this is indeed the case. Wachinger et al. proposed a
sum of accumulated pairwise estimates (APE), such as the sum of normalized correlation co-
efficients of all possible image pairs in the series, as a similarity metric [145]. Even though this
method has not yet been validated for qMRI data, it is designed to align images with different
contrasts. Bhatia et al. proposed a groupwise extension of the pairwise mutual information
registration approach, in which the sum of the mutual informations between the voxel-wise
mean of all images and each image is maximized [116]. A downside of such a metric for qMRI
is that contrast at edges may be reduced after computing the mean image, due to the large
intensity differences among the images.

In this paper we propose a generic data-driven groupwise registration approach which by
design is suitable for a wide range of qMRI applications without explicitly requiring the ap-
plicable qMRI model. In our approach we exploit the fact that in qMRI the intensity changes
according to a low-dimensional acquisition model. When the images are not aligned, the com-
plexity of the data is increased, i.e. the data can no longer be described by the acquisition
model. We propose two dissimilarity metrics based on this principle. These metrics use PCA
to quantify the amount of misalignment in the qMRI series. Because of the groupwise formu-
lation of the registration, the need to choose a reference image is eliminated. We evaluated the
generic applicability of the method on five different challenging applications of qMRI: T1 map-
ping in a porcine heart, combined T1 and T2 mapping in carotid arteries, ADC mapping in the
abdomen, diffusion tensor mapping in the brain and dynamic contrast-enhanced mapping in
the abdomen. As the groupwise approaches in [145], [116], [120] have potential for qMRI data
we use them as reference methods. The model-based approach in e.g. [137] is implemented
for T1 mapping and will be used as a reference method for this application. Finally we also
compare our method to the commonly used MI-based pairwise registration approach.
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5.2 M E T H O D S

5.2.1 Quantitative magnetic resonance imaging

In a qMRI examination multiple images are acquired in the same subject. Let Mg(x) for g ∈
{1 . . . G} be a series of G images and x a 2D or 3D spatial coordinate. The intensity at x for
each image Mg is predicted by a low-dimensional qMRI model mg:

Mg(x) = mg(θ(x)) + ε(x), (5.1)

where θ is a Γ-dimensional vector with tissue properties and ε is the noise at coordinate x.
In our applications, the number of tissue properties Γ ranges from three to seven and Γ <

G, which is why we call the qMRI model low-dimensional. Each qMRI application follows
a different model mg. An example of such a qMRI model mg is the modified Look-Locker
inversion recovery model proposed by [146]:

mg(θ) =
∣∣∣A (1− Be−TIg/T∗1

)∣∣∣ , (5.2)

where θ =
(

A, B, T∗1
)

and TIg the inversion time for image Mg. The parameter of interest,
T1, is calculated using T1 = T∗1 (B − 1). For this specific model Γ = 3, as θ contains three
parameters. The functions mg that are used for the experiments in this paper are presented in
Section 5.3.

5.2.2 Registration frameworks: pairwise and groupwise

Prior to estimating θ the images Mg need to be registered. Due to motion and/or geometric
distortions caused by the acquisition correspondence between the images is lost, i.e. a spatial
coordinate x does not correspond to the same anatomical location in each of the images. In
the pairwise registration approach, one reference image MR(x) is chosen and all other images
Mg(x) for g 6= R are registered to MR(x). In our registration method, the transformation is
modeled by a set of transform parameters µ. For each image Mg(x) there is a transformation
Tg(x; µg). The pairwise registration is formulated as the minimization of a dissimilarity metric
D with respect to µg:

µ̂g = arg min
µg

D(µg), (5.3)

which is repeated for all g 6= R. D measures the dissimilarity of MR(x) and Mg(Tg(x; µg)).
In the groupwise registration framework the images Mg(x) for all g are registered simul-

taneously to a mean space. We formulate groupwise registration as the minimization of a
dissimilarity metric D with respect to µ:

µ̂ = arg min
µ
D(µ), (5.4)
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Figure 5.2: Scatter plots of three aligned images (5.2a) and three misaligned images (5.2b) that are gener-
ated with a one-dimensional non-linear model.
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Figure 5.3: Eigenvalue spectra of aligned (5.3a) and misaligned (5.3b) set of images. Note that Γ = 3,
so we expect three dominant eigenvalues in the aligned case. Note that in (a) eigenvalues 4 - 11 are not
exactly zero but very small (< 10−3) and therefore not visible in the plot.

where µ is a vector containing all µg. Here, D measures the dissimilarity of all transformed
images Mg(Tg(x; µg)) with respect to each other. The parameters µg are simultaneously opti-
mized for all g.

5.2.3 Proposed dissimilarity metrics

We present two novel groupwise dissimilarity metrics. Let the images Mg be represented as
columns of an N × G matrix M, where N is the number of voxels in one image Mg. A row of
M can be considered as a data point in a G-dimensional space. Note that when Mg is noise-
free for all g, these datapoints lie in a - possibly non-linear - Γ-dimensional subspace, where
Γ is the number of free qMRI model parameters. Figure 5.2a shows an intensity scatter plot of
three images generated using a one-dimensional (Γ = 1) non-linear model: mg(θ) = 1− e−at,
where θ = a. We see that the points lie on a curved line, i.e. a non-linear Γ-dimensional
subspace. Figure 5.2b illustrates the effect of a small misalignment: the intensity scatter plot
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becomes more dispersed.
The correlation matrix of the data points in M is defined as:

K =
1

N − 1
Σ−1

(
M−M

)T (
M−M

)
Σ−1, (5.5)

where Σ is a diagonal matrix with the standard deviations of each column of M as diagonal
elements and M is a matrix with in each element of that column the column-wise average of M.
The dimension of the subspace can be estimated by an eigenvalue decomposition of K i.e., by
a PCA. The key idea behind the proposed dissimilarity metric is that, when motion is present
in the images, the data no longer adheres to the presumed qMRI model and the eigenvalue
spectrum of K changes. We choose to perform PCA on the correlation matrix K, instead of
the covariance matrix, to be insensitive to arbitrary intensity scaling between images. Figure
5.3a shows the eigenvalue spectrum of K for an aligned set of synthetic, noise-free images,
created with the qMRI model of Eq. (5.2), and the deformed set of images (Figure 5.3b). We
can observe that once the images are deformed, the higher eigenvalues increase. Our method
aims to transform the images Mg such that the eigenvalue spectrum of K approaches the
spectrum of an aligned set of images.

Let λj be the jth eigenvalue of K, with λj > λj+1, i.e. the eigenvalues with a lower index
have a higher value. The first dissimilarity metric we propose is defined as the difference
between the sum of all eigenvalues (which is equal to the trace of K, which is equal to the
constant G) and the sum of the L highest eigenvalues:

DPCA(µ) =
G

∑
j=1

Kjj(µ)−
L

∑
j=1

λj(µ) = G−
L

∑
j=1

λj(µ), (5.6)

where the dependence on µ has been made explicit to clarify that K (and thus λj) is computed
based on the deformed images Mg(Tg(x; µg)). The constant 1 ≤ L ≤ G is a user-defined
parameter. For different qMRI models, a different value of L must be chosen. A good initial
guess is L = Γ, assuming that the non-linear Γ-dimensional subspace can be approximated
by a Γ-dimensional hyperplane. [147] also assume that well-aligned images are linearly corre-
lated but they use a sparse and low-rank decomposition to directly minimize the rank of M
with a trade-off parameter for sparsity. Since the rank of M is equal to the number of non-
zero eigenvalues of K, the methods are related, but in our method the rank is not minimized
but can be controlled by L, which is preferable in qMRI, since the rank depends on the qMRI
model. The dimension of the subspace in qMRI may be less than Γ when the parameters in
θ are correlated, or higher than Γ due to the non-linearity of the acquisition models. That is
why we propose a second dissimilarity metric that circumvents the need to choose L:

DPCA2(µ) =
G

∑
j=1

jλj(µ), (5.7)
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In DPCA2 the eigenvalues with the highest values (and the lowest indices) have the lowest
weight. Given that λ1 + λ2 + . . . + λj = G, DPCA2 promotes that as much variance as possible
is explained by a few large eigenvectors.

5.2.3.1 Metric derivatives

Minimization of the dissimilarity metric with gradient based optimizers requires the deriva-
tive of the metric with respect to µ. To differentiate equations (5.6) and (5.7) with respect to µ

we use the approach of [148]:

∂DPCA
∂µ

= −
L

∑
j=1

∂λj

∂µ
= −

L

∑
j=1

vT
j

∂K
∂µ

vj, (5.8)

and
∂DPCA2

∂µ
=

G

∑
j=1

j
∂λj

∂µ
=

G

∑
j=1

jvT
j

∂K
∂µ

vj, (5.9)

where vT
j is the jth eigenvector of K. Similarly to [148] we ignore the unlikely repetition of

eigenvalues. For repeated eigenvalues, linear combinations of eigenvectors are also an eigen-
vector, which invalidates the above. Using equation (5.5) and (5.8) we obtain the derivative of
DPCA with respect to an element µp:

∂DPCA
∂µp

=− 2
N− 1

L

∑
i=1

vT
i Σ−1

(
M−M

)T
(

∂M
∂µp
− ∂M

∂µp

)
Σ−1vi

+vT
i Σ−1

(
M−M

)T (
M−M

) Σ−1

∂µp
vi

]
.

(5.10)

The above expression is obtained after simplifications and using the fact that

vTBTEv = vTETBv (5.11)

for two matrices B and E and vector v. The derivative of Σ−1 with respect to µp is equal to

∂Σ−1

∂µp
= − Σ−3

N − 1
diag

(M−M
)T
(

∂M
∂µp
− ∂M

∂µp

) (5.12)

and ∂M/∂µp and ∂M/∂µp are computed using

∂Mg

(
Tg

(
x; µg

))
∂µp

=

(
∂Mg

∂x

)T ∣∣∣∣∣
Tg

(
x;µg

)
(

∂Tg

∂µp

) ∣∣∣∣∣(
x;µg

). (5.13)
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The same steps are used to calculate ∂DPCA2/∂µp. It was verified that the value of ∂M/∂µp,
the derivative of the mean intensities, was negligibly small and could therefore be ignored in
the actual implementation.

5.2.4 Transformation models

In our experiments (see Section 5.4) we use two different transformation models: a non-
rigid transformation model in which deformations are modeled by cubic B-splines, proposed
by [115], and an affine transformation model. Similar to [145] we used an exponential map-
ping of the affine matrix for parametrization.

5.2.5 Optimization

An adaptive stochastic gradient descent (ASGD) optimization method, proposed by [149], was
used, which randomly samples positions in image space at each iteration in order to reduce
computation time. Sampling was done off the voxel grid, which was shown to be necessary
to reduce interpolation artifacts, as proposed by [119]. A multi-resolution strategy was used.
In such a strategy the image is Gaussian-blurred with a certain standard deviation and at each
level the standard deviation is decreased, such that large deformations are corrected first and
finer deformations are corrected at higher levels. When a B-spline transformation was used,
the control point spacing was also decreased at each resolution level. The number of random
samples, the number of resolution levels, and the number of iterations per resolution level
are user-defined parameters. Linear interpolation was used to interpolate the images during
registration, to limit computation time. Cubic B-spline interpolation was used to produce the
final motion-compensated images.

For the groupwise framework, the average deformation of the images was constrained to be
zero by the approach of [117]: the average derivative of the dissimilarity metric with respect
to its parameters µg is subtracted from each derivative to µg, i.e. the derivatives are centered
to zero mean.

∂D∗
∂µg

=
∂D
∂µg
− 1

G ∑
g′

∂D
∂µg′

, (5.14)

where ∂D∗/∂µg is the zero-centered derivative.

5.2.6 Reference dissimilarity metrics

We compared the proposed method with three other methods: a pairwise method that uses
a MI-based dissimilarity metric, and four groupwise methods. The pairwise MI dissimilarity
used was proposed by [150]. The number of histogram bins used to calculate the probability
functions is set to 32 in all experiments.

Wachinger et al. proposed accumulated pairwise estimates (APE) as a family of met-
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rics [145]. One of the metrics they propose is the sum of squared normalized correlation
coefficients. This can be written as the sum of the squared elements of the correlation matrix
K. We implemented this metric as follows:

DAPE(µ) = 1− 1
G

√
∑

i
∑

j
Kij(µ)2. (5.15)

Metz et al. proposed the sum of the variances, assuming no intensity changes between
images [120]. The metric is defined as:

DVAR(µ) =
1

NG

N

∑
i=1

G

∑
g=1

[
Mg

(
Tg

(
xi; µg

))
− M̃

(
xi; µ

)]2

, (5.16)

where M̃
(

xi; µ
)
= 1

G ∑g Mg

(
Tg

(
xi; µg

))
.

The groupwise mutual information based method proposed by [116] was implemented as:

DG-MI(µ) = −
G

∑
g=1

H
(

M̃
(
·; µ
))

+ H

(
Mg

(
Tg

(
·; µg

)))

−H

(
M̃
(
·; µ
)

, Mg

(
Tg

(
·; µg

))) ,

(5.17)

where H (·) represents the marginal entropy function and H (·, ·) the joint entropy function.
For this method the number of histogram bins was also set to 32 in all experiments.

Andersson et al. and Hallack et al. proposed to minimize the residual error of the model
fit [136, 137]:

DT1 (µ) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

min
θ

G

∑
g=1

(
Mg

(
Tg

(
xi; µg

))
−mg

(
θ (xi)

))2

(5.18)

We implemented this method for the model given by Eq. (5.2).

5.2.7 qMRI fitting method

Having registered the images Mg, the qMRI parameters θ can be estimated by fitting the
model mg at each voxel. The qMRI model is fitted using a maximum-likelihood (ML) estimator
that takes into account the Rician noise of MRI data. The estimation procedure is defined
as [151]:

θ̂, ε̂ = arg max
θ,ε

(
ln p

(
M
∣∣∣m(θ), ε

))
, (5.19)
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where p is the probability density function of the Rician distribution, M are the images, m is
the qMRI model with parameters θ, and ε is the noise level, which is estimated per voxel. To
get an accurate estimate of the noise level, the bias caused by the reduced degrees of freedom
of the residual is corrected according to [151]:

ε̂modif = ε̂
√

G/(G− Γ) (5.20)

When G − Γ is low, there are not enough degrees of freedom left in a voxel to estimate the
noise level precisely. In these cases we therefore regularized the noise level with a log prior
S(ε) promoting a spatially smooth noise level field [151]:

θ̂, ε̂ = arg max
θ,ε

(
ln p

(
M
∣∣∣m(θ), ε

)
− S(ε)

)
(5.21)

The qMRI fitting method is publicly available at fitMRI.bigr.nl.

5.3 D ATA

We evaluated the registration methods on a purely synthetic dataset, real CT lung datasets,
five real qMRI datasets and five synthetic datasets derived from the real data. The subsections
below describe all datasets.

5.3.1 SYNTH-MODEL

A purely synthetic image was generated to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed PCA-
based methods when registering qMRI data. The generated images are linear combinations of
five basis images, representing five independent ‘tissue’ properties in a qMRI experiment:

mg(θ) = wT
g θ (5.22)

where θ contains five ‘tissue’ properties. Each property is spatially correlated and contains
large and small structures. An example ‘tissue’ property map is shown in Figure 5.4a. The
weights are optimized such that the sum of the pairwise mutual information of the images is
minimized. The intrinsic dimension of the synthetic data can however be perfectly resolved by
a principal component analysis. We expect that especially the proposed PCA-based methods
can successfully register the images. An example of an image Mg is shown in Figure 5.4b. The
code to generate the SYNTH-MODEL is included as supplementary material.

5.3.2 Synthetic qMRI

To evaluate how the methods perform with different qMRI models, in a setting with known
ground truth, we created synthetic data based on real qMRI data. To save computation time,
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(a) An element of θ (b) An example image Mg

Figure 5.4: (a) One of the five ‘tissue’ properties, i.e. an element of θ, and (b) one of the G weighted images.

we extracted a 2D slice from a single subject, for each of the qMRI applications studied in this
paper (see Sections 5.3.4 - 5.3.8). These slices were fitted and the obtained θ and the acquisition
parameters were used to simulate the contrast with the qMRI model that belongs to the data.
Rician noise was added to the synthetic qMRI data such that the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio
was equal to 10, where the SNR is defined as the mean signal intensity over all images divided
by the σ-parameter of the Rician distribution. The pixel spacings in the first two dimensions
and G for the synthetic datasets are equal to their values in the corresponding real datasets.
All synthetic qMRI datasets are written with a prefix ‘s-’.

5.3.3 CT-LUNG

Ten 4D CT lung datasets from the DIR-LAB database [152] were used to demonstrate the
results of the methods on datasets with only slight intensity changes. Note that this can be
seen as a special case of quantitative imaging where a 1-parameter model (Γ = 1) describes
the intensity with a constant:

mg(θ) = c, (5.23)

with θ = c, wich is trivially estimated by computing the mean over Mg. The voxel size was
approximately 1.1×1.1×2.5 mm3. The size of the first five images was around 256×256×100
and of the last five images around 512×512×128. For all datasets G = 10.

5.3.4 T1MOLLI-HEART

Quantification of T1 relaxation is important for the characterization of myocardial tissue,
which is useful to assess both ischemic and non-ischemic heart muscle diseases [134]. A
popular cardiac T1 mapping method uses the modified Look-Locker inversion recovery
(MOLLI) sequence, described in [146]. The qMRI model for MOLLI is given by Eq. (5.2).
Nine T1MOLLI-HEART datasets from porcine hearts with a transmural myocardial infarction
of the lateral wall were acquired using single-slice acquisition. For each subject G = 11
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(a) T1MOLLI-HEART and registration mask (b) T1VFA-CAROTID and registration masks

(c) ADC-ABDOMEN (d) DTI-BRAIN (e) DCE-ABDOMEN

Figure 5.5: Examples of real datasets and, if used, corresponding registration masks.

two-dimensional images of size 512×512 were acquired. The pixel size was around 0.7×0.7
mm2. Inversion times TIg ranged from 82 to 3866 ms. Figure 5.5a shows an example image.

5.3.5 T1VFA-CAROTID

Quantifying the relaxation parameters T1 and T2 can help to assess the composition of
atherosclerotic plaque in the carotid arteries [153]. Carotid plaque composition has been
shown to be associated with the occurrence of cerebrovascular events [154]. A quantitative
carotid plaque imaging method was proposed based on a 3D improved motion-sensitized
driven-equilibrium prepared black-blood turbo field echo sequence [153]. The qMRI model
of this variable flip-angle approach is given by:

mg(θ) =

∣∣∣∣∣A sin(αg)
1− e−TR/T1

1− cos(αg)e−TR/T1
e−TEg/T2

∣∣∣∣∣ , (5.24)

with θ = (A, T1, T2), αg the flip-angle and TEg the T2 preparation time per image Mg and
TR the repetition time [153]. Values for the acquisition parameters were αg ∈ [6, 4, 15, 15, 15]
degrees, TEg ∈ [11.5, 11.5, 11.5, 26, 45] ms and TR = 10 ms. Eight T1VFA-CAROTID datasets
were acquired. For each subject, G = 5 three-dimensional images of size 224×223×36 with
voxel size 0.7×0.7×0.7 mm3 were acquired. One of these five images was an anatomical refer-
ence scan. The other four scans were used for the combined T1 and T2 fitting. Although this
method gave accurate T2 mapping results when analyzed in a ROI [153], the acquisitions were
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not optimal yet for true voxelwise T2 fitting, possibly due to the rather low maximum TEg. In
our experiments, it proved difficult to perform accurate voxelwise T2 fits on the current data,
regardless of the registration strategy. Therefore, we only report evaluations of T1 values.
More acquisition details can be found in [153] and an example image is shown in Figure 5.5b.
Please note that although the T1MOLLI-HEART and the T1VFA-CAROTID experiments both
result in a T1 estimate, a different model mg is underlying the acquisition.

5.3.6 ADC-ABDOMEN

The ADC provides quantitative information related to the diffusion of water molecules in
biological tissues. Pathophysiological processes such as cancer are known to have an impact
on cell density, which translates into different diffusion properties and therefore the ADC is an
interesting biomarker to assess these diseases [133]. In this work, we evaluate ADC mapping
in the abdomen. The ADC acquisition model is the following:

mg(θ) = B0e−bguT
g Dug , (5.25)

with θ = (B0, D11, D22, D33) [133]. The vector in the direction of the applied gradient is given
by ug, D is a 3×3 symmetric diffusion tensor and bg is the so-called b-value. The ADC is given
by

ADC = trace(D)/3, (5.26)

hence only the diagonal elements of D are required. For acquiring the ADC data, an inter-
leaved multi-slice diffusion weighted acquisition sequence was used. Five ADC-ABDOMEN
datasets were acquired. For each subject G = 19 images of size 256×224×40 were acquired
with a voxel size of 1.48×1.48×5 mm3 with b-values of 0, 100, 150, 200, 300, 500 and 900
s/mm2. Diffusion weighting was applied in three orthogonal directions aligned with the
read, phase and slice directions. More details about the acquisition settings of these datasets
can be found in [133]. Figure 5.5c shows an example of a diffusion weighted image.

5.3.7 DTI-BRAIN

Measuring the diffusion tensor of water in tissues can provide parameters that help to char-
acterize tissue composition, the physical properties of tissue constituents, tissue microstruc-
ture and its architectural organization. It is often used to map the white matter tissue struc-
ture [155–157]. The qMRI model belonging to DT imaging equals:

mg(θ) = B0e−buT
g Dug (5.27)
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Table 5.1: Acquisition details of the DTI-BRAIN data.

Dataset # b=0 s/mm2 # DWIs G b-value voxel size
[s/mm2] [mm3]

1 10 60 70 700 2.0×2.0×2.0
2 1 60 61 1200 1.75×1.75×2.0
3 1 32 33 800 1.75×1.75×2.0
4 1 32 33 800 1.75×1.75×2.0
5 1 45 46 1200 1.72×1.72×2.0

with θ = (B0, D11, D12, D13, D22, D23D33) for the DT mapping. The vector in the direction
of the applied gradient is given by ug, D is a 3×3 symmetric diffusion tensor and b is the
so-called b-value. In this paper we calculate the mean diffusivity (MD), which is given by:

MD = trace(D)/3. (5.28)

Five DTI-BRAIN datasets were acquired with a diffusion weighted EPI sequence. Details
about the five datasets are provided in Table 5.1 and details of the acquisition settings can
be found in, respectively, [158–162]. Figure 5.5d shows an example of a diffusion weighted
image.

5.3.8 DCE-ABDOMEN

DCE imaging is an established method for assessing microvascular changes associated with
disease in tissues. Examples of tissue diseases where DCE imaging is used are cancer, in-
flammatory conditions, cerebral ischemia, and cardiac ischemia [163]. In DCE imaging the
contrast in the images varies due to the injected contrast agent. The acquisition parameters TR

and α are not varied. In this work, we study DCE imaging in the abdomen. The qMRI model
belonging to the DCE acquisition equals:

mg(θ) = S0
(1− cos α) e−TR/T10

1− e−TR/(T10+C(θ,tg)T1)
(5.29)

with C(θ, tg) the contrast agent concentration in the tissue, described by the extended Tofts
model [164]:

C(θ, tg) = Cp(tg −∆)vp + Cp(tg −∆) ∗ Ktranse−
Ktrans

ve
tg (5.30)

where θ =
(

Ktrans, ve, vp, ∆
)

, Cp(t) is the blood plasma concentration described by the general
arterial input function by [163], and ∗ denotes the convolution operator. The time delay ∆ was
estimated separately, prior to fitting θ. Ktrans is a measure of capillary permeability, vp is the
blood volume fraction, ve is the volume fraction of extracellular, extravascular space and S0

is the signal without contrast agent. Known variables were the acquisition time tg, the flip-
angle α, the repetition time TR, the longitudinal relaxation parameter without contrast T10,
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and the longitudinal relaxation parameter of the contrast agent T1. The values for the known
acquisition parameters were α = 20 degrees, TR = 3.19 ms, T10 = 725 ms, and T1 = 200
ms. Five DCE-ABDOMEN datasets were acquired with a spoiled gradient echo sequence. Per
subject G = 160 images of size 160×160×30 were acquired with a voxel size of 2.5×2.5×2.5
mm3. More acquisition details can be found in [165]. An example image is shown in Figure
5.5e.

5.4 E X P E R I M E N T S

The proposed registration methods were implemented in the publicly available registration
package Elastix [119]. All datasets were registered with six intensity-based dissimilarity met-
rics and, in addition, both the real and synthetic T1MOLLI-HEART datasets were registered
with a model-based metric.

1. DMI (pairwise)

2. DVAR (groupwise)

3. DAPE (groupwise)

4. DG-MI (groupwise)

5. DT1 (groupwise) (T1MOLLI model)

6. DPCA (groupwise)

7. DPCA2 (groupwise)

To account for deformations caused by heart-pulsations and breathing we used a B-spline
transformation model for the CT-LUNG data, T1MOLLI-HEART, T1VFA-CAROTID, ADC-
ABDOMEN and DCE-ABDOMEN experiments. For ADC-ABDOMEN and DCE-ABDOMEN
datasets, results are also reported for an affine transformation. To account for deformations
caused by head motion and eddy current distortions we used an affine transformation model
for application DTI-BRAIN. Two types of experiments were done:

1. The synthetic images were deformed by applying a known transformation and regis-
tered with all methods;

2. The real CT-LUNG and qMRI data were registered with all methods.

The parameters of the transformation applied to the SYNTH-MODEL data were drawn from
a normal distribution, such that the initial deformation was approximately six pixels for the
affine transformation and three pixels for the B-spline transformation. The parameters of the
transformations applied to the synthetic qMRI datasets were drawn from normal distribu-
tions, such that the initial deformation was approximately one to two pixels. For the cases
with non-rigid deformations, the control point spacing σ for the initial and estimated B-spline
transformation was equal in all dimensions: σ = [ν, ν], with the following values for ν:

• SYNTH-MODEL: ν = 16 mm

• s-T1MOLLI: ν = 64 mm

• s-T1VFA: ν = 16 mm
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Table 5.2: Summary of the settings used in the image registration experiments, for all datasets.

qMRI application G Γ L ν [mm]

SYNTH-MODEL 20 5 5 16
CT-LUNG 10 1 1 6, 13 and 20
T1MOLLI-HEART 11 3 3 32, 64 and 128
T1VFA-CAROTID 5 3 1 8, 16 and 32
ADC-ABDOMEN 19 4 4 32, 64 and 128
DTI-BRAIN see Table 5.1 7 7 -
DCE-ABDOMEN 160 4 4 32, 64 and 128

Table 5.2: Summary of the settings used in the image registration experiments, for all datasets (continued).

qMRI application reference image registration mask evaluation ROI

SYNTH-MODEL first image of the series - -
CT-LUNG first image of the series lungs red
T1MOLLI-HEART slice 1, 4, 7 and 11 see Figure 5.5a myocardium
T1VFA-CAROTID anatomical scan see Figure 5.5b carotid artery wall
ADC-ABDOMEN b = 0 s/mm2 image - spleen
DTI-BRAIN b = 0 s/mm2 image - parenchyma
DCE-ABDOMEN non-contrast weighted image - pancreas

• s-ADC: ν = 64 mm

• s-DCE: ν = 64 mm

The values of ν were chosen such that the simulated deformations were realistic. For the
T1MOLLI-HEART, T1VFA-CAROTID experiments and their synthetic datasets we used reg-
istration masks, loosely drawn around the heart and the carotid arteries, to reduce the influ-
ence of surrounding organs. Examples are shown in Figure 5.5a and Figure 5.5b. For T1VFA-
CAROTID, registration was performed separately for the left and right carotid. Lung masks
were used in the CT-LUNG experiment, similar to the study performed in [120]. For the cases
with non-rigid deformations, different values for the control point spacing σ for the B-spline
transformation were used. The values for ν are provided in Table 5.2. Before further process-
ing of the ADC-ABDOMEN data, within-image motion artifacts due to interleaved acquisition
were corrected with the methods of [133].

For all registrations we used the following settings:

• two resolutions

• 1000 iterations per resolution

• 2048 random coordinate samples per resolution

In the pairwise registration framework, a reference image must be chosen. The images that are
used as reference for each application are shown in Table 5.2. For the T1MOLLI-HEART data
there is no obvious reference image, so in this case we used multiple images of each dataset
as a reference image, which enables us to evaluate the effect of the reference image on the
results.

The DPCA method requires the user to set the parameter L. This parameter is shown in
Table 5.2 for all qMRI applications.
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5.4.1 Evaluation measures

As the synthetic data are aligned by design, they can be used as a ground truth to evalu-
ate registration accuracy. A known transformation Tg(x; µinit,g) was applied to the data and
corrected using the registration methods. The accuracy of the registration method can be eval-
uated by calculating the resulting residual deformation field d(x):

dg(x) = Tg

(
Tg(x; µinit,g); µ̂g

)
− x, (5.31)

with Tg(x; µ̂g) the transformation estimated by the registration method. The lower d(x) for
all x, the more accurate the registration method. However, the constraint, equation (5.14), was
not applied to the initial transformation, so we subtract the mean of the deformation field:
d∗g(x) = dg(x)− 1

G ∑G
g′=1 dg′ (x). We report the mean and standard deviation of ‖d∗g(x)‖ over

all x and g. Secondly, we measured how the uncertainty of the fitted parameter of interest of
the qMRI model was altered by the registration method (see Section 5.4.1.4).

For the real data, no ground truth was available. We therefore used, besides a visual inspec-
tion, the following evaluation measures, which can be summarized as:

1. how well manually defined landmarks correspond in the images (CT-LUNG, T1VFA-
CAROTID and DCE-ABDOMEN);

2. how well anatomical regions of interest (ROI) overlap in all images (T1MOLLI-HEART
and ADC-ABDOMEN);

3. the smoothness of the deformation field, evaluated within an ROI;

4. the effect of the registration method on the uncertainty of the fitted parameter of the
qMRI model, evaluated within an ROI.

To facilitate a fair comparison of all registration methods for the different evaluation measures,
the images resulting from the groupwise registration metrics DVAR, DAPE, DG-MI, DT1 , DPCA

and DPCA2 were transformed to the space of the reference image MR(x) as used by DMI. To
that purpose, the inverse transformation T−1

R (x; µR) was computed. The manually outlined
structures that are used as ROIs for all qMRI applications are mentioned in Table 5.2. For the
DTI-BRAIN data, neither landmarks nor structures could be reliably identified on each of the
diffusion weighted images, so for this application no overlap or point correspondence was
calculated. In the following sections the evaluation methods are explained in more detail.

5.4.1.1 Point correspondence

The correspondence between landmarks was evaluated with the mean target registration error
(mTRE):

mTREl =
1

G− 1

G

∑
g=1, g 6=R

‖pg − Tg

(
T−1

R
(

pR; µR
)

; µg

)
‖, (5.32)

where G is the number of images in which the landmark l is annotated, pR the landmark in
the reference image, pg the landmark annotated in image g, and Tg

(
T−1

R
(

pR; µR
)

; µg

)
the
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transformation of point pR from the reference space to the space of image g. The transforma-
tions from reference space were used to facilitate the comparison with the non-groupwise
DMI approach.

For the CT-LUNG data anatomical landmarks are publicly available. For the DCE-
ABDOMEN and T1VFA-CAROTID data the landmarks were manually annotated. Multiple
landmarks were annotated and therefore we report the mean over the mTREl for all l. For
CT-LUNG, 75 landmarks were annotated in the first five time points and 300 landmarks were
annotated in the first and fifth time point. The mTRE is calculated for the 75 landmarks in
the first five time points and for the 300 landmarks in inhale and exhale phase. The mean
of these two mTREs is reported. In the T1VFA-CAROTID data four landmarks per dataset
were determined, two per registration mask, and they were defined in all five images. In the
DCE-ABDOMEN five landmarks per dataset were determined and they were defined in 50
of the 160 images. Due to sliding motion, low resolution and high contrast differences the
five landmarks were annotated in 50 different images, which results in an unequal number
of landmarks per image of the DCE-ABDOMEN data. Note that instead of an mTREl , i.e. an
mTRE per landmark l, we could have computed an mTREg, i.e. an mTRE per image g. For
datasets CT-LUNG and T1VFA-CAROTID the mean over mTREl for all l is equal to the mean
over mTREg for all g, but for the DCE-ABDOMEN data this is not the case due to the unequal
number of landmarks per image.

5.4.1.2 Overlap

We extended the Dice coefficient to measure the overlap between more than two segmenta-
tions as:

DiceG = G
|S1 ∩ S2 . . . ∩ SG|
|S1|+ |S2| . . . + |SG|

, (5.33)

where Sg is the segmentation in the gth image and G the number of segmentations. Note that
DiceG is sensitive to the misregistration of a single image, which is important in qMRI since a
single misregistered image can severely reduce the quality of the qMRI model fit.

In the T1MOLLI-HEART experiment we measured the overlap of the manually outlined
myocardium, outlined on six to nine images. Not all images were outlined because manual
segmentation on some images proved to be difficult due to low contrast between the my-
ocardium and surrounding tissues. For the ADC-ABDOMEN we measured the overlap of
the manually outlined spleen in b=0 s/mm2 image and in diffusion weighted images b=100
s/mm2 in phase direction, b=100 s/mm2 in slice direction, b=150 s/mm2 in slice direction,
b=200 s/mm2 in read direction, b=300 s/mm2 in read direction, b=500 s/mm2 in phase direc-
tion and b=900 s/mm2 in phase direction.

5.4.1.3 Smoothness of the transformation

Extreme and non-smooth deformations are unexpected for the experiments we conducted.
Hence, the smoothness of the deformation field can be used to identify such undesirable trans-
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Figure 5.6: Tissue maps, generated before (top) and after registration (bottom) with DPCA2. The green
arrows indicate the differences in the tissue maps before and after registration.

formations. It is obtained by calculating the mean of the standard deviation of the determinant
of ∂Tg/∂x over all x for all images:

STD|∂Tg/∂x| =
1
G

G

∑
g=1

STD
(
|∂Tg/∂x|

)
, (5.34)

where STD
(
|∂Tg/∂x|

)
is the standard deviation of |∂Tg/∂x| over all x ∈ ROI.

Table 5.3: Results of the SYNTH-MODEL experiment. Mean ± standard deviation of ‖d∗g(x)‖ [mm].

Affine B-spline

(-) 6.2 ±3.7 3.0 ±1.6
DMI 7.7 ±8.9 9.3 ±7.1
DVAR 39.7 ±30.7 34.0 ±21.5
DAPE 8.4 ±4.9 21.5 ±13.3
DG-MI 20.1 ±14.0 16.9 ±12.2
DPCA 0.1 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.6
DPCA2 0.1 ±0.3 1.5 ±1.9

Table 5.4: Results of the synthetic qMRI experiments. Mean ± standard deviation of ‖d∗g(x)‖ [mm].

s-T1MOLLI s-T1VFA s-ADC s-DTI s-DCE

(-) 1.55±1.10 1.02±0.79 0.98±0.63 1.32±0.91 1.18±0.64

DMI 1.83±1.94 0.43±0.38 1.80±2.03 1.46±1.21 3.03±5.34

DVAR 10.01±10.02 1.64±1.44 5.03±4.85 9.88±11.54 1.67±5.93

DAPE 2.71±2.88 0.14±0.12 1.14±0.85 1.77±2.06 0.96±0.94

DG-MI 1.35±1.54 0.41±0.34 1.26±1.01 1.23±1.45 0.93±1.02

DT1
0.23±0.21 - - - -

DPCA 0.30±0.28 0.15±0.13 0.76±0.57 0.16±0.16 1.16±3.19

DPCA2 0.79±0.93 0.12±0.11 0.73±0.57 0.23±0.28 0.75±1.26
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Table 5.5: 90%
√

CRLB of T1 [ms], ADC [µm2/ms], MD [µm2/ms] and Ktrans [min−1] in ROI of synthetic
datasets.

s-T1MOLLI s-T1VFA s-ADC s-DTI s-DCE

(-) 148 >1000 0.243 0.063 1.79

DMI 50 542 0.046 0.023 4.05

DVAR 121 >1000 0.043 0.021 2.76

DAPE 75 206 0.054 0.018 0.92

DG-MI 47 390 0.093 0.007 0.39

DT1
25 - - - -

DPCA 27 203 0.039 0.008 1.31

DPCA2 34 222 0.028 0.008 0.32

5.4.1.4 Uncertainty estimation of the qMRI fit

The uncertainty of the estimated qMRI model parameters θ was quantified by the Cramér–Rao
lower bound (CRLB), which provides a lower bound for the variance of the ML estimated
parameters [151, 166–168]. The CRLB of a function f (θ) is given by:

CRLB f (θ, ε) =

(
∂ f
∂θ

)T
I−1(θ, ε)

(
∂ f
∂θ

)
(5.35)

where I(θ, ε) is the Fisher information matrix. For Rician distributed data, no closed-form ex-
pression for the Fisher information exists. To evaluate the CRLB, we used the method by [169],
which approximates the integrals present in the evaluation of the Fisher information to double
precision accuracy. To use the CRLB as indicator of misalignment we adopt the measure pro-
posed by [6], which is the 90% percentile of the square root of the CRLB (90%

√
CRLB) over an

ROI. This measure identifies misalignment, because misalignment may result in biologically
implausible values of the estimated parameters, especially at tissue boundaries. Additionally,

Table 5.6: Results of the CT-LUNG experiment. Mean and standard deviation over all subjects for all
evaluation measures and control point spacings 6 mm, 13 mm, and 20 mm.

mTRE [mm] 6 13 20

(-) 6.72±2.51 6.72±2.51 6.72±2.51
DMI 1.78±0.40 1.43±0.23 1.45±0.21
DVAR 1.59±0.59 1.42±0.39 1.47±0.37
DAPE 1.47±0.60 1.40±0.37 1.45±0.34
DG-MI 1.37±0.38 1.28±0.21 1.31±0.21
DPCA 1.47±0.60 1.40±0.37 1.45±0.34
DPCA2 1.72±0.78 1.56±0.55 1.59±0.49

STD|∂Tg/∂x| [%] 6 13 20

(-) 0 ±0 0 ±0 0 ±0
DMI 28 ±8 15 ±4 11 ±3
DVAR 14 ±4 9 ±2 7 ±2
DAPE 12 ±3 8 ±2 7 ±2
DG-MI 13 ±2 9 ±2 7 ±2
DPCA 12 ±3 8 ±2 7 ±2
DPCA2 10 ±2 7 ±2 6 ±1
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Table 5.8: Results of the T1VFA-CAROTID experiment. Mean and standard deviation over all subjects for
all evaluation measures and control point spacings 8 mm, 16 mm, and 32 mm.

mTRE [mm] 8 16 32

(-) 1.47± 0.54 1.47± 0.54 1.47± 0.54
DMI 1.26± 0.44 1.22± 0.43 1.23± 0.45
DVAR 2.65± 0.79 1.84± 0.36 1.16± 0.37
DAPE 1.24± 0.55 1.11± 0.41 1.10± 0.43
DG-MI 1.16± 0.48 1.08± 0.42 1.10± 0.43
DPCA 1.25± 0.56 1.11± 0.42 1.10± 0.43
DPCA2 1.13± 0.46 1.08± 0.39 1.10± 0.43

STD|∂Tg/∂x| [%] 8 16 32

(-) 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0
DMI 7 ± 1 2 ± 0 0 ± 0
DVAR 49 ± 25 6 ± 3 1 ± 0
DAPE 6 ± 1 2 ± 1 0 ± 0
DG-MI 5 ± 1 1 ± 0 0 ± 0
DPCA 6 ± 1 2 ± 1 0 ± 0
DPCA2 5 ± 1 1 ± 0 0 ± 0

90%
√

CRLB T1 [ms] 8 16 32

(-) >1000 >1000 >1000
DMI 530 ± 136 501 ± 83 523 ± 93
DVAR >1000 >1000 848 ± 605
DAPE 539 ± 154 498 ± 94 530 ± 95
DG-MI 514 ± 134 491 ± 83 515 ± 82
DPCA 540 ± 154 498 ± 93 530 ± 94
DPCA2 532 ± 154 510 ± 110 523 ± 87

the model will fit less accurately to the data, resulting in a higher estimated noise level and
thus higher CRLB [6]. A 90% percentile was chosen because registration errors are mainly
visible at the edges of a region and many voxels in the ROI will not make a difference, how-
ever we do not want to be sensitive to a very low number of extremely high outliers. Please
note that when the 90%

√
CRLB is high, the data is likely to be misaligned. However, when

the 90%
√

CRLB is low, it is not certain if the data is well aligned, which is why this measure
should preferably be used in combination with other criteria.

5.5 R E S U LT S

The results in Tables 5.3 - 5.11 are color-coded. A red-to-white color scale is used to visually
depict the (rank of the) results, where red indicates a worse result and white indicates a better
result.

5.5.1 Results on synthetic data

The mean and standard deviation of ‖d∗g(x)‖ of the SYNTH-MODEL images are shown in
Table 5.3. The left column shows the mean and standard deviation of ‖d∗g(x)‖ in the case of
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Table 5.9: Results of the ADC-ABDOMEN experiment. Mean and standard deviation over all subjects for
all evaluation measures and control point spacings 32 mm, 64 mm, and 128 mm and an affine transforma-
tion.

DiceG [%] 32 64 128 Affine

(-) 70 ±4 70 ±4 70 ±4 70 ±4
DMI 61 ±18 64 ±16 73 ±8 72 ±7
DVAR 48 ±25 50 ±27 58 ±17 52 ±14
DAPE 69 ±5 72 ±4 73 ±5 73 ±5
DG-MI 58 ±10 ∗ 69 ±5 ∗ 72 ±5 ∗ 71 ±5
DPCA 65 ±13 71 ±5 71 ±4 72 ±4
DPCA2 75 ±7 75 ±5 73 ±5 71 ±5

STD∂Tg/∂x [%] 32 64 128 Affine

(-) 0 ±0 0 ±0 0 ±0 -
DMI 25 ±11 8 ±3 2 ±1 -
DVAR 33 ±13 8 ±5 2 ±1 -
DAPE 32 ±15 7 ±4 1 ±1 -
DG-MI 27 ±11 ∗ 7 ±3 ∗ 1 ±0 ∗ -
DPCA 11 ±3 3 ±1 1 ±0 -
DPCA2 8 ±2 3 ±1 0 ±0 -

90%
√

CRLB ADC [µm2/ms] 32 64 128 Affine

(-) 1.37±0.83 1.37±0.83 1.37±0.83 1.37±0.83
DMI 0.23±0.05 0.25±0.05 0.29±0.05 0.52±0.35
DVAR 0.20±0.08 0.23±0.10 0.35±0.16 0.43±0.21
DAPE 0.42±0.06 0.42±0.13 0.40±0.14 0.50±0.29
DG-MI 0.44±0.10∗ 0.42±0.14∗ 0.37±0.05∗ 0.46±0.12
DPCA 0.15±0.04 0.23±0.06 0.46±0.27 0.55±0.30
DPCA2 0.23±0.03 0.27±0.05 0.41±0.18 0.50±0.26
∗The registration of one subject failed and was not included in the results

Table 5.10: Results of the DTI-BRAIN experiment. Mean and standard deviation of the 90%
√

CRLB MD
over all subjects.

90%
√

CRLB MD [µm2/ms] Affine

(-) 0.096 ±0.029
DMI 0.084 ±0.028
DVAR 1.930 ±4.000
DAPE 0.085 ±0.029
DG-MI 0.120 ±0.039
DPCA 0.085 ±0.029
DPCA2 0.084 ±0.028

Tg(x; µinit,g) being an affine transformation, and in the right column the case of Tg(x; µinit,g)

being a B-spline transformation. Only the proposed methodsDPCA andDPCA2 were succesful
in aligning the images.

Table 5.4 shows the mean± standard deviation of ‖d∗g(x)‖ of the synthetic qMRI data. This
evaluation measure is calculated within the registration mask when that is present or else
on the entire image. For all experiments except DCE-ABDOMEN, DVAR showed the worst
registration accuracy compared to all other methods. For s-T1MOLLI, DT1 performed best,
which is to be expected, since, in this simulation example, the intensities perfectly adhere to
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Table 5.11: Results of the DCE-ABDOMEN experiment. Mean and standard deviation over all subjects for
all evaluation measures and control point spacings 32 mm, 64 mm, and 128 mm and an affine transforma-
tion.

mTRE [mm] 32 64 128 Affine

(-) 8.49±4.54 8.49±4.54 8.49±4.54 8.49±4.54
DMI 6.73±2.02 6.46±2.32 6.47±2.37 7.35±3.55
DVAR 14.92±5.65 6.98±1.45 6.29±1.98 7.01±2.10
DAPE 13.46±5.48 6.86±2.33 6.36±2.37 6.91±3.05
DG-MI 7.51±1.47 6.41±2.37 6.41±2.38 7.31±3.79
DPCA 6.21±2.25 6.11±2.32 6.24±2.37 6.54±2.69
DPCA2 5.89±2.23 5.99±2.17 6.18±2.27 6.62±2.75

STD|∂Tg/∂x| [%] 32 64 128 Affine

(-) 0 ±0 0 ±0 0 ±0 -
DMI 20 ±9 4 ±2 1 ±1 -
DVAR 22 ±14 4 ±1 1 ±0 -
DAPE 21 ±12 4 ±1 1 ±0 -
DG-MI 17 ±6 3 ±1 1 ±0 -
DPCA 11 ±4 4 ±2 1 ±0 -
DPCA2 6 ±3 2 ±1 0 ±0 -

90%
√

CRLB Ktrans [min−1] 32 64 128 Affine

(-) 2.84±2.30 2.84±2.30 2.84±2.30 2.84±2.30
DMI 3.85±2.41 3.64±4.13 2.54±2.58 3.79±4.11
DVAR 3.08±2.68 1.38±0.74 1.28±0.86 1.54±0.95
DAPE 2.18±1.56 1.49±1.30 1.59±1.68 1.63±1.24
DG-MI 1.61±1.05 1.42±1.15 1.37±1.23 2.08±2.05
DPCA 1.69±1.48 1.52±1.18 1.46±1.09 1.52±1.17
DPCA2 1.17±0.87 1.27±0.92 1.38±1.16 1.81±1.70

the T1-MOLLI model. For the remaining applications either DPCA or DPCA2 outperformed
the other methods.

Table 5.5 shows the 90%
√

CRLB of the tissue property of interest of the synthetic datasets,
before and after registration, evaluated in a specified ROI. For s-T1MOLLI the model-based
metricDT1 performed best. For all other applications bothDPCA orDPCA2 achieved the lowest
90%
√

CRLB of the tissue property.

5.5.2 Results on real data

The results of the CT-LUNG experiment are shown in Table 5.6. The best control point spacing
for this data is 13 mm. Method DG-MI had the best performance, and DPCA performed similar
to DMI, DVAR and DAPE. Additionally, to allow for a direct comparison, we computed the
mean of mTREl for all l of DVAR on the subset of CT-LUNG used by [120]. In this subset we
observed 1.26(0.33) where 1.26(0.27) was reported by Metz et al. Slight differences may be due
to different mask and sampling strategies.

The results of the experiments on the real T1MOLLI-HEART data are shown in Table 5.7.
Even though the lowest 90%

√
CRLB is obtained for DT1 , the methods DPCA and DPCA2 have

the highest DiceG and the lowest STD|∂Tg/∂x|. DVAR performed worst on all evaluation mea-
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sures. Also notice that the result ofDMI depends heavily on the choice of reference image. The
best results are obtained for reference image 11, which is the image acquired with the longest
inversion time and therefore having the highest SNR.

The results on the T1VFA-CAROTID data are shown in Table 5.8. Because the registration
ran separately for the left and right carotid, the mean over the two carotids is taken per sub-
ject. For all methods the lowest 90%

√
CRLB T1 is obtained at ν = 16 mm, of which DG-MI

performed best. At ν = 16 mm a similar point correspondence and transformation smooth-
ness are obtained by all methods except for DVAR.

The results of the real ADC-ABDOMEN data are shown in Table 5.9. The 90%
√

CRLB ADC
in the ROI is decreased after registration for all methods and all control point spacings. Ex-
treme deformations, especially at higher b-values cause the lower overlap, which can be seen
from the relatively high STD|∂Tg/∂x| for low control point spacings. DPCA2 performed best in
terms of DiceG overlap and has the lowest STD|∂Tg/∂x| and 90%

√
CRLB ADC for ν = 32 mm.

The results of the DTI-BRAIN data are shown in Table 5.10. Both DVAR and DG-MI increase
the 90%

√
CRLB MD. A similar 90%

√
CRLB MD is obtained for the remaining methods.

The results of the DCE-ABDOMEN data are shown in Table 5.11. The best 90%
√

CRLB
Ktrans was obtained forDPCA2 for ν = 32 mm, whereasDMI performed worst on that measure
with ν = 32 mm. The point correspondence is worst for DVAR at ν = 32 mm. Overall DPCA2

showed the best point correspondence and the lowest STD|∂Tg/∂x|.

5.5.3 Visual inspection of qMRI data

Figure 5.6 shows tissue maps before registration and after registration with DPCA2 of spe-
cific datasets that are used in the experiments. The difference in the estimated tissue maps
is clearly visible, especially at tissue boundaries, showing the importance of registration as a
pre-processing step prior to fitting the qMRI data.

5.6 D I S C U S S I O N

We proposed two general registration methods for qMRI and we compared our methods to
five other state-of-the-art registration methods. The following sections discuss in more detail
the results of the synthetic and real data, some limitations of the evaluation, and possibilities
for future work.

5.6.1 Synthetic data

A purely synthetic dataset was created to clearly demonstrate the advantages that the pro-
posed PCA-based methods have. In this example with low pairwise mutual information be-
tween the images, the experiments confirmed that the methods based on mutual information
(DMI, DG-MI), or groupwise correlation (DAPE) failed to register the data. The proposed PCA-
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based methods gave very good registration results in this challenging example. It should be
emphasized that, as the images in this synthetic example are linear combinations of a few
basis images, it is expected that methods based on PCA give good results. Nevertheless this
example provides insight in the functionality of the registration methods.

On synthetic data created using existing qMRI models, the PCA-based methods perform
well in all experiments for both evaluation measures, whereas the other methods either fail or
have only good results in a selection of the experiments.

For the s-T1VFA-CAROTID and T1VFA-CAROTID we used L = 1 instead of L = Γ = 3 for
metric DPCA. Visual inspection of initial results led to this choice. A possible explanation why
L = 1 showed better results is that the relatively small registration mask and the small num-
ber of acquired images could lead to only one dominant eigenvector. The second proposed
metric, DPCA2, eliminates the necessity to choose L and shows results comparable to DPCA.

5.6.2 Real data

In the experiments where a B-spline transformation was used, we investigated the influence
of different values for the control point spacing. All experiments show that the proposed PCA-
based metrics show less extreme deformations and have better results than the other methods,
which is particularly the case for low control point spacings.

The CT-LUNG data was used to evaluate the proposed methods on data without intensity
variation. The best result on the CT-LUNG data is obtained with DG-MI, possibly due to the
slight intensity variations that are present in the images. However, DMI, DVAR, DAPE and
DPCA showed competitive results.

In the T1MOLLI-HEART experiment we used different images as a reference image. The
results show that the pairwise approach usingDMI heavily depends on the choice of reference
image, while the groupwise approaches do not use a reference image during registration (and
hence have a consistent performance across reference images).
DT1 performed well on the synthetic data, but on real data the DiceG was lower and the de-

formations were less smooth than those of the proposed methods. Furthermore, this method
needs customization for different qMRI models.

5.6.3 Limitations of the evaluation

Evaluation of image registration results is usually a hard task because no ground truth is avail-
able. By using both synthetic and real qMRI data we extensively evaluated the registration
methods. Registration accuracy was measured in terms of a mean and standard deviation of a
residual deformation field (synthetic data), point correspondence or a groupwise Dice overlap
(real data), the smoothness of the obtained deformation (real data), and the uncertainty of the
qMRI parameter of interest (real and synthetic data).

It was impossible to accurately outline the ROIs on all images of the T1MOLLI-HEART data,
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because in some images there was not enough contrast between the tissues. This may result
in an overly optimistic overlap measure, since those images might also be harder to register.
In the DCE-ABDOMEN data, it proved difficult to manually annotate landmarks in the im-
ages, due to sliding motion of the various organs combined with the breathing motion. These
problems, associated with the lack of a ground truth, were alleviated by reporting multiple
evaluation measures, and by visually inspecting the data. In this way, a relatively complete
picture of registration performance was given.

Smoothness and periodicity over time, which were modelled explicitly in [120], were not as-
sumed or enforced in any of the experiments in our work. It could, however, be incorporated
into our PCA-based method in the same way as proposed in [120]. Both in DCE-ABDOMEN
and ADC-ABDOMEN we observed sliding motion. We did not explicitly account for this in
the transformation model we used. However, since our methods can be extended with any
other transformation model, one could use e.g. the transformation models proposed by Del-
mon et al. [170] and Berendsen et al. [171], which are designed to account for sliding motion.

No explicit regularization of the deformation field was used in the registration experiments.
Different amounts of implicit regularization were compared by using different values for the
control point spacings of the B-spline transformation model. Adding a regularization term
such as bending energy may even further improve the results.

The CRLB was used as a measure to detect voxels that are fitted with a high uncertainty
due to e.g. misalignment. Taking the 90% percentile over a voxel-wise fitted ROI is a good
measure for registration accuracy and the values we report should be seen as such. It should
be stressed that, since the 90% percentile is a rather conservative statistic, the 90%

√
CRLB val-

ues reported could be misleading when seen as an indicator of the precision typically attained.
For that purpose, the entire distribution of CRLB values in the ROI would have to be used.

5.6.4 Future work

Since the qMRI models are typically non-linear, a linear dimension-reduction technique such
as PCA can only approximate the dimension of the subspace. It would therefore be inter-
esting to investigate replacing PCA by a non-linear dimension reduction technique such as
kernel-PCA or Laplacian eigenmaps, similar as in e.g. [172]. However, this is computationally
demanding and it may not result in better registrations if the minimum of the dissimilarity
metric remains at the same location in the transform parameter space.

The proposed registration methods are potentially applicable to any set of images where
the voxel intensities are defined by a low-dimensional model. Possible other applications in
medical imaging are perfusion computed tomography (CT) and dynamic positron emission
tomography (PET). Perfusion CT is used for e.g. calculation of the myocardial blood flow in-
dex to detect functionally significant coronary lesions [173]. In perfusion CT a contrast agent
is injected in the coronary arteries and the heart is imaged at several time points, giving each
image a different contrast. Dynamic PET is used for e.g. estimating the energy consumption in
tumors. In dynamic PET a radio-active tracer is injected and multiple time frames are imaged
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to assess both the spatial and temporal pattern of the tracer uptake [174]. Both applications
acquire multiple time points in which the contrast changes and a low-dimensional model is
fitted to the data to obtain quantitative information about tissues. Therefore, the proposed
methods could potentially be used to correct the motion in such data.

5.7 C O N C L U S I O N

We proposed two novel generic groupwise registration methods for qMRI. We evaluated our
methods on five different applications of qMRI and compared it to five other state-of-the-art
registration methods. We showed the advantage of a groupwise approach versus a pairwise
approach and showed that our proposed methods have better or equal registration accuracy
as the other methods. Both methods that were proposed showed good results. When no
or little intensity changes are expected we would recommend using DPCA and choose L =

1 for minimal computational complexity and good registration results. For compensating
misalignments in qMRI the preferred dissimilarity metric is DPCA2, because it is free of any
user-defined parameters.
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6
FA S T M U LT I - D I M E N S I O N A L B - S P L I N E A L G O R I T H M S U S I N G
T E M P L AT E M E TA P R O G R A M M I N G

Abstract. B-splines are piecewise polynomial splines that are non-zero only within a certain
domain, also known as the support region. Their multi-dimensional variants are widely used
in image intensity interpolation and in non-rigid transformation models. The computation of
an interpolated intensity or a transformed point involves a nested sum over all control points
within the support region, and the computational complexity of this summation rapidly in-
creases with increasing image dimension and B-spline order. However, due to the separability
of the multi-dimensional B-spline it is possible to reformulate this nested sum as a recursion.
In this work, we exploit this recursion property to create fast multi-dimensional algorithms
for B-spline interpolation and transformation. Besides the B-spline functions themselves,
their derivatives with respect to spatial coordinates and control point coefficients are also ad-
dressed, as these are commonly needed. For the recursive computation of the spatial deriva-
tives we exploit derivatives of lower order, thus even further reducing the number of floating
point additions and multiplications compared to a straight-forward recursion. An advantage
of the recursive algorithms is that they can be implemented by template metaprogramming
(TMP). TMP allows the compiler to create fast assembly code e.g. by unrolling loops, while
maintaining a single code for any image dimension and B-spline order, and thereby assuring
code readability, maintainability and extensibility. The proposed algorithms are compared to
the non-recursive algorithms that are currently implemented in the Insight ToolKit, a popular
open source image processing library written in C++, and NiftyReg, an open source image
registration package. We show that for increasing image dimension the proposed algorithms
are substantially faster, up to a factor of 4 for intensity interpolation and a factor of 18 for
coordinate transformation. Furthermore, the proposed methods are applied in medical image
registration problems, where B-spline interpolation and transformation account for a signifi-
cant part of the computational load. Using the proposed algorithms, a complete image regis-
tration was on average 2 times faster for images of dimension 2, and up to ∼3.5 times faster
for images of dimension 4. The C++ source code is made publicly available.

This chapter contains the content of Fast multi-dimensional B-spline algorithms using template metaprogram-
ming, W. Huizinga et al., submitted.
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6.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

Image interpolation is one of the most common and fundamental tasks in image processing.
Many intensity interpolation algorithms exist, but one of the most widely used methods is
the B-spline interpolation algorithm. The primary reason is that B-splines provide a high
interpolation accuracy. Moreover, they are compactly supported, a property which makes
the computation efficient, and they are smooth, meaning that splines of degree n are n − 1
times continuously differentiable. A good introduction to B-spline interpolation can be found
in [175].

B-spline interpolation is not only used on the intensity of images, but has a much more
widespread application. One of the most prominent uses next to intensity interpolation is to
interpolate deformations of structures and images. Image registration is a technique that of-
ten exploits both intensity as well as transformation interpolation [119]. In computer graphics,
Hsue et al. and Lee et al. used the B-spline model for free-form deformations [176, 177]. Cur-
rently it is widely used in the field of image registration, and in the specialized field of medical
image registration [115]. In this transformation model, a grid of control points is defined on
the image. The transformation of a coordinate is determined by interpolating its neighboring
control point coefficients. In intensity-based image registration a coordinate transformation
is found by minimizing the dissimilarity between images based on their intensities, e.g. by
minimizing the mean square difference between deformed images. During the optimization
procedure the image needs to be transformed and interpolated in each iteration, and, when
gradient-based optimization methods are used, the image gradients and the derivative of the
transformation with respect to its parameters (the control point displacements) also need to be
computed. These computations account for a substantial portion of the computation time in
typical registration procedures. The registration procedure can be computationally expensive,
especially for high-dimensional images (> 2D), which is often the case in the medical field.
Decreasing computation time of B-spline algorithms would therefore have major impact on
speed of image registration methods, and image processing software in general. While var-
ious acceleration techniques for image registration have been proposed that focus on more
efficient optimization algorithms, e.g. [178–186], interpolation and transformation procedures
still form a large part of the computational cost.

Previously it has been proposed to accelerate B-spline interpolation by approximating the
B-spline weights using a precomputed look-up table [187]. In that work a speed-up was
achieved at the cost of approximation errors, whereas we propose a highly accelerated al-
gorithm that produces results within machine precision.

The use of GPUs is another approach for accelerating computations that has become an im-
portant area of research. In various previously proposed algorithms, the B-spline model for
free-form deformations was ported to the GPU [188]. While a substantial acceleration may be
achieved when using the GPU, these previous works only implemented the model for specific
image dimension and spline order.

We propose recursive algorithms for B-spline interpolation and transformation for any pos-
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sible image dimension and spline order. We also created an efficient algorithm for their spatial
derivatives up to the second order and their derivatives with respect to control point coeffi-
cients. Since the spatial derivatives of the B-spline functions have many elements in common
with lower order spatial derivatives, the recursive formulations of the higher order derivatives
utilize the recursive functions of lower order derivatives, thereby reducing the number of re-
quired floating point operations. A second advantage of the re-use of lower-order derivatives
is that those are returned together with the higher order derivatives with very little additional
computation cost. Moreover, the proposed algorithms can be efficiently implemented for ar-
bitrary image dimension and B-spline order with template metaprogramming (TMP). In TMP,
templates are used to let the compiler generate efficient machine code. Language features such
as for-loops and if-statements can be replaced by template specialization and recursion, allow-
ing elimination of run-time flow control instructions [189]. Manually unrolling the loops also
removes those instructions, but this does not lead to maintainable and readable code. With
TMP the code is readable, maintainable and easily extendable to general cases. We exploit
TMP to devise very efficient recursive B-spline implementations for a wide range of B-spline
operations that are useful in image processing. The proposed algorithms are distributed as
part of an open source image registration software package, with minor dependencies on that
software, meaning that the proposed algorithms can be straightforwardly used in any (C++)
software package.

In summary, the contributions of this work are four-fold: 1) We propose highly accelerated
algorithms for B-spline interpolation and transformation, including associated derivatives,
which produce results within machine precision. 2) By exploiting recursive algorithms in
combination with TMP, efficient code is generated for any dimension and spline order. 3) For
the computation of derivatives, novel recursive formulations are derived that reduce the com-
putational complexity by re-using lower-order derivatives. 4) Source code of the proposed
algorithms is made publicly available.

6.2 M E T H O D S

We start in Sec. 6.2.1 with a general formulation of B-spline interpolation, and provide its
spatial derivatives up to the second order, and its derivatives with respect to control point
coefficients. Section 6.2.2 explains how we exploit the separability property to derive recursive
formulations for the equations shown in Sec. 6.2.1. Section 6.2.3 explains the concept of TMP
and shows pseudo-code of the proposed algorithms. Section 6.2.4 describes the algorithms
that are used as a reference in this work. In Sec. 6.2.6 equations for the number of arithmetic
operations of the reference and proposed algorithms are derived. Section 6.2.5 gives some
implementation details and in Sec. 6.2.7 the basics and terminology of intensity-based image
registration are given, explaining how B-spline intensity interpolation and B-spline coordinate
transformation are used in that context.
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6.2.1 B-splines

B-splines are piecewise polynomial splines that are non-zero only within a domain known
as the support region. B-spline interpolation is defined as a sum of weighted control point
coefficients c(k) ∈ RΥ. In the case of intensity interpolation, c(k) are the intensity values of
a filtered version of the image that is to be interpolated (and would often be called “image
intensity coefficients”). The coefficients c(k), however, are not necessarily scalar (Υ = 1), but
can be multi-dimensional as well (Υ > 1), e.g. in the case of coordinate transformation where
Υ equals the image dimension D. See Figure 6.1 for an example with Υ = 1. The control point
coefficients are specified on a grid, and accessed by a multi-dimensional index k ∈ ZD.

B-spline interpolation at a spatial coordinate x ∈ RD is described by the function u : RD →
RΥ, as follows:

u(x) = ∑
k∈Zn(x)

Bn (x− k) c(k), (6.1)

where Bn(·) is the multi-dimensional B-spline polynomial of order n, and Zn(·) is its sup-
port region, both defined below in more detail. Without loss of generality, the notation of
Eq. (6.1) assumes the argument of Bn is unit-less, i.e. x − k is normalized by the spacing
between the control points in the grid, commonly known as the control point spacing. The
multi-dimensional B-spline polynomial Bn : RD → R can be written as a product of its one-
dimensional functions βn : R→ R:

Bn(x) =
D

∏
i=1

βn(xi)

= βn(x1)βn(x2) · · · βn(xD).

(6.2)

The support regionZn(x) is the set of (n+ 1)D control points k in the grid for which Bn(x− k)
is non-zero:

Zn(x) =
{

k ∈ ZD|Bn(x− k) 6= 0
}

. (6.3)

Let Zn(xd) be the support region in dimension d, which is given by [175]:

Zn(xd) =


⌈

xd −
n + 1

2

⌉
+ i

∣∣∣∣∣
i=0,...,n

 . (6.4)

Defining kd to be control point index element d, and using Eq. (6.2), then Eq. (6.1) can be
rewritten into:

u(x) = ∑
k1∈Zn(x1)

∑
k2∈Zn(x2)

· · · ∑
kD∈Zn(xD)

D

∏
i=1

βn(xi − ki)c(k), (6.5)

where we will refer to βn(xi − ki) as the B-spline weights.
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Figure 6.1: Graphical explanation of the variables used for the case Υ = 1 and D = 2: u(x) : R2 → R1.
The intensity at x = (4.108, 4.112) is computed using B-spline interpolation.

6.2.1.1 Spatial derivatives

The first order spatial derivative of u(x) is given by:

∇u(x) =


∂u/∂x1

∂u/∂x2
...

∂u/∂xD

 =


∇1u
∇2u

...
∇Du

 (6.6)

with

∇iu = ∑
k1∈Zn(x1)

∑
k2∈Zn(x2)

· · · ∑
kD∈Zn(xD)

∂βn

∂xi
(xi − ki)

 D

∏
j=1
j 6=i

βn(xj − kj)

 c(k). (6.7)

Similarly, the second order spatial derivative can be calculated as follows:

∇2u(x) =


∇2

11u ∇2
12u . . . ∇2

1Du
∇2

22u . . . ∇2
2Du

. . .
...

∇2
DDu

 , (6.8)

with for i 6= j:

∇2
iju = ∇2

jiu =

∑
k1∈Zn(x1)

· · · ∑
kD∈Zn(xD)

∂βn

∂xi
(xi − ki)

∂βn

∂xj
(xj − kj)×


D

∏
l=1
l 6=i
l 6=j

βn(xl − kl)

 c(k),
(6.9)
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and for i = j:

∇2
iiu = ∑

k1∈Zn(x1)

· · · ∑
kD∈Zn(xD)

∂2βn

∂x2
i
(xi − ki)

 D

∏
l=1
l 6=i

βn(xl − kl)

 c(k). (6.10)

6.2.1.2 Derivatives with respect to c

We define c to be an array containing all Λ control points of dimension Υ, hence c is a Λ× Υ

tensor. An element of this tensor is accessed by cj(k). An element i of the derivative of u(x)
with respect to cj(k) can be calculated as follows:

∂ui
∂cj(k)

(x) = δij


Bn (x − k) for k ∈ Zn(x)

0 k /∈ Zn(x)

(6.11)

where i, j ∈ {1, . . . , Υ}. Similarly we can compute the derivatives w.r.t. c of the spatial deriva-
tives: ∂∇u/∂c and ∂∇2u/∂c. Please note that ∂u/∂c is the derivative of a Υ × 1 tensor with
respect to a Λ× Υ tensor, resulting in a Λ× Υ × Υ tensor. This tensor concept is used in the
pseudocode of Algorithm 4.

6.2.2 Recursive B-splines

Recursion in computer science is a method where the solution to a problem depends on solu-
tions to smaller instances of the same problem [190]. The separability of Bn, as was shown by
Thevenaz et al., is used here to derive a recursive formulation for the B-spline functions [150].
Please note that all algorithms and equations in this paper are written using one-based count-
ing, which means that the initial element of a sequence is assigned the index 1.

Using the separability of Bn, Eq. (6.1) can be rewritten into:

u(x) = ∑
k1∈Zn(x1)

βn(x1 − k1) ∑
k2∈Zn(x2)

βn(x2 − k2) . . . ∑
kD∈Zn(xD)

βn(xD − kD)c(k) (6.12)

To derive a recursive formulation of Eq. (6.12) we introduce a vectorized notation for c(k).
The coefficients c(k), which are accessed by a D-dimensional index k, are vectorized into c̃(κ)
with κ = 1+ α · (k− 1), where αd is defined as the step in the linear index κ required to obtain
a unit step in dimension d in the coefficients c(k). Let λd be the size of the control point grid in
dimension d. For a 3D grid of coefficients of size Λ = λ1 × λ2 × λ3 we obtain for example α =

(1, λ1, λ1λ2) (depending on the mapping of dimensions to memory). A graphical example
in 2D is shown in Figure 6.2. Through this vectorization, the linear index can be calculated
recursively. Using the vectorized coefficients c̃(κ) and Eq. (6.12) the recursive interpolation
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Figure 6.2: Graphical example of how to compute κ for D = 2. Please note that the top-left element of c(k)
has index k = (1, 1) and the first element of c̃(κ) has linear index κ = 1.

function V(d, x, κ) (V for value) for dimension index d is given by:

V(d, x, κ) =


∑

kd∈Zn(xd)

βn(xd − kd)V(d− 1, x, κ + αd(kd − 1)) d ≥ 1

c̃(κ) d = 0

. (6.13)

The interpolated value at x equals:

u(x) = V(D, x, 1). (6.14)

Pseudocode of the implementation of Eq. (6.13) is shown in Algorithm 1(a). Figure 6.3 shows
the execution flow for the case D = 3 and n = 3.

6.2.2.1 Recursion of spatial derivatives

Often, both the value of u(x) as its derivatives are needed. The summations in Eq. (6.12) also
appear in the computation of the spatial derivatives. A straight-forward recursive formulation
for computing ∇u would be to compute each ∇iu separately, using a similar function as in
Eq. (6.13). However, due to the occurrence of repetitive elements, a recursive formula which
utilizes V can be derived, leading to reduction of arithmetic operations compared to a straight-
forward formulation. Moreover, when utilizing V , both u and ∇u are computed, which is an
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Figure 6.3: Execution flow for computing V(3, x, 1) for n = 3. The number of control points in the region
of support in each dimension is n + 1 = 4, meaning that the total number of control points equals 43 = 64
and we get 64 different indices κ at the end of the flow, indicated with a superscript. In this scheme the
summation is written explicitly over all kd ∈ Zn(xd), also indicated with a superscript.

advantage when both are needed at the same time.
We can write the spatial derivative elements of u as:

∇1u = ∑
kD∈Zn(xD)

βn(xD − kD) · · · ∑
k2∈Zn(x2)

βn(x2 − k2) ∑
k1∈Zn(x1)

∂βn

∂x1
(x1 − k1)c(k), (6.15)

∇2u = ∑
kD∈Zn(xD)

βn(xD − kD) · · · ∑
k2∈Zn(x2)

∂βn

∂x2
(x2 − k2) ∑

k1∈Zn(x1)

βn(x1 − k1)c(k), (6.16)

etcetera, until the last element:

∇Du = ∑
kD∈Zn(xD)

∂βn

∂xD
(xD − kD) · · · ∑

k2∈Zn(x2)

βn(x2 − k2) ∑
k1∈Zn(xi)

βn(x1 − k1)c(k). (6.17)
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We define the recursive function G(d, x, κ) (G for gradient), which utilizes V(d, x, κ). Let
Vd−1 = V(d− 1, x, κ + αd(kd − 1)), and let Gd−1 = G(d− 1, x, κ + αd(kd − 1)), then:

G(d, x, κ) =


∑

kd∈Zn(xd)

 βn(xd − kd)Gd−1
∂βn

∂xd
(xd − kd)Vd−1

 d ≥ 1

[ ] d = 0

, (6.18)

with
∇u(x) = G(D, x, 1). (6.19)

Here [ ] is a 0× Υ empty array, and G(d, x, κ) returns a d× Υ array, so its size reduces in each
recursion.

The second order derivative ∇2u(x) can be computed similarly with a recursive function
H(d, x, κ) (H for Hessian), which returns the upper-triangular elements of a symmetric d ×
d× Υ matrix. Here we can utilize both G(d, x, κ) and V(d, x, κ). Let Hd−1 = H(d− 1, x, κ +

αd(kd − 1)), then:

H(d, x, κ) =


∑

kd∈Zn(xd)

βn(xd − kd)Hd−1
∂βn

∂xd
(xd − kd)Gd−1

· · · ∂2 βn

∂x2
d
(xd − kd)Vd−1

 d ≥ 1

[ ] . d = 0

, (6.20)

where [ ] is an empty array of size 0× 0×Υ. Please note that Gd−1 and Vd−1 are permuted to
match size d× 1×Υ and 1× 1×Υ, respectively. The second order derivative is given by

∇2u(x) = H(D, x, 1). (6.21)

6.2.2.2 Recursion of derivatives with respect to c

The derivative of u(x) with respect to the control point coefficients c(k) is a sparse array, since
∂ui/∂cj(k) is non-zero only when i = j and when k ∈ Zn(x). From Eq. (6.11) we see that each
element of this sparse array is a multiplication of the one-dimensional B-spline weights, i.e.
the multi-dimensional B-spline weights Bn(x− k). This multiplication is obtained recursively
for the entire sparse array ∂u/∂c using the following expression:

J(d, x, κ, v) =



∑
kd∈Zn(xd)

J(d− 1, x, κ + αd(kd − 1), vβn(xd − kd)) d ≥ 1

v1κ d = 0
. (6.22)

∂u(x)/∂c = J(D, x, 1, 1). (6.23)
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The variable v ∈ R was introduced to recursively build up the elements Bn(x − k), which
are assigned to the correct elements of ∂u/∂c in the end case d = 0. The indicator matrix 1κ

is of the same size as ∂u/∂c, selecting the elements ∂uj/∂cj(κ) ∀j. As each value of κ in the
end case (d = 0) occurs not more than once, the actual recursive implementation omits the
summation over kd; the tensor ∂u(x)/∂c is initialized by a Λ× Υ × Υ array of zeros, and in
the recursion all non-zero elements of ∂u(x)/∂c are stored at the correct locations in the array.
The pseudo-code presented in the next section clarifies this execution flow.

In a similar manner, recursive functions for ∂∇u (x) /∂c and ∂∇2u (x) /∂c can be derived.

6.2.3 Template metaprogramming

Template metaprogramming (TMP) is a programming technique in which templates are used
by a compiler to generate efficient assembly code [189]. Since D is relatively low and known
at compile time it can be set as a template argument. Since n is also known at compile time,
this allows the compiler to unroll the entire weighted sum of Eq. (6.1). For the loops in the
algorithms of this paper, loop unrolling may lead to a significant reduction in run-time, since
e.g. jumps and loop count decrements are eliminated from program execution. Due to the low
number of arithmetic operations, the avoided overhead may be substantial.

Algorithm 1 shows the recursive and the TMP-recursive implementation to compute u(x)
(see Eq. (6.13)). TMP pseudocode of the algorithms to compute ∇u(x) and ∇2u(x), and
∂u(x)/∂c are shown in Algorithm 2, Algorithm 3, and Algorithm 4, respectively. Template
arguments are shown between < . . . > brackets, as in the C++ syntax. The outputs are initial-
ized with zero-arrays, denoted by 0d, where the zero-array is of size d. The zero-array 0dΥ is of
size d×Υ. Temporary outputs of a single recursion are denoted by a tilde, e.g. ũ, ∇̃u. During
each recursion∇u has d elements of dimension Υ. Element i of the spatial derivative array∇u
is denoted by ∇iu. The upper-triangular elements of ∇2u(x) are stored in a one-dimensional
array. Let h = d(d + 1)/2, then the array indices are structured as:

1 2 4 . . .
3 5 . . .

6
. . .

h


.

Since H(d, x, κ) returns the upper-triangular elements of a symmetric d× d×Υ matrix, during
each recursion ∇2u has d(d + 1)/2 elements of dimension Υ. Element i of the second order
spatial derivative array ∇2u is denoted by ∇2

i u.
Since Algorithm 2 computes u (x) as an almost free by-product, it returns both u (x) and

∇u (x). Similarly, Algorithm 3 returns u (x) ,∇u (x) , and ∇2u (x). In Algorithm 4 ∂u/∂c is
passed by reference (when an argument is passed by reference to a function the value of this
argument can be modified by that function). This is necessary because this array is filled in
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the end-case with elements that are computed during the recursion. Since many elements of
this array are zero, it is initialized as a zero-array and only the non-zero elements are written
at the end of the recursion. The actual implementation uses a sparse array.

6.2.4 Reference algorithms

As a reference, we use the implementations of the B-spline functions in ITK and NiftyReg.

6.2.4.1 ITK

ITK is a widely used image processing library for C++ and many open source software pack-
ages for image processing use ITK, e.g. [119], [191]. The Elsevier journal Medical Image Anal-
ysis dedicated an entire issue to research that was enabled by the ITK library, showing the
extent of its usage in multimodal registration, segmentation, algorithm validation, software
integration, and medical image analysis education [192].

The B-spline functions in ITK are direct implementations of Eq. (6.5). This means that the
implementations use nested for-loops resulting in a higher complexity than the separable and
recursive formulations in this paper.

For a fair comparison of the reference and the proposed algorithms we made some im-
provements to the implementations in ITK. Firstly, derivatives that were not yet implemented
were added in such a way that the implementation was similar to existing implementations.
Secondly, since the proposed algorithms are templated over n and D, we also templated the
reference algorithms over n and D if this was not yet the case. Finally, whenever possible,
temporary memory was allocated on the stack.

6.2.4.2 NiftyReg

NiftyReg is an open-source software for efficient medical image registration [193]. We adopted
the CPU implementation of the B-spline coordinate transformation function in NiftyReg and
used it as a second reference. This algorithm also uses nested for-loops, but many loops have
been manually unrolled, which may result in a more efficient implementation. NiftyReg has
separate implementations for three cases of coordinate transformation, i.e. Υ = D, in which
D and n are hard-coded: < D, n >∈ {< 2, 3 >,< 3, 1 >,< 3, 3 >}.

6.2.5 Implementation details

The methods were implemented in C++. We created separate base classes for the image inter-
polator and the coordinate transformation, which means that users can easily integrate these
into their own applications. The algorithms are implemented in the open source image regis-
tration software Elastix [119], which is freely available under the liberal Apache 2.0 license. In
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of recursive (a) and TMP-recursive (b) algorithms to compute u (x).

(a)

function u = V (d, x, κ)
if d == 0 then

return c̃(κ)
else

u = 0Υ

for kd ∈ Zn(xd) do
ũ = V(d− 1, x, κ + αd(kd − 1))
u = u + ũβn(xd − kd)

end for
return u

end if
end function

u(x) = V (D, x, 1)

(b)

template< d > class TMP
function u = V TMP(x, κ)

u = 0Υ

for kd ∈ Zn(xd) do
ũ =TMP< d− 1 >::VTMP(x, κ + αd(kd − 1))
u = u + ũβn(xd − kd)

end for
return u

end function

// Template specialization for d = 0
template<> class TMP< 0 >

function u = V TMP(x, κ)
return c̃(κ)

end function

u(x) = TMP< D >::VTMP (x, 1)

the experiments we used ITK version 4.9.0 as reference and Elastix version 4.8.1.
The actual implementations differ slightly from the pseudocode shown in Algorithms 1 - 4:

• To be as flexible as possible, and to be able to compile our software for multiple settings
of n and Υ, n and Υ are also template parameters in the actual implementations. For
clarity, those parameters are not set as template parameters in Algorithms 1, 2, 3, and 4,
but as constants, since they do not change in the recursion.

• The support region Zn(x), the B-spline weights βn(xd − kd), the first order B-spline
derivative weights ∂βn(xd − kd)/∂xd and the second order B-spline derivative weights
∂2βn(xd − kd)/∂x2

d are precomputed and accessed in the functions VTMP, GTMP, HTMP,
and JTMP. The computation of those weights is not included in the complexity analysis
below, as those additional computations are identical in both the ITK and the TMP-
recursive implementation. In both the non-recursive and the proposed implementa-
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Algorithm 2 Pseudo code of TMP-recursive implementation to compute ∇u(x), with u(x) as almost
free by-product.

template< d > class TMP
function u,∇u = GTMP(x, κ)

u = 0Υ

∇u = 0dΥ

for kd ∈ Zn(xd) do
ũ, ∇̃u = TMP< d− 1 >::GTMP (x, κ + αd(kd − 1)

)
u = u + ũβn(xd − kd)
for i = 1 to d− 1 do
∇iu = ∇iu + ∇̃iuβn(xd − kd)

end for
∇du = ∇du + ũ ∂βn

∂xd
(xd − kd)

end for
return u,∇u

end function

// Template specialization for d = 0
template<> class TMP< 0 >

function u,∇u = GTMP(x, κ)
u = c̃(κ)
∇u = []
return u,∇u

end function

u(x),∇u(x) = TMP< D >::GTMP (x, 1)

tions temporary memory required during the evaluation of these functions was allo-
cated on the stack.

• Note that most multiplications and additions in the algorithm require Υ operations as
they operate on Υ long element arrays.

• To be consistent with the ITK algorithm, we apply mirror boundary conditions in the
case of intensity interpolation (Υ = 1). The boundary conditions are applied to the
pre-computed support region Zn(x) before calling the recursive functions.

• The input of Bn(·) is not unitless in the actual implementations, and is corrected by
the control point spacing and the coordinate system directions of the image, as are the
spatial derivatives.

6.2.6 Complexity analysis

A way to compare the computational complexity is by counting the number of arithmetic
operations, which we define as the number of floating point additions and multiplications in
the algorithms. Since the evaluations of βn(xd − kd), βn(xd − kd)/∂xd and ∂2βn(xd − kd)/∂x2

d
are identical in the proposed and the ITK algorithm, the arithmetic operations to compute
those are ignored. Let N be the number of arithmetic operations, depending on the image
dimension D, the spline order n, and the control point coefficient dimension Υ. The ITK al-
gorithm for B-spline interpolation is a loop over Zn, consisting of (n + 1)D control points, i.e.
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Algorithm 3 Pseudo code of TMP implementation to compute∇2u(x), with∇u(x) and u(x) as almost
free by-products.

template< d > class TMP
function u,∇u,∇2u = HTMP(x, κ)

u = 0Υ

∇u = 0dΥ

∇2u = 0hΥ

for kd ∈ Zn(xd) do
ũ, ∇̃u, ∇̃2u = TMP< d− 1 >::HTMP (x, κ + αd(kd − 1)

)
u = u + ũβn(xd − kd)
for i = 1 to d− 1 do
∇iu = ∇iu + ∇̃iuβn(xd − kd)

end for
∇du = ∇du + ũ ∂βn

∂xd
(xd − kd)

for i = 1 to d(d− 1)/2 do
∇2

i u = ∇2
i u + ∇̃2

i uβn(xd − kd)
end for
for i = d(d− 1)/2 + 1 to h− 1 do

j = i− d(d− 1)/2
∇2

i u = ∇2
i u + ∇̃ju

∂βn

∂xd
(xd − kd)

end for
∇2

hu = ∇2
hu + ũ ∂2 βn

∂x2
d
(xd − kd)

end for
return u,∇u,∇2u

end function

// Template specialization for d = 0
template<> class TMP< 0 >

function u,∇u,∇2u = HTMP(x, κ)
u = c̃(κ)
∇u = []
∇2u = []
return u,∇u,∇2u

end function

u(x),∇u(x),∇2u(x) = TMP< D >::HTMP (x, 1)

a direct implementation of Eq. (6.1). Each control point costs D multiplications of B-spline
weights (see Eq. (6.2)), Υ additions and Υ multiplications with the control point coefficients
c(k), hence D + 2Υ arithmetic operations for each control point in the support region. Thus,
the total number of arithmetic operations per coordinate x is given by:

N(D, n, Υ) = (n + 1)D (D + 2Υ) . (6.24)

Each control point in the recursive algorithm is a loop over n + 1 elements in Zn
d . In this

loop there are 2Υ operations (Υ additions and Υ multiplications) and a call to the function
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Algorithm 4 Pseudo code of TMP implementation to compute ∂u (x) /∂c

Please note that ∂u/∂c is initialized before the call to the recursive function and is passed by reference.
Its elements are recursively computed and the array is finally filled in the template specialization for
d = 0.

template< d > class TMP
function JTMP(x, κ, v, ∂u/∂c)

for kd ∈ Zn(xd) do
TMP< d− 1 >::JTMP

(
x, κ + αd(kd − 1), vβn

d , ∂u/∂c
)

end for
end function

// Template specialization for d = 0
template<> class TMP< 0 >

function JTMP(x, κ, v, ∂u/∂c)
for i = 1 to Υ do

∂ui/∂ci(κ) = v
end for

end function

∂u/∂c = 0ΛΥΥ

TMP< D >::JTMP (x, 1, 1, ∂u/∂c)

itself where dimension index d is decreased by one, see (Eq. (6.13)). Therefore, the number of
arithmetic operations for the recursive algorithm is given by a recursive function:

NR (d, n, Υ) =

 (n + 1)
(

NR (d− 1, n, Υ) + 2Υ
)

d ≥ 1

0 d = 0
,

= Υ (n + 1)
2 (n + 1)D − 2

n
.

(6.25)

The number of arithmetic operations for the remaining functions are derived in a similar man-
ner. Table 6.1 shows the complexities of the ITK and recursive algorithms. The derivatives of
the B-spline functions with respect to the control point coefficients, see the last three rows of
Table 6.1, do not depend on the output dimension Υ, as in the end-case the value is copied Υ

times and as this copying is not a floating point operation, it is ignored in the current complex-
ity analysis.

6.2.7 Image registration

Intensity-based image registration is the problem of finding a transformation T(x) that makes
the deformed moving image M(T(x)) spatially aligned to the fixed image F(x) by minimizing
the dissimilarity between images based on their intensities. Since the moving image intensities
are only defined at discrete locations (the voxel centers), interpolation is needed to obtain the
intensity at the coordinate T(x). In parametric methods, the transformation is parameterised
by a model with parameters µ: T(x) = T(x; µ), where we adopted the notation of [149].
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Registration is in this case formulated as an optimization problem in which the cost function
C is minimized w.r.t. to the parameters µ of the transformation:

µ̂ = arg min
µ
C(µ), (6.26)

In image registration, the cost function usually takes the following form:

C
(
µ
)
= Ψ

 1
|Ω| ∑

xi∈Ω

D
(

F(xi), M
(

T
(

xi; µ
)))+

γ

|Ω| ∑
xi∈Ω

R
(

xi; µ
)

, (6.27)

where D(F, M) and Ψ(·) are continuously differentiable functions that together define the
dissimilarity between F and M, e.g. the sum of squared differences or mutual informa-
tion [194], [195], and Ω a discrete set of spatial coordinates in the fixed image domain [149].
R is a regularization term that constrains T

(
x; µ
)
, and γ weighs similarity against regularity.

Often, the regularization term is a function of the first or second order spatial derivatives of
T : ∇T or ∇2T , or a combination of the two [115, 196]. When a gradient-based optimizer is
used to solve Eq. (6.26) the derivative of C with respect to µ is needed:

∂C
∂µ

=
1
|Ω| ∑

xi∈Ω

(
∂T
∂µ

T ∂M
∂x

∂D
∂M

∂Ψ

∂y
+

∂R
∂µ

)
. (6.28)

Therefore, interpolation of the moving image M and its gradient ∇M are needed. More-
over, when a regularization term is used, we also need ∂R/∂µ, which requires ∂∇T/∂µ or
∂∇2T/∂µ.

6.2.7.1 Usage of B-splines in image registration

In the case of intensity interpolation, Υ = 1, hence u : RD → R. In the experiment section we
will denote intensity interpolation with the non-bold symbol u. The control point coefficients
c(k) are pre-computed by filtering the image, such that when x = k the interpolated value
u(x) = M(x) [175]. The derivatives of M w.r.t. c are not necessary to solve Eq. (6.26), and are
therefore not used in the field of image registration.

For non-rigid registration we use a B-spline model for T(x; µ) as introduced in [115]. In this
case Υ = D and therefore u : RD → RD. In the experiment section we will denote B-spline
transformation with the bold symbol u. The parameter vector µ is formed by all control point
coefficients c(k), which are optimized during image registration. The transformation T(x; µ)

is computed as:
T(x; µ) = u(x) + x. (6.29)

To solve Eq. (6.26) we need ∂T/∂µ and therefore ∂u/∂c is needed. If a regularization term is
used ∂∇u/∂c and/or ∂∇2u/∂c are also needed.
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6.3 E X P E R I M E N T S

First we evaluate the accuracy of the proposed algorithms by comparing the output to those of
the reference algorithms. Second, we evaluate the computation time of the intensity interpola-
tion and coordinate transformation algorithms in separate experiments. Finally we evaluate
the reduction in computation time of typical image registration experiments. We will evaluate
two cases: Υ = 1, which corresponds to image intensity interpolation, and Υ = D which corre-
sponds to non-rigid coordinate transformation. For the case Υ = 1, the derivatives w.r.t. c are
not used in image registration problems (see Sec. 6.2.7). Hence, for Υ = 1 we only evaluate
the spatial derivatives.

All experiments are performed on a Dell laptop, using a single Intel® i7-3740QM core, oper-
ating Ubuntu 14.04 64-bit. The clock-rate of the CPU is 3.7 GHz and the cache memory 6 MB.
All software was compiled with GCC version 4.8.4 using the -O3 compiler optimization level.

6.3.1 Accuracy

Due to the fact that floating point additions and multiplications are non-associative, the re-
ordering of the summations might introduce small round-off differences between the refer-
ence and TMP-recursive algorithms. The accuracy of the proposed TMP-recursive algorithms
was evaluated by computing the sum of squared differences between elements of the pro-
posed and reference algorithms output. The control point coefficients c(k) were drawn from
a N (0, 1) distribution. The output for 103 random spatial coordinates was computed and the
average accuracy is reported.

6.3.2 Complexity analysis

Using the equations in Table 6.1, we evaluate the complexities of the B-spline functions for
D ∈ {2, 3, 4} and n ∈ {1, 2, 3} for two cases of Υ. Complexities for Υ = 1, i.e. intensity
interpolation, and for Υ = D, i.e. coordinate transformation, are reported for the ITK and the
proposed algorithms.

6.3.3 Computation time

The computation time of the proposed algorithms was evaluated against the ITK algorithm in
three experiments:

• Intensity interpolation, i.e. Υ = 1.

• Coordinate transformation, i.e. Υ = D.

• Image registration in which the above mentioned cases are combined.
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6.3.3.1 Intensity interpolation

For the evaluation of the computation time for intensity interpolation we interpolate 107

points. The control point coefficients c(k) were drawn from a N (0, 1) distribution and Λ =

15D. The following experimental parameters were varied:

• Algorithm: ITK and TMP-recursive

• Dimension: D ∈ {2, 3, 4}
• Interpolation spline order: n ∈ {1, 2, 3}
• Algorithm output: u (x), ∇u (x) and ∇2u (x)

6.3.3.2 Coordinate transformation

In experiment 6.3.3.2 we transform the same 107 points as in experiment 6.3.3.1. Please note
that the actual methods for coordinate transformation in the context of image registration
include the addition of x to u(x), as in Eq. (6.29), which is not taken into account in the
complexity analysis, but identical for both implementations. The control point coefficients
c are again drawn from a N (0, 1) distribution and Λ = 15D. The following experimental
parameters were varied:

• Algorithm: ITK and TMP-recursive

• Dimension: D ∈ {2, 3, 4}
• Transform spline order: n ∈ {1, 2, 3}
• Algorithm output: u (x), ∇u (x), ∇2u (x), ∂u (x) /∂c, ∂∇u (x) /∂c, and ∂∇2u (x) /∂c

To measure the computation time without the use of TMP, the recursive algorithm of Algo-
rithm 1(a) was implemented. Algorithm 1(a) uses the recursive formulation of Eq. (6.13), but
it does not use TMP. In this experiment the same 107 spatial coordinates as in the previous
experiments were transformed and the following parameters were varied:

• Algorithm: Recursive

• Dimension: D ∈ {2, 3, 4}
• Transform spline order: n ∈ {1, 2, 3}
• Algorithm output: u (x)

Finally we measure the computation time of the image registration package NiftyReg. Please
note that not all combinations of D and n are implemented in this package. The following
experimental parameters were varied:

• Algorithm: NiftyReg

• Dimension, transform spline order:
< D, n >∈ {< 2, 3 >,< 3, 1 >,< 3, 3 >}

• Algorithm output: u (x) and ∇u(x)
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6.3.3.3 Image registration

In these experiments we analyze the computation time of typical image registration tasks in
the open source image registration software Elastix, in which the usage of ITK algorithms for
intensity interpolation and coordinate transformation were compared to the usage of the pro-
posed algorithms. We analyze the computation times for images of dimensions D ∈ {2, 3, 4},
all of which have applications in the field of (medical) image processing. An application of 2D
image registration is registration-based slice interpolation, as proposed by [197]. Image regis-
tration with 3D images is often used in the medical field. A typical 4D registration problem is
when multiple 3D images are acquired to analyze the motion of an organ, e.g. the lungs [120].

For the experiments images were extracted from a publicly available dataset: the 4D CT
lung dataset from the DIR-LAB database [152]. In this dataset lungs from multiple subjects
were imaged as a function of time. For our experiments we selected one of those subjects
(4DCT1). For the 2D registration we extracted two slices from a single time-frame, for the 3D
registration we extracted two time-frames and for the 4D registration the entire dataset was
used.

The goal of image registration is to solve Eq. (6.26), and in Elastix we use the adaptive
stochastic gradient descent (ASGD) optimization method [149], which uses a different set of
randomly selected spatial coordinates in each iteration to estimate C and ∂C/∂µ. In our exper-
iments we chose to use 2000 random spatial coordinates for this estimation in the 2D and 3D
registration. In the 4D registration, we use 2000 random spatial coordinates per time-frame,
and since we have 10 time-frames, the total number of spatial coordinates is 20000 in this ex-
periment. The number of resolution steps was equal to 4 and in each resolution 2000 iterations
were used. In summary, to solve Eq. (6.26), there were approximately 16 million computations
of u(x), ∇u(x), u(x), and ∂u(x)/∂c per 2D and 3D registration experiment, and 160 million
for the 4D registration experiment. In the experiment where a regularization term was used,
there were also 16 million computations of ∇2u(x) and ∂∇2u(x)/∂c.

The ASGD optimizer requires parameters for estimating a stepsize to ensure a proper con-
vergence in each resolution [149]. Since these parameters differ per application, we first es-
timated what the values of those parameters were in our registration experiments using the
methods described in [149]. We estimated the computation time of each image registration
using the predetermined estimated ASGD parameters.

We performed four image registrations. In each registration we used a different dissim-
ilarity metric. For transforming and interpolating the moving image, the spline order for
intensity interpolation, ni, and the spline order for coordinate transformation, nt, were set to
ni ∈ {1, 2, 3} and nt ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The number of control points for the intensity interpolation,
Λi, is constant throughout the image registration and equal to the image size. The number
of control points for the coordinate transformation, Λt, is doubled in each resolution and de-
pends on nt. The number of control points in the final resolution Λt, the image sizes Λi and
the dissimilarity metrics C used in each image registration experiment are reported in Table
6.2.
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Table 6.2: Settings for the image registration experiments 6.3.3.3(a) - (d).

Experiment D Λi Λt

nt = 1 nt = 2 nt = 3

6.3.3.3(a) 2 256×256 21×21 22×22 23×23

6.3.3.3(b) 3 256×256×94 21×21×20 22×22×21 23×23×22

6.3.3.3(c) 4 256×256×94×10 21×21×20×11 22×22×21×12 23×23×22×13

6.3.3.3(d) 3 256×256×94 21×21×20 22×22×21 23×23×22

Table 6.2: Settings for the image registration experiments 6.3.3.3(a) - (d) (continued).

Experiment C

6.3.3.3(a) Mutual information [194, 195]

6.3.3.3(b) Normalized cross-correlation

6.3.3.3(c) Variance-based [120]

6.3.3.3(d) Normalized cross-correlation withR = 1/D ∑D
i=1

∥∥∥∇2Ti

∥∥∥2

fro
[115]

6.4 R E S U LT S

6.4.1 Accuracy

The mean squared differences between the proposed and the ITK algorithms for u(x), its
spatial derivatives, and its derivatives w.r.t. c for Υ = 1 and Υ = D over 103 random spatial
coordinates were < 10−28 and therefore negligable. The mean squared difference between
the proposed and the NiftyReg algorithm for u(x) and∇u(x) was < 10−12 and therefore also
negligable.

6.4.2 Complexity analysis

Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the number of arithmetic operations for the ITK and recursive algo-
rithms for Υ = 1 and Υ = D, respectively. The ∂2βn(xd − kd)/∂x2

d are zero and discontinuous
for n = 1, hence the number of arithmetic operations for∇2u(x) and∇2u(x) are not available
for n = 1. For the case Υ = 1, the number of operations increases for both algorithms with
increasing D and n, however, the recursive algorithm has a lower number for every setting.
For D = 2 and n = 1, the ratio of complexity estimates is 16/12 = 1.3, whereas for D = 4
and n = 3 this ratio equals 2.3, indicating that especially for high dimension and high spline
order the recursive algorithms are more efficient. Note that for the spatial derivatives the ratio
is even higher because of the smart use of the lower order derivatives by the recursive algo-
rithms. For example, for D = 4 and n = 3 the complexity ratio of ∇2u(x) is 5.6. For the case
Υ = D, see Table 6.4, the recursive algorithms show less decrease in the number of arithmetic
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operations and in a few cases the recursive algorithm has even slightly more arithmetic oper-
ations, e.g. for computing u(x) for the cases D = 3 and n = 1, and D = 4 and n = 1, and for
computing ∇u(x) for the case D = 2 and n = 1.

6.4.3 Computation time

6.4.3.1 Intensity interpolation

Table 6.5 shows the computation time in seconds needed to interpolate 107 points with the ITK,
NiftyReg, (non-TMP) recursive and the TMP-recursive algorithms. The βn(xd − kd)/∂x2

d are
zero and discontinuous for n = 1, hence the computation times for ∇2u are not available for
n = 1. The experiment was repeated ten times and the coefficient of variation of the reported
computation times was at most 8%. For D = 4 and n = 3, the speed-up with the proposed
algorithm to obtain u(x) equals 11.5/2.6 = 4.4, which is higher than the factor by which the
number of arithmetic operations is decreased. This shows the effect of TMP. When obtaining
∇2u(x) for D = 4 and n = 3 the proposed algorithm is 15.7 times faster.

6.4.3.2 Coordinate transformation

Table 6.6 shows the computation time needed to transform 107 points with the ITK, the
NiftyReg (for the available cases), and the TMP-recursive algorithms. The ∂2βn(xd − kd)/∂x2

d
are zero and discontinuous for n = 1, hence the computation times for ∇2u(x) and
∂∇2u(x)/∂c are not available for n = 1. For most algorithm outputs the proposed TMP-
recursive algorithm is the fastest implementation, where highest speed-up compared to the
reference algorithm ITK is obtained for n = 2 and D = 4: a factor of 17.9 to compute u(x).
The NiftyReg algorithm was faster than ITK for computing u(x). For the case D = 3, n = 1,
NiftyReg was also faster than TMP-recursive. For all other cases TMP-recursive was fastest.

The second row of Table 6.6 shows the effect of the recursive implementation without TMP
for computing u(x). Despite the number of arithmetic operations of the recursive algorithm
being only slightly less than the ITK algorithm, the recursive implementation was still faster
than the ITK. This may be explained by the presence of non-floating point operations in the
ITK algorithm, e.g. iterator updating and loop control instructions, which are not present in
the recursive algorithm.

6.4.3.3 Image registration

Table 6.7 shows the computation time in seconds for image registration tasks for images of
dimensions D ∈ {2, 3, 4}, transform spline orders nt ∈ {1, 2, 3} and interpolation spline orders
ni ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Note that in experiment 6.2.7(c) we have 10 times as many computations of
u(x), ∇u(x), u(x), and ∂u(x)/∂c than in the other experiments, explaining the much higher
computation time of the image registration for D = 4. For D = 2, the registration was on
average 1.5 times faster when the proposed algorithms are used, ∼2 times faster for D = 3,
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and ∼3.5 times faster for D = 4. This shows that the proposed algorithms become more
efficient with increasing D. The ∂2βn(xd − kd)/∂x2

d are zero and discontinuous for n = 1,
hence the computation times for the registration with regularization are not available for nt =

1.

Table 6.7: Results of experiments 6.3.3.3(a) - 6.3.3.3(d): computation time (s) of the image registrations.

Experiment D nt = 1

ni = 1 ni = 2 ni = 3

6.3.3.3(a) 2 ITK 14 15 17
TMP-recursive 10 10 11

6.3.3.3(b) 3 ITK 26 32 43
TMP-recursive 16 19 23

6.3.3.3(c) 4 ITK 700 994 1769
TMP-recursive 258 316 442

6.3.3.3(d) 3 ITK - - -
regularized TMP-recursive - - -

Experiment D nt = 2

ni = 1 ni = 2 ni = 3

6.3.3.3(a) 2 ITK 17 18 19
TMP-recursive 10 12 12

6.3.3.3(b) 3 ITK 41 46 56
TMP-recursive 20 24 27

6.3.3.3(c) 4 ITK 2015 2300 3081
TMP-recursive 604 670 789

6.3.3.3(d) 3 ITK 114 120 131
regularized TMP-recursive 53 57 61

Experiment D nt = 3

ni = 1 ni = 2 ni = 3

6.3.3.3(a) 2 ITK 21 22 22
TMP-recursive 12 12 13

6.3.3.3(b) 3 ITK 60 66 77
TMP-recursive 29 32 36

6.3.3.3(c) 4 ITK 5113 5445 6159
TMP-recursive 1468 1541 1664

6.3.3.3(d) 3 ITK 203 210 222
regularized TMP-recursive 96 100 103
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6.5 D I S C U S S I O N

Accelerating (non-rigid) image registration algorithms is necessary in a variety of fields. There
is a need for fast real-time registration in e.g. image-guided interventions [188], radiother-
apy [198, 199], multi-view range image registration [200], etc. When the data is very large,
efficient algorithms are necessary to complete the task in a reasonable time, for example in
reconstruction of high resolution microscopy images [201], or the construction of large pop-
ulation template images [113]. We therefore expect the proposed algorithms to have a large
impact in these fields.

We showed that the proposed algorithms have mostly fewer and sometimes slightly more
arithmetic operations, but, thanks to the implementation with TMP, which was made possible
by the recursive formulation, the proposed algorithms are faster than the reference algorithms.
For increasing dimension and spline order the proposed algorithms are progressively more ef-
ficient.

When comparing the computation times of the proposed algorithms in Table 6.5 (Υ = 1)
with Table 6.6 (Υ = D) a larger difference in computation time of the TMP-recursive algo-
rithms might be expected since coordinate transformation has D times as much arithmetic
operations as intensity interpolation. However, the expected difference is smaller, especially
for low D and low n, possibly due to constant overhead.

The TMP-recursive algorithm was faster than the NiftyReg implementation for all cases but
one: for D = 3 and n = 1. Part of the computation time differences is explained by differences
in precomputation of e.g. the B-spline weights and the support region. A limitation of the
NiftyReg implementations is that they only exist for specific combinations of D and n, as op-
posed to the proposed algorithms.

The work of [187], which proposes to precompute the B-spline weights with a look-up table,
can easily be combined with the algorithms we propose, to even further speed-up the B-spline
algorithms. However, due to rounding errors in that method, the accuracy will be somewhat
reduced.

The image registration experiments with Elastix show a large speed-up with the proposed
algorithms, from a factor 1.5 to a factor 3.5, depending on the image dimension. The intensity
interpolation and coordinate transformation make up a large part of the computation time of
an image registration, but not all. Another part that is computationally expensive is perform-
ing the gradient descent step of the optimizer, which is especially expensive when µ is very
high-dimensional.

The separability property was already shown in [150], however we showed that using this
separability, the B-spline interpolation function can be reformulated into a recursive function.
We extended this recursive formulation to the derivatives of the B-spline functions with re-
spect to spatial coordinates and control point coefficients. Recursion in especially the spatial
derivatives showed to be efficient, due to the re-use of the lower-order derivatives.

The exact mechanisms that explain the reduction in computation time achieved with TMP
may depend on the compiler used, or even the used compilation settings. These mechanisms
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could e.g. be a reduction in the number of jumps in the code, more efficient access of the cache
memory or a reduction in mean memory latency. Which of these mechanisms is actually being
used by the compiler can potentially be learned from observing the intermediate representa-
tion or the assembly code. Investigation of the compiler dependency of the proposed methods
was not part of this work, but may be done in the future.

In this paper we showed that the proposed algorithms substantially reduce the computation
time for CPU implementations. In principle the proposed algorithms could be ported to GPUs.
To benefit from their parallel processing architecture, individual points to be transformed or
interpolated could be processed by separate threads. As each thread iterates over an identical
support region size and as there are no data-dependent switches, thread divergence [202] is
not expected to be a problem. However, it probably would lead to very scattered memory
access and subsequently suboptimal performance [188]. This may be remedied by prefetch-
ing the support region of each point separately. An in-depth evaluation of portability to GPU
would be an interesting topic for future research.

6.6 C O N C L U S I O N

We proposed novel recursive algorithms for B-spline functions and provide efficient imple-
mentations that use template metaprogramming. We derived recursive formulations for the
B-spline function and its derivatives with respect to spatial coordinates and control point co-
efficients. For increasing dimension the proposed algorithm showed to be substantially faster,
up to a factor of 4 for intensity interpolation and a factor of 18 for coordinate transformation.
The recursive formulation enabled reducing the algorithmic complexity by re-using interme-
diate results of lower-order derivatives. With TMP, the compiler exploits this reduced algo-
rithmic complexity to create efficient code. Image processing software can use the recursive
B-spline functions (with open source implementation) proposed in this paper to reduce com-
putation times for image (re)sampling and transformation. We showed that image registration
with the public Elastix software can be approximately two to four times faster when the pro-
posed algorithms are used. Since B-spline functions are widely used in image processing and
may comprise a large part of the computation time, we believe that this work is of importance
for accelerating image processing algorithms in general.
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7
G E N E R A L D I S C U S S I O N

As neurodegeneration due to disease may be difficult to distinguish from that of normal aging,
this thesis aimed to develop methods that can assess how normal aging affects the brain mor-
phology, to obtain insight in the normal aging process and to support clinical decision mak-
ing. The first part of this thesis aimed to evaluate and propose methods for clinical decision
support using MR brain imaging features. In the second part, two novel techniques were pre-
sented that allow performing groupwise image registration on large imaging datasets, and
that were used in the first part of this thesis. The following sections discuss the main findings,
methodological contributions and future perspectives.

7.1 M A I N F I N D I N G S

Clinicians often face the challenge to interpret all the data obtained from a single patient when
making diagnostic or prognostic decisions. This process would be supported if more objective
quantitative information would be extracted from imaging data and its diagnostic and prog-
nostic value would be established, along with other known risk factors for disease. Therefore,
there is a large interest in computer-based methods that support clinical decision making.
Specifically for the computer-aided diagnosis of dementia and its subtypes several methods
have been previously proposed and evaluated [22, 23, 203]. In this thesis the previously pro-
posed DSI [22], normative modeling, and a novel model of the aging brain were explored for
the purpose of supporting clinical decision making for neurodegenerative diseases. In the
next subsections the main findings of this thesis are discussed.

7.1.1 Predicting cognitive decline

The aim of Chapter 2 was to assess if the DSI [22] could be used to identify persons at risk
for global cognitive decline, as this identification may aid in early detection of risk at demen-
tia. Global cognition was assessed at two time-points, with an average follow-up time of 5.7
years, providing the possibility to define a measure for cognitive decline. In this study, a per-
son was diagnosed as a significant global cognitive decliner when he or she belonged to the
five percent of participants with the highest cognitive decline per year. With feature selection,
the performance of the DSI was assessed on several feature sets. We however found that age
only was the most important predictor. Other features, such as MR brain imaging features,
cognitive test results at baseline, cardiovascular risk factors, genetics, gait, and education,
showed having potential, but did not improve prediction performance when combined with
age. A next step could be to use longitudinal features in DSI, as this might improve its pre-
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diction performance. To validate whether our findings are not due to limitations of DSI, also
other methods need to be evaluated in this prediction challenge. Finally, to be able to detect
younger people at risk of significant global cognitive decline in future studies, thresholds for
cognitive decline should be carefully chosen depending on the population, for example be
age-adjusted.

7.1.2 Comparing automated brain region segmentation methods

For the segmentation of MR brain images into anatomical regions, numerous fully automated
methods have been proposed, e.g. [2, 3, 6–10, 13–15, 19, 67]. Since manual segmentation is cur-
rently the gold reference standard, segmentations resulting from some of these methods have
been compared to manual segmentations. However, the impact of using different segmenta-
tion methods on the analyses of individual patients when using a normative modeling frame-
work was unknown. To assess this impact, five state-of-the-art automated brain segmentation
methods were applied to non-demented (ND) subjects and compared on the volumes of six
brain regions. For most regions the correlation was good (> 0.75) indicating that the observed
volume differences between methods in ND subjects are mainly due to systematic differences.
The methods were also applied to brain images of 42 patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD),
with the aim to answer two research questions: 1) to what extent are methods interchangeable,
as long as the same method is being used for generating normative volume distributions and
patient volumes? and 2) can different methods be used for generating normative volume dis-
tributions and calculating patient-specific volumes? Based on the results we concluded that it
is essential that the normative data and the patient-specific data are segmented with the same
method. When the same method is being used for generating normative and patient data,
we found that the agreement on the AD patient’s position relative to the normative distribu-
tion (ICC-z) was high for the regions thalamus and putamen. Our results are encouraging as
they indicate that methods are to some extent interchangeable for selected regions. For the
regions hippocampus, amygdala, caudate nucleus and accumbens, and globus pallidus, not
all method combinations showed a high ICC-z. Whether two methods are indeed interchange-
able should be confirmed for the specific application and dataset of interest.

7.1.3 Aging brain morphology: ND versus AD

In Chapter 4, a method was proposed to facilitate comparing the morphology of an entire indi-
vidual brain to a normative morphology distribution. The distribution of the aging morphol-
ogy of AD patients was compared with that of ND subjects. The morphology distribution of
the ND subjects was on average lower than the individual morphology scores of AD patients,
indicating that morphology differences between AD patients and ND subjects can be partly
explained by accelerated aging. We showed that this method has potential for the detection of
accelerated brain aging in a clinical setting. Furthermore, the proposed framework opens up
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new possibilities to study the effect of other determinants, such as lifestyle factors, on brain
aging.

7.2 M E T H O D O L O G I C A L C O N T R I B U T I O N S

Three novel methods have been developed and evaluated in this thesis. The method pro-
posed in Chapter 4 builds a reference model of the entire brain as a function of age, i.e. a
spatio-temporal reference model, to which an individual brain morphology can be compared.
The model was built using 988 brain images of non-demented subjects. With the group-
wise image registration method presented in Chapter 5, deformation fields were computed,
containing the displacement from a common template space to the space of each subject of
every voxel for each of the 988 brain images. With partial least squares regression, a high-
dimensional deformation space was reduced to obtain a single morphology score and a cor-
responding main mode of age induced deformation. A normative morphology distribution
was obtained by fitting percentile curves as a function of age on these scores. The score can be
interpreted using the main mode of deformation as shown on the developed web application
https://www.agingbrain.nl. Here, the spatio-temporal atlas based on 988 brain images is
made publicly available.

The method developed in Chapter 5 enables groupwise image registration of quantitative
MR imaging datasets. This method simultaneously registers the images to a common space,
to obtain the necessary anatomical correspondence between images. Due to the large con-
trast differences between the acquired images, the registration based on intensities is generally
challenging. However, the proposed method performed as good as, or better than the current
standard method for such datasets. As shown in Chapter 4, this method is also suitable for
inter-subject groupwise image registrations of images with modest contrast differences.

The algorithms presented in Chapter 6 contributed to the computational efficiency of med-
ical image registration. Novel recursive formulations of B-spline algorithms were derived,
which are often used in image registration for interpolation and transformation of voxels in
the images. The recursive algorithms on itself already improved efficency, but in combina-
tion with an implementation using template metaprogramming, they significantly reduced
the computation time compared to reference algorithms. The methods presented in Chapter 5
and Chapter 6 have been made publicly available in the image registration software package
elastix [119], available at https://github.com/SuperElastix/elastix.

7.3 F U T U R E P E R S P E C T I V E S

I expect improvements can be made in advanced image analysis for modeling the aging brain
in three areas of model development, explained in more detail below: 1) the training data,
2) the methodology, and 3) the computation. Additionally, I propose future research on the
heritability of brain aging.
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7.3.1 Training data

The models for clinical decision support presented in this thesis all used cross-sectional data.
However, features derived from longitudinal data might be better suited to separate controls
and patients, which may improve the relevance of other features, such as imaging features,
on the prediction of cognitive decline. In the context of Chapter 2, longitudinal data could im-
prove the prediction of cognitive decline. In the context of Chapter 3, volume change between
two time points instead of absolute volumes at baseline might be more (or less) reproducible
across segmentation methods. In the context of Chapter 4, computing the brain morphology
score at multiple time points could provide insight into the pace of brain aging in individual
patients.

7.3.2 Methodology

Instead of looking at specific regions, the method presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis uses
whole-brain regression. It was however shown that in neurodegenerative diseases regional
atrophy may occur in a specific order, and this order may vary per disease type [204]. To es-
timate this order, and thereby estimating the disease progression, event-based models were
previously proposed [204, 205]. To investigate if neurodegeneration due to aging also occurs
in a specified order, event-based models could be an interesting direction for future research
to improve modeling the aging brain.

The method developed in Chapter 4 could be applied to other voxelwise maps than de-
formation maps, such as diffusion or perfusion imaging derived maps, to investigate age-
related changes of these tissue properties. This could possibly improve discriminative ability
between people at risk of accelerated brain aging and people without risk. Besides apply-
ing this method to voxelwise maps, it can also be applied to selected points on the surface
of a segmented anatomical structure of interest, for example the hippocampus. In that case,
a spatio-temporal model and its variation in the population of that specific structure can be
studied in more detail and individual anatomical structures can be compared to a reference
shape distribution.

Deep learning is a specific category of machine learning in which the model is built using
abstract features, learned by the algorithm itself, in multiple layers. The success of this type of
machine learning is due to the fact that the abstract features work generally well for object de-
tection in images. In the field of medical image analysis it is therefore widely used for object
detection, but also in other areas, such as automated segmentation, image registration, and
computer-aided diagnosis [206, 207]. Using deep learning for predicting cognitive decline, as
an alternative approach for the DSI that was used in Chapter 2, could be an interesting ap-
proach. Fully connected networks, such as the multilayer perceptron are suitable when the
input also contains non-imaging data. Extending Chapter 3 with segmentation methods that
use deep learning would be interesting. The bias of the atlas is not eliminated with deep learn-
ing. However, previous methods showed promising results [13, 14] and may lead to higher
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segmentation accuracy, which could further increase the diagnostic value of brain region vol-
umes in a normative modelling framework.

7.3.3 Computation

Although some effort was being made for computational efficiency, the computation time of
the method in Chapter 4 is still too high for practical use. However, computational efficiency
can be gained by re-designing the groupwise image registration algorithm. Especially on the
graphical processing unit (GPU) a high efficiency can be obtained due to the large number
of computations it can handle simultaneously. I therefore recommend extending the novel
algorithms presented in Chapter 5 and 6 to implementations on the GPU. Also, it would be
interesting to study the impact of using simplified and more efficient registration approaches
for comparing patient data to the spatio-temporal model of Chapter 4. At model construction
stage, computation time is not an issue so the full groupwise approach can be preserved, but
for comparing new patient data to the model, the method should be accelerated.

Deep learning could also be used to increase computational efficiency of image registration,
as computationally expensive iterative optimization algorithms are replaced by the applica-
tion of previously learned deep networks [208–211].

7.3.4 Imaging genetics

Another interesting area of future research is imaging genetics in which imaging biomarkers
are combined with genetic data to investigate genes that are expressed in the brain [212]. By
combining genetic data with the morphology score as developed in this thesis, the heritability
of this score may be estimated. This could provide insight in to what extent the pace of brain
aging is controlled by genes.

7.4 C O N C L U S I O N

This thesis aimed to develop and evaluate novel methods for clinical decision support, based
on advanced, quantitative analysis of brain MR images. The research objectives stated in the
introduction have been achieved.

1. The accuracy of predicting global cognitive decline in the general population using a
multivariate classification framework was evaluated. In this study, age only was the
most important predictor. Other features showed having potential, but did not improve
prediction performance.

2. The impact of differences in automated brain region segmentation methods on single-
subject analysis in a normative modelling framework was evaluated. The results indi-
cated that methods are to some extent interchangeable for selected regions.
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3. A novel spatio-temporal approach for extracting and modelling the brain morphology
changes due to normal aging was developed and evaluated. With this method an indi-
vidual brain morphology can be compared to a morphology distribution of a reference
population.

4. A novel method for intra-subject non-rigid groupwise registration of multiple images
with contrast differences was developed. The method performed as good as, or better
than the current standard method for such datasets.

5. A highly efficient algorithm for B-spline interpolation and transformation was devel-
oped. This algorithm led to a substantial acceleration of non-rigid image registration
methods.

The novel aging brain models and computer-aided diagnosis methods presented in this the-
sis support the differentiation between normal and abnormal neurodegeneration. This will
help in establishing more accurate diagnoses of patients, and in identifying patients at risk of
developing neurodegenerative disease before symptoms emerge. In the future, performance
and efficacy of the developed methods should be evaluated in clinical practice.
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S U M M A RY

Both normal aging and neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) cause
morphological changes of the brain due to neurodegeneration. As neurodegeneration due to
disease may be difficult to distinguish from that of normal aging, interpretation of magnetic
resonance (MR) brain images in the context of diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases is chal-
lenging, especially in the early stages of the disease. This thesis presented comprehensive
models of the aging brain and novel computer-aided diagnosis methods, based on advanced,
quantitative analysis of brain MR images, facilitating the differentiation between normal and
abnormal neurodegeneration.

C L I N I C A L D E C I S I O N S U P P O R T U S I N G M R B R A I N I M A G I N G

The first part of this thesis, comprising Chapters 2, 3 and 4, aimed to evaluate and develop
methods for clinical decision support using features derived from MR brain images.

In Chapter 2 the performance of a previously proposed classifier, the Disease State Index
(DSI), was evaluated for the prediction global cognitive decline in the general population, be-
cause identification of persons at risk for global cognitive decline may aid in early detection
of persons at risk of dementia. The best prediction performance was obtained using only
age as input feature. Other features showed potential, but did not improve prediction when
used in combination with age. Future studies should evaluate whether the performance could
be improved when using new features, e.g., longitudinal features, or using other prediction
methods.

In Chapter 3 the impact on single-subject analysis when using different automated sub-
cortical brain region segmentation methods for the generation of normative data was evalu-
ated. We applied five methods on 988 non-demented (ND) subjects and computed the corre-
lation (PCC-v) and absolute agreement (ICC-v) on the volumes of six brain regions. For most
regions the PCC-v was good (> 0.75) indicating that volume differences between methods in
ND subjects are mainly due to systematic differences. The ICC-v was generally lower, espe-
cially for the smaller regions, indicating that it is essential that the same method is used to
generate normative and patient data. To evaluate the impact on single subject analysis we
also applied the methods to 42 patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD). In the case where the
normative distributions and the patient-specific volumes were calculated by the same method,
the patient’s distance to the normative distribution was assessed with the z-score. We deter-
mined the diagnostic value of this z-score, which showed to be consistent across the methods.
We also determined the absolute agreement on the AD patient z-scores (ICC-z). We found
that the ICC-z was high for the regions thalamus and putamen. Our results are encouraging
as they indicate that methods are to some extent interchangeable for selected regions. For the
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regions hippocampus, amygdala, caudate nucleus and accumbens, and globus pallidus, not
all method combinations showed a high ICC-z. Whether two methods are indeed interchange-
able should be confirmed for the specific application and dataset of interest.

In Chapter 4 a method was proposed for developing a spatio-temporal model of morpho-
logical differences in the brain due to normal aging. This model facilitates making the dis-
tinction between neurodegeneration due to normal aging and neurodegenerative diseases.
The proposed method utilized groupwise image registration to characterize morphological
variation across brain scans of people with different ages. A normative distribution of brain
morphologies was estimated, which can be used to compare an individual’s brain morphol-
ogy to a cognitively healthy reference population. To derive a normative distribution of brain
morphologies, a data-driven approach was chosen which required a computationally efficient
non-rigid groupwise image registration technique. The method was validated on two differ-
ent datasets, using images from both cognitively normal subjects and patients with AD. The
distribution of the aging morphology of AD subjects was compared with that of cognitive
normals and these results indicated that AD at least partially manifests as accelerated aging.

E F F I C I E N T N O N - R I G I D G R O U P W I S E I M A G E R E G I S T R AT I O N

In the second part two novel techniques were developed and evaluated that allow performing
non-rigid groupwise image registration on large imaging datasets.

In Chapter 5, a novel technique for groupwise image registration was developed, initially
for quantitative MR imaging datasets, in which the contrast between the images to register
varies. The developed method showed to be as good as, or better than the current standard
method for such datasets. The contrast variation between the brain images used to derive the
model of Chapter 4 was small, but it was not absent, and therefore the method of Chapter 5
showed to be effective for a groupwise image registration between brain images of multiple
subjects.

In Chapter 6 recursive formulations of algorithms for B-spline interpolation and transfor-
mation were derived. In combination with template metaprogramming, the novel algorithms
showed a decrease of the computation time of both interpolation and transformation signifi-
cantly compared to reference algorithms.

C O N C L U S I O N

The novel aging brain models and computer-aided diagnosis methods presented in this the-
sis facilitate the differentiation between normal and abnormal neurodegeneration. This will
help in establishing more accurate diagnoses of patients, and in identifying patients at risk
of developing neurodegenerative disease before symptoms emerge. In the future, the compu-
tational efficiency of the developed methods should be improved such that the performance
and efficacy can be evaluated in clinical practice.
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S A M E N VAT T I N G

Zowel normale veroudering als neurodegeneratieve ziektes zoals de ziekte van Alzheimer
zorgen voor morfologische veranderingen in het brein door neurodegeneratie. Omdat neu-
rodegeneratie door ziekte moeilijk te onderscheiden is van dat door normale veroudering, is
interpretatie van magnetische resonantie (MR) beelden van het brein in de context van diag-
nose van neurodegeneratieve ziekten een uitdaging, vooral in vroege stadia van de ziekte. Dit
proefschrift presenteert uitgebreide modellen van het verouderende brein en nieuwe compu-
terondersteunende diagnostische methodes, gebaseerd op geavanceerde, kwantitatieve ana-
lyse van MR breinbeelden om het maken van onderscheid tussen normale en abnormale neu-
rodegeneratie te vereenvoudigen.

O N D E R S T E U N I N G VA N K L I N I S C H E B E S L U I T V O R M I N G M E T M R B R E I N B E E L D V O R -
M I N G

Het eerste deel van dit proefschrift, bestaande uit Hoofdstuk 2, 3 en 4, heeft als doel om
methodes voor klinische besluitvorming te ontwikkelen en evalueren, gebruik makend van
kenmerken die uit MR breinbeelden geëxtraheerd worden.

In Hoofdstuk 2 is de nauwkeurigheid van een eerder voorgestelde klassificatiemethode,
de Disease State Index (DSI), geëvalueerd op het voorspellen van globale cognitieve achteruit-
gang in de algemene populatie, omdat de identificatie van verhoogd risico op cognitieve
achteruitgang de detectie van een verhoogd risico op dementie kan ondersteunen. De beste
voorspelling werd behaald wanneer enkel de leeftijd van de persoon werd meegenomen
als kenmerk. Andere kenmerken hadden voorspellende waarde, maar verhoogden niet de
nauwkeurigheid van de voorspellingen wanneer deze werden gecombineerd met leeftijd.
Toekomstige studies moeten evalueren of de nauwkeurigheid kan worden verbeterd door
nieuwe kenmerken, bijvoorbeeld kenmerken op basis van longitudinale data, of andere
predictiemethoden te gebruiken.

In Hoofdstuk 3 worden verschillende methodes voor het automatisch segmenteren van
sub-corticale breinstructuren vergeleken. Specifiek wordt onderzocht wat de impact is
op de score van individuele patiënten als verschillende methodes worden gebruikt voor
het genereren van normatieve verdelingen, waarbij de score een maat is voor hoeveel een
individu afwijkt van de normatieve verdeling. Hiertoe werden vijf methodes toegepast op
988 niet-dementerende (ND) subjecten en de correlatie (PCC-v) en de absolute overeenstem-
ming (ICC-v) bepaald op zes breinstructuren. Voor de meeste regio’s was de PCC-v goed
(> 0.75), wat betekent dat de geobserveerde volumeverschillen tussen de ND subjecten
vooral ontstaan door systematische verschillen. De ICC-v was over het algemeen lager,
vooral voor de kleinere regio’s. Dit betekent dat het essentieel is dat dezelfde methode wordt
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gebruikt voor het genereren van de normatieve data en de patiëntdata. De methodes werden
ook toegepast op 42 patiënten met de ziekte van Alzheimer (AD) om de impact op de score
van individuele patiënten te onderzoeken. In het geval dat de normatieve verdelingen en de
patiënt-specifieke volumes werden berekend door dezelfde methode, werd de afstand van
de patiënt tot de normatieve verdeling bepaald met de z-score. De diagnostische waarde van
de z-score was consistent over de methodes. De absolute overeenstemming van de z-scores
(ICC-z) was hoog voor de regio’s thalamus en putamen. Deze resultaten zijn bemoedigend,
omdat ze aantonen dat de methodes tot op zekere hoogte uitwisselbaar zijn voor bepaalde
regio’s. Voor regio’s hippocampus, amygdala, caudate nucleus en accumbens, en globus
pallidus waren niet alle combinaties van de ICC-z hoog. Of twee methodes daadwerkelijk
uitwisselbaar zijn moet worden bepaald per dataset en toepassing.

In Hoofdstuk 4 is een methode voorgesteld waarmee de vormverandering van het brein
ten gevolge van normale veroudering kan worden bepaald. Het spatio-temporeel model
in deze methode helpt om onderscheid te maken tussen neurodegeneratie door normale
veroudering en door neurodegeneratieve ziektes. De voorgestelde methode maakt gebruik
van groepsgewijze beeldregistratie om de morfologische variatie tussen breinbeelden van
mensen van verschillende leeftijden te karakteriseren. Hieruit werd een normatieve verdeling
van breinmorfologieën afgeleid welke kan worden gebruikt om de morfologie van een
individueel brein te vergelijken met die van een gezonde referentiepopulatie. Er is gekozen
voor een datagedreven methode om de normatieve verdeling van breinmorfologieën te
bepalen. Hiervoor was een efficiënte niet-rigide groepsgewijze beeldregistratie techniek
nodig. De methode is gevalideerd op twee datasets, waarbij zowel beelden van cognitief
gezonde personen als patiënten met de ziekte van Alzheimer zijn gebruikt. De distributie
van de morfologie van de patiënten met de ziekte van Alzheimer is vergeleken met die van
cognitief gezonde personen. De morphologische verschillen tussen patiënten en cognitief
gezonde personen laten zien dat de ziekte van Alzheimer zich ten minste voor een deel
manifesteert als versnelde veroudering.

E F F I C I Ë N T E N I E T- R I G I D E G R O E P S G E W I J Z E B E E L D R E G I S T R AT I E

In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift werden twee nieuwe technieken ontwikkeld en geë-
valueerd waarmee niet-rigide groepsgewijze beeldregistratie kan worden toegepast op grote
datasets van beelden.

In Hoofdstuk 5, is een nieuwe techniek voor groepsgewijze beeldregistratie ontwikkeld,
in beginsel voor kwantitatieve MR beelden waar het contrast tussen de beelden die moeten
worden geregistreerd variëert. Dit is een uitdaging, omdat methodes die dit soort beelden regi-
streren vaak gebruik maken van de aanname dat de voxelintensiteit over de beelden sterk cor-
releert. Dit is niet het geval voor kwantitatieve MRI beelden en daarom maakt de ontwikkelde
methode gebruik van het feit dat de voxelintensiteit afhankelijk is van een kwantitatief MR
model. De methode maakt gebruik van de (lage) dimensionaliteit van het model, maar is on-
afhankelijk van de exacte formulering en daarom breed toepasbaar voor allerlei kwantitatieve
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MR beeldregistratieproblemen. De ontwikkelde methode was even goed als of beter dan de
huidige standaard voor zulke datasets. De variatie in contrast tussen de breinbeelden die zijn
gebruikt om het model in Hoofdstuk 4 te maken was klein, maar niet afwezig. Daarom is
de methode in Hoofdstuk 5 ook effectief gebleken voor de groepsgewijze beeldregistratie van
breinbeelden van verschillende personen.

In Hoofdstuk 6 zijn recursieve algoritmes voor interpolatie en transformatie met B-splines
afgeleid. De recursieve formulering vermindert de complexiteit van het algoritme door een
verlaging van het aantal rekenkundige operaties. Daarnaast maakt de recursieve formule-
ring het mogelijk om de algoritmes te implementeren met template metaprogramming, een
techniek waarbij de overhead tijdens gebruik van het uitvoerbare bestand wordt verminderd.
Hierdoor zijn de nieuwe algoritmes significant sneller dan de referentie algoritmes waarmee
ze zijn vergeleken.

C O N C L U S I E

Met de nieuwe modellen van het verouderende brein en de computerondersteunde methodes
voor diagnose die zijn ontwikkeld en gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift wordt het maken van
onderscheid tussen normale en abnormale neurodegeneratie vereenvoudigd. Dit zal helpen
bij het stellen van een nauwkeurigere diagnose bij patiënten en het vroeg identificeren van
patiënten die het risico lopen om neurodegeneratieve ziektes te ontwikkelen, voordat sympto-
men zichtbaar zijn. In de toekomst moet de efficiëntie van de ontwikkelde methodes worden
verbeterd zodat de prestatie en effectiviteit geëvalueerd kan worden in de klinische praktijk.
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